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Introduction
jHIS is a system designed to provide comprehensive service of public and non-public health care
institutions in the management of patient data and staff, planning work schedules of staff and using
the surgeries, arranging and operating outpatient and home visits, patient's cabinet service (doctor's
surgery, ambulance, emergency helicopter of medical service, point of donations), settlements with
the NFZ, patients and work places of patients.

Assumptions
Assumptions about the functioning of the jHIS system:
- History of all data changes (with the exception of dictionary data) is recorded
- The data are deleted from the database logically rather than physically (deleted data is
recoverable)
- Access to specific functionality of the application by the logged user depends on his permissions
called roles (the role is a set of predefined privileges, each of which provides access to a specific
element of the system)
- Fields that fill in the forms is required are surrounded by a blue border
- The system operates on a web browser Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome

Login
To use the application, launch the browser, in the address bar enter the address and go to the entered
address. Then you see the login page to the system jHIS.

Access to the application requires an individual login username and password. Logins and
passwords are given by system administrator. After entering the login and password and click "log"
one of the following pages is displayed:


re-login page with information about the incorrect login username / password (this means
that you made a mistake when entering username / password - in this case, enter the correct
username and password and then click "login")
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form of change the password if the user's password has been changed more than 30 days ago
(in this case, enter in the form of your current password and twice repeated new password,
which you want to use, and then confirm by pressing the button- then the password will be
changed and you can log in to application with the new password, the new password must
fulfill the following requirements of security policy: it must be at least 8 characters, must
contain lowercase and uppercase letters and numbers or special characters, must be different
from the most recently used passwords at least by three characters, must be different from
each of the three most recently used passwords by at least one character)



home page of application specific to the logging user if the log was properly

Homepage of application includes:


header repeated on each side of the system, and in it:
◦ system’s logo - click on the logo takes you to the user’s homepage (regardless of the
page the user is currently in when he clicks on the logo)
◦ menu allowing access to each system’s functionality
◦ links to language versions enables switching between different language versions of the
user’s interface
◦ user’s login
◦ icon of access to the Nemo-Q queuing system (if the jHIS system has been integrated
with the Nemo-Q queuing system)
◦ icon of warnings of impending expiration date of password to the accounts of the eWUŚ
◦ icon of messages - only if there are messages addressed to the user
◦ link that allows logging out of applications



content specific to the logged user



footer repeating on each side of the system, and in it:
◦ system’s name and version - click on the name of the system opens a window with
information about the changes introduced in previous versions of the system
◦ logo of jPALIO technology – if you click on the logo in a new window / tab, the browser
will open the software manufacturer's website

The application consists of the following functional modules whose names are corresponding to the
positions of menu:


Account



Administration



Registration



Staff



Visits



Surgery



Settlements



Hospital
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The "Account" module is available for every logged user, regardless of their permissions. The
module "Administration" is only available to users with the "System’s Administrator" role. The
availability of other modules for registered users is dependent on its permissions.

Languages
The system offers two languages of user’s interface: Polish and English. To switch between the
language versions there are links visible in the header of the page:


PL – switches to the Polish version



EN – switches to the English version

Link of currently used language version is displayed by enlarged font.

System versions
This documentation describes jHIS system in full range of its functionality. Depending on licence
bought, range of functionalities may by narrower than described within this documentation.
Basic version of jHIS system includes the following modules and functionalities:


Account – password change and reading messages from system administrator



Administration – system configuration except for rehabilitation module configuration,
management of organizational structure except for specification of parameters and
rehabilitation surgeries for clinics and equipment, privileges management, users
management, messager, notifications management, dictionaries management except for
rehabilitation services catalog and occupational medicine dictionaries, browsing log of
unauthorized access attempts, browsing history of data changes is system, management of
eWUŚ access accounts, commercial services price lists management



Registration – new patients creation, management of active and inactive patients data except
for history of employment, browsing lists of patients declarations, browsing general register,
registration book and visits book, browsing lists of realized and unrealized payments, cash
withdrawals



Staff – medical staff data management except for specifying rehabilitation surgeries nonrealized by staff, staff and equipment timetables planning with units distance management,
prescription pools management, staff contracts management



Visits – arrangement and service of planned and extra visits, including theirs canceling and
completion of insurance data



Surgery – configuration of surgery room including list of preferred drugs and ordered
diagnostic examinations, EHR access configuration, document templates and form templates
definition, general surgery room without eyes diagram and teeth diagram and patient / tool
sets specification while referring to surgery / operation, browsing statistics of surgery
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module


Settlements – ICD-9 and ICD-10 dictionaries management

Basic version may be extended with the following modules and functionalities:


Settlements – visits and diagnostic examinations coding according to National Health Fund
guidelines, services and diagnostic examinations management, exporting, importing and
browsing data of communicates exchanged between jHIS system and National Health Fund
system, management of National Health Fund services dictionary



Rehabilitation – configuration of rehabilitation module for the whole system and possibility
to specify parameters and surgeries for clinics and equipment, rehabilitation services catalog
management, specifying non-realized surgeries for staff, planning and service of
rehabilitation surgeries, therapeutical surgery room



Occupational medicine – occupational medicine dictionaries management, patient
employment history, planning and service of occupational medicine, occupational medicine
books



Stomatology – teeth diagram for stomatological surgery room



Ophthalmology – eyes diagram for ophthalmological surgery room



Collection facility – collection facility service



MARCEL – mechanisms of integration of jHIS system with MARCEL system servicing
diagnostic laboratories i.a. ALAB Laboratoria Sp. z o.o. (integration based on HL7 Version
2.3 protocol; functionality possible to use only with collection facility service)



Nemo-Q – mechanisms of integration of jHIS system with Nemo-Q queuing system



Hospital – management of dictionaries of patient / tool sets, planning and service of
operations (admission room, on-day ward, operational block), filling and browsing hospital
books, patient / tool sets specification while referring to surgery / operation



eLab – mechanisms of integration of jHIS system with eLab system servicing diagnostic
laboratories i.a. Diagnostyka Sp. z o.o. (integration based on WebService and HL7 CDA
protocol; functionality possible to use only with collection facility service)
Thermometers – mechanisms for monitoring internet thermometers, registering temperature
measurements, notifying about temperature deviations and thermometer working
inconsistencies
Portal – internet portal allowing patients to arrange visits themselves and to cancel visits
with functionalities for management of contents displayed within portal




Messages
The system’s administrator has the ability to send various types of messages and notifications to
users. If there are any messages addressed to the logged user, in the header of the page appears in
the icon of message. If there are unread messages, an arrow on the icon of message is orange.
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If there are messages addressed to the user who is logged but all messages have been read, then the
arrow on the message icon is green.

After clicking on the message icon, it opens a page with messages addressed to the logged user.
Each unread message has an orange background, read messages have a gray background. Each
message displays “Reply” and “Delete” buttons.

After clicking „Reply” button there opens new window with form allowing to send reply to the
message.

After clicking „Delete” button the message disappears from the list of displayed messages.

Nemo-Q
jHIS system has been integrated with the Nemo-Q queuing system. For users with access to NemoQ, in the jHIS system in the top right corner of the window (with username) is displayed an icon
with the letter "Q" opening in a new window queuing system’s panel.
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After clicking on this icon, a window of queuing system’s panel is displayed. There is the login
form in the window to the queuing system, where a queuing system and position can be selected.
After selecting the position, jHIS system checks in the Nemo-Q system whether the position
requires a login and if required system displays additional fields to select a user and provide the
password. In both cases, after completing the form, press the "Login" button.
position does not require authorization

position requires authorization

After logging, the form of recalling tickets is displayed. If there was any ticket already invoked, his
number appears on the form. From the form it is possible to recall another ticket, to re-recall
recently caused ticket and to recall any already served or still pending ticket (after selecting from
the list and press "Call" button under the list). When recalling a ticket, on the form there is
displaying a number of called ticket and above the form there is relevant information about the
maneuver, and the display of queuing system also displays the number of called ticket (which also
flashes and the queuing system emits a beep).

From the form, you can log out of the queuing system and close the window. Closing the window
without logging off from queuing system does not result in breaking the connection to the queuing
system - the re-opening of the window (or click on the icon "Q" with the user name in the top right
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corner of the jHIS system’s window) shows the form of calling ticket with visible recently called
number.
ATTENTION!


If you recall tickets by the jHIS system then you should completely abandon the use of the
WinPanel application (which is part of the Nemo-Q). Using the jHIS system from some
positions and some from the WinPanel applications can lead to incompatibility of users’
sessions and as a result to errors in the jHIS software activity.

Account
Every logged user has access to the module "Account", where were made available functionalities
of changing his own password and access to a list of messages addressed to the logged user.

Change password
Using the "Change Password" functionality in the menu of "Account" application, logged user has
the ability to change his own password currently used to access the application. To change your
password, enter your current password and new password twice repeated to the form. The new
password must meet the following requirements of security policy:


must have at least 8 characters



must contain lowercase and uppercase letters, numbers and special characters



must be different from the most recently used passwords of at least three characters



must differ from each of the three most recently used passwords of at least one character

After completing the form and pressing the "Change Password", system verifies the correctness of
data entered to the form. If verification is successful, then the password is changed and displays
information about successful password change. If the verification fails, you will see an error
message informing about incorrect filling out the form (indicating the type of irregularity). In this
situation, you must fill out the form again according to the information contained in the message
and try to change your password.
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After changing the password will be valid for 30 days.

Messages
Using the "Messages" functionality in menu of "Account" application logged user has access to the
list of messages addressed to him. The same list is available by clicking on the message icon in the
header of the page.
Each unread message has orange background, read messages have gray background. Each message
displays the "Delete this message" button. After reading and deleting the message will be not
display again (will disappear from the messages list).

Administration
The "Administration" module is only available to users with the "System administrator" role and is
used to configure and monitor the system and to manage permissions and users.

Configuration
The "Configuration" functionality in "Administration" menu allows the administrator to change the
value of following system’s constants:


The number of records per page for paged tables - in all tables displayed in the application
divided into pages, for each page will be presented the number of rows not exceeding the
value specified in this parameter



The maximum number of records in the search results for special tables - this parameter
defines the maximum number of records that can be displayed in tables presenting data
which can be a lot; parameter is used to limit the amount of search results - if the number of
search results exceed the value of this parameter, then the system will ask you to narrow
down your search criteria to limit the number of search results



Insurance verification in eWUŚ – determines whether the communication of jHIS and
eWUŚ systems to verify eligibility for the benefits of patients is on or off; parameter is
important in case of failure of eWUŚ system - if the eWUŚ system stops responding then
turn off the communication of the jHIS system with the eWUŚ system to not overload the
jHIS system and to users of the system jHIS receive information that the system eWUŚ does
not work therefore they should take patients declaration of insurance (when the failure of the
eWUŚ system will be removed, communication of jHIS system with the eWUŚ system
should be re-enable)



Version of rehabilitation module - determines which version of the rehabilitation module is
used in the system - in the standard version, it is possible to plan terms of each surgery
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separately (each surgery from one day = separate term), in a simplified version, it is possible
to plan terms of groups of surgeries (all surgeries from the day = one term)


Default type of a visit in simplified version of the rehabilitation module - default kind of
visit chosen by the system (with the possibility of change if necessary) at appointing
rehabilitation surgeries in a simplified version of the rehabilitation module



Default rehabilitation conditions within the simplified rehabilitation module - default
conditions of rehabilitation surgeries chosen by the system (with the possibility of change if
necessary) at appointing rehabilitation surgeries in a simplified version of the rehabilitation
module



Price valuation mode within the simplified rehabilitation module – the way of price
valuation for commercial surgeries in a simplified version of the rehabilitation module
(manual – person who plan surgeries by himself chooses commercial services; automatic –
services from pricelist are chosen automatically on a basis of links between these services
and rehabilitation benefits created in the dictionary of commercial services)



Possibility of visits appointing inside surgery – parameter specifying whether doctor using
surgery module should have possibility to register patient for scheduled and extra visits
himself



Number of days before eWUŚ account expiry to notify user – parameter specifying how
many days before eWUŚ password expiry system should notify user that password is going
to expire and due to this fact user should remember to change this password to extend
eWUŚ account validity



Number of days before estimated end of prescription numbers to notify doctor – parameter
specifying how many days before estimated exhausting of prescription numbers system
should notify the doctor about necessity to import more prescription numbers to the system



Minimal time delay between two consecutive identical notifications sent by sms – time (in
minutes) that system should wait before sending again the same as recently notification
about deviations of temperature reported by thermometer or failure of power / network /
thermometer



Service provider’s system identifier assigned by the payer – ZOZ information system
identifier assigned by the NFZ and passed in the attribute id-inst-nad of tag komunikat of
XML messages exchanged with the NFZ



Payer’s system identifier assigned by the payer – NFZ’s information system identifier
assigned by the NFZ; unused (now no longer transmitted in XML messages exchanged with
the NFZ), preserved due to backwards compatibility



Internal identifier of service provider system - internal identifier of ZOZ information system
transmitted in attributes nfz:info-aplik-nad and nfz:info-kontakt-nad of komunikat tag
and in attribute nfz:info-kontakt of swiadczeniodawca of the XML messages exchanged
with the NFZ



Service provider’s internal identifier – ZOZ internal identifier passed in the attribute kodswd of komunikat and komorka tags in the UMX file of contract with the NFZ



Provider’s data to be placed on the invoice for the NFZ - ZOZ data placed on invoices
issued for the NFZ



Recipient’s data to be placed on the invoice for the NFZ – data of NFZ branch placed on
invoices issued for the NFZ
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Buyer’s data to be placed on the invoice for the NFZ – NFZ data placed on invoices issued
for the NFZ



The default service code for visits in POZ – code of service from the POZ’s agreement with
the NFZ, which by default should be a hint for a doctor at realization of visit



The default place of issue of the invoice for the patient - default place of issue of the invoice
for commercial services for the patient (or the patient's workplace)



Seller's name to be placed on the invoice for the patient



address of the seller to be placed on the invoice for the patient - address of the seller to be
placed on the invoice for commercial services for the patient (or the patient's workplace)



Seller’s NIP to be placed on the invoice for the patient – seller’s NIP to be placed on the
invoice for commercial services for the patient (or the patient's workplace)



Seller’s REGON to be placed on the invoice for the patient – seller’s REGON to be placed
on the invoice for commercial services for the patient (or the patient's workplace)



Seller’s bank name to be placed on the invoice for the patient – seller’s bank name to be
placed on the invoice for commercial services for the patient (or the patient's workplace)



Seller’s account number to be placed on the invoice for the patient – seller’s account number
to be placed on the invoice for commercial services for the patient (or the patient's
workplace)

Besides setting the values for the system’s constants in the configuration of application
administrator can also enter the following graphic files:


logo ZOZ to reports - logo of the healthcare facility used in the header of reports generated
by the system



graphic to footer of reports- graphics used in the footer of reports generated by the system



prescription’s background – background of print of prescription; unused, retained for
backwards compatibility



background of recommendations for the patient – background of print of recommendations
issued by a doctor during the visit



background of referral to a specialist / hospital - background of print of referral to a
specialist or hospital



background of referral for spa treatment – background of print of referral for spa treatment;
unused, retained for backwards compatibility

Systems’s constants and graphics must be entered before making the application available to use by
users. They can be modified while using the application. Changing the system constants and logos
occurs through entering values to the form and approve the changes.

Organizational structure
The organizational structure consists of two branches representing separate functionalities:


administration units



medical care
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Administration units
After selecting the "Administration units" functionality from the "Administration" menu and the
"Organizational structure" submenu, there is displayed search engine of administration units with an
additional button for adding a new administration unit.

After clicking on the button for adding a new administration unit displays the form for adding a new
unit. The units form the structure of the tree – each unit may (but need not) have one parent entity.

After completing the form of adding administration unit, press "Add" to save the information into
the database.
To modify or remove administration unit, it should be found by using the search engine.
Administration units are searched by name. In the browser, you can type part of the name
(capitalization does not matter). After pressing the "Search" button, there are displayed, in the form
of a tree branch, administration units meeting the search criteria with all subordinate units or there
is displayed a message about the lack of such of units. If there are units meeting search criteria,
then in the search results, when you hover your mouse over any unit, there are displayed "Edit" and
"Delete" buttons.
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Pressing the "Edit" button displays a form with the data of administration units, where you can enter
and save the changes in the unit’s data. Pressing the "Delete" button will display the form with readonly data of administration unit, allowing to remove the unit. Removing the unit from the
organizational structure of administration is possible only when there is no child of the unit and
there is not any user assigned to the unit.

Medical care
After selecting the "Medical care" functionality from the "Administration" menu in the
"Organizational structure" submenu, there is displayed five tabs corresponding to each level of the
organizational structure:


Health Care Company



Enterprises



Units



Clinics / Infirmaries



Surgery / Instruments / Vehicles

from which opened is „Health Care Company” tab.
In the „Health Care Company” tab are available data of healthcare facility and its founding organ.
By default, data are displayed in read-only mode. To modify the data of the Health Care Company,
press "Edit Data" button (you will be then switched to edit mode) and then make changes in form
and confirm with "Update" button.
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In the "Enterprises" tab you can see a list of all the enterprises in the health care facility. For each of
them there are two buttons: "Edit" (mode of editing enterprise) and "Delete" (mode of deleting
enterprise). Below the list of clinics is available a button to add a new enterprise.
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To add an enterprise press "Add company" button under the list of enterprises. Then will be shown
a form of adding a new enterprise. Please fill out the form and save the data by pressing button of
adding the company.
ATTENTION!


In the system there can be only one enterprise with that REGON number (REGON number
of all enterprises must be unique).

To modify the data of enterprises press "Edit" button at the appropriate enterprise from the list. You
will see a form of enterprise data of the structure identical to the form of adding a new enterprise.
Form of enterprise’s data allows you to enter and save the changes to the data.
To delete a company press "Delete" button at the appropriate enterprise from the list. You will see a
form of enterprise’s read-only data, allowing to remove the enterprise. The removal of the enterprise
is only possible if there is no unit assigned to the enterprise.

In the "Units" tab you can see a list of all units of the healthcare facility. At each clinic, there are
two buttons: "Edit" (mode of editing units) and "Delete" (mode of deleting units). Below the list of
units, there is a button of adding a new unit.

To add a unit, press "Add unit" under the list of units. You will see a form of adding a new unit. You
have to fill in a form (at least the mandatory fields). External ID’s field is not used, it has been
18

retained for backwards compatibility. For the unit you can enter any number of profiles (profile of
unit is determined by the VI part of ministerial code) - using the button "More profiles" you can
view any number of fields to entering profiles. After filling the form, save the data by pressing add
the unit button.
ATTENTION!


In the system there can be only one unit identified by a particular V part of the ministerial
code (V part of the ministerial code of all units must be unique).

To edit the unit’s data, press the "Edit" button at the appropriate unit from the list. You will see the
form of unit’s data with identical structure to the form of adding a new unit. Form of unit’s data
allows you to enter and save the changes of the data.
To delete a unit press the "Delete" button at the appropriate unit from the list. You will see the form
of read-only data of unit that allows to remove unit. Removal of the unit is only possible if there is
no clinic / ward assigned to the unit, any user assigned to the unit, nor any declaration made at the
unit.

In the "Clinics / Infirmaries" tab there is a search engine of clinics / infirmaries. Searching of
clinics / infirmaries is possible by its name and address and the name and address of the unit in
which the clinic / infirmary is located. In every field of search engine you can enter any part of the
name or address, the size of the letters does not matter. After entering the search criteria and press
the "Search" button under the search engine displays a list of clinics / infirmaries that meet your
search criteria. At each clinic / infirmary on the list there are buttons "Edit" and "Delete". Under the
search engine there is also a button adding a new clinic / infirmary.
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To add a clinic / infirmary, press the "Add a new clinic / ward" button under the search engine. You
will see a form of adding a new clinic / infirmary. You must fill in a form (at least the mandatory
fields) and also point to in which unit this clinic / infirmary is located. It is possible to attach to the
form a text file with a description of the rules of using clinic / infirmary. External ID’s field is no
longer used, it has been preserved due to backwards compatibility. For rehabilitation clinics can be
specified limits (the maximum number) of treatments realized in the clinic. For clinic / infirmary
you can enter any number of profiles (profile of clinic is formed by a pair composed of IX and X
part of ministerial code) - using the button "More profiles" you can view any number of fields to
enter further profiles. After filling the form, save the data by pressing the button of adding the clinic
/ infirmary.
ATTENTION!


In the system there can be only one clinic / infirmary with particular VII and VIII part of the
ministerial code.



Opening hours of clinic / infirmary have an impact on the temporary spread of schedule of
personnel work or equipment in the clinic. After planning schedules in the clinic / infirmary
will not be able to narrow its working hours if already scheduled appointments would be
planned outside the new working hours.



After planning schedules will not be able to change the type of visits in the clinic / infirmary.

To edit the clinic / infirmary, press the "Edit" button at the appropriate clinic / infirmary on the list
of clinics / infirmaries (in the results). You will see a data form of clinic / infirmary of identical
structure to the form of adding a new clinic / infirmary. Form of data of clinic / infirmary allows
you to enter and save changes to these data.
To delete a clinic / infirmary, press the "Delete" button at the appropriate clinic / infirmary on list of
clinics / infirmaries (in the results). You will see a form of read-only data of clinic / infirmary that
allows to remove clinic / infirmary. Removal of clinic / infirmary is only possible when there is no
surgery / instrument / vehicle assigned to the clinic / infirmary, nor has any schedule established in
the clinic / infirmary, or there is no entry to the queue waiting for the clinic / infirmary, nor has
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imported any contract with the NFZ associated with this clinic / infirmary, nor any services realized
in the clinic / infirmary.
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In the "Surgery / Instruments / Vehicles" tab there is a search engine of available surgeries,
instruments and vehicles ( ambulances, helicopters of air medical rescue, boats of water rescue).
You can search by name of surgery / instrument / vehicle, the name and address of the clinic / ward
where the surgery / instrument / vehicle is functioning and the name and address of the unit where
the surgery / instrument / vehicle is located. In every field of search engine you can enter any part of
the name or address, the size of the letters does not matter. It is also possible refinement only to
instrument, only to surgeries or only to vehicles. After entering the search criteria and press the
"Search" button under the search engine displays a list of surgeries / instruments / vehicles that meet
your search criteria. At each surgery / instrument / vehicle on the list there are buttons: "Edit" and
"Delete". Under the search engine there is also a button of adding the new surgery / instrument /
vehicle.

To add a surgery / instrument / vehicle, press "Add new surgery / instrument / vehicle " button
under the search engine of surgeries / instruments / vehicles. You will see a form of adding a new
surgery / instrument / vehicle. You must fill in a form (at least the mandatory fields) and also point
to in which unit and then in which clinic / clinics / infirmary / infirmaries this particular surgery /
instrument / vehicle is functioning. For the surgery / instrument it is also possible to describe how to
prepare the patient for an appointment in the surgery / surgery on the instrument. External ID’s field
is not used, it has been retained for backwards compatibility. When adding rehabilitation equipment
there should be pointed rehabilitation services realized using this equipment (must be remembered
that if the equipment supports multiple patients at the same time it should not be entered into the
system as a single equipment but as several pieces of equipment e.g. physical equipment of UGUL
type should be entered into the system as several logical apparatus - UGUL to exercises in hanging,
UGUL to exercises in lying, etc., but in case of cabins the situation is reversed - one cabin is several
apparatuses, but because the cabin can only operate one patient at a time, so cabin should be in the
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system one equipment with a greater range of services from the catalog). After filling the form, save
the data by pressing the button of adding surgery / instrument.
To modify the data of surgery / instrument / vehicle you have to press the "Edit" button at the
appropriate surgery / instrument / vehicle on the list of surgeries / instruments / vehicle (in the
results) under the search engine. You will see a form of the surgery / instrument / vehicle data
having an identical structure to the form of adding the new surgery / instrument / vehicle. This form
allows you to enter and save changes to data of surgery / instrument / vehicle.
To remove the surgery / instrument / vehicle, press "Delete" button at the appropriate surgery /
instrument / vehicle on the list of surgeries / instruments / vehicle (in the results) under the search
engine. You will see a form of the surgery / instrument / vehicle read-only data enabling removal of
the surgery / instrument / vehicle. Removal of the surgery / vehicle is only possible when there is no
schedule, where will be planned visit to this surgery / vehicle. Removal of the instrument is possible
only if there is no schedule planned for the instrument.

Privileges
Access to particular functionality of application provides a predefined set of privileges resulting
from the scope of application’s functionality. The administrator can create groups of privileges,
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named the roles that will be further assigned to the users of the application.
For rights management there is "Privileges" functionality in the "Administration". To ensure
transparency, the roles have structure of tree. At each of the roles in the tree (with the exception of
the "System Administrator’’ role) when you hover the mouse, buttons "Edit Role" and "Delete part"
are visible, and below tree there is the "Add role" button. The role of "Administrator" is predefined
and gives you access to all the functionality of the system, including the menu "Administration"
(this is the only role that provides access to this menu, no other role does not provide access to this
menu).

To add a new role, press "Add role" button under the tree of roles. You will see a form of adding the
role. To indicate the privileges constituting that role, hold down the Ctrl key on your keyboard
while clicking the mouse on the appropriate privileges to select. In addition, a list of all selected
privileges displays informative below the form. After filling the form, save the data by pressing
adding role button.
To edit data of the role press "Edit Role" button at an appropriate role in the tree of roles. You will
see a form of data of the role with structure identical to the form of adding new role. Form of role’s
data allows you to enter and save changes to these data. Checking / unchecking the privileges of the
role effects making / receiving these privileges to all users with a particular role. Changes of
permissions are not visible (effective) for logged users - become effective at the start of a new
session (when you log back into the system) of the user.
To remove the role press "Delete role" button at an appropriate role in the tree of roles. You will see
a form of read-only data of role, allowing the removal of role. Removal of the role results in
receiving all its privileges to users with this role. Removal of the role is not visible (effective) for
logged users - becomes effective at the start of a new session (when you log back into the system)
of the user.
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Users
The system administrator has the ability to manage users having access to the system: adding new
users, modify user data, and lock / unlock user access to the system. Removing users is not possible.
To management of users there is "Users" functionality in the "Administration" menu. At the home
page of management of users functionality there is search engine of users and a button of adding a
new user. Search of users is possible by any combination of the following criteria:


name – first name or part of name of the user; capitalization does not matter



surname – surname or part of surname of the user; capitalization does not matter



login – login or part of user’s login; capitalization does not matter



status – user’s status (active or blocked)



role – role which the user has



unit – administration unit
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After entering the search criteria and pressing the search button under the search engine displays a
list of users that meet your search criteria. At each of user at the list there is "Edit" button enabling
to enter the edit of user’s data.

’
To add a new user press the "Add new user" button at the users’ search engine. You will see a form
of adding a user. Each user must have a unique login and password that meets the following
requirements of security policy:


password must consist of at least 8 characters



password must contain lowercase and uppercase letters, numbers and special characters



password must be different from the most recently used passwords by at least three
characters



password must differ from each of the three most recently used passwords by at least one
character

If for the creating user will be indicated "active" status then he will be able to login to the system,
otherwise he will not have access to the system until the administrator unlocks his account. If for
created user will be marked require periodic password changes, then every 30 days the system will
force the user to statutory change his password. User may have one or more roles. To select more
than one role, press the Ctrl key on the keyboard and by clicking the mouse on the names of roles
select the appropriate roles. For the user, it should be selected unit where he works and clinics to
which he has access ( setting visits, visits encoding and management of services). If the user will
have access to more than one unit, press the Ctrl key on your keyboard and by clicking the mouse
on the names of units select the appropriate units. If user is a staff then you should pair him with the
right person from medical staff, but you have to remember that there is no possibility that the same
person from the medical staff had more than one account in the system and after setting user
associations with a staff there is no longer possible change this association! (If the change of
staff with user association was possible, it can lead to situations that the user after such a change
could edit medical history recorded by another staff.) You can also specify user's home page, which
is the first page that will be open after logging by user to the system.
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To modify, lock or unlock a user account, press "Edit" button at the appropriate user in the user list
(in the results) under the search engine. You will see a form of editing user’s data of the structure
identical to the form of adding a new user. To change the user password enter the new password
twice in the "Password" and "Repeat password" fields (leaving these fields blank means that at the
time of saving user’s data, password is not changed, the user will use the existing password). To
lock / unlock the user you have to make a change in the "Status" field. Giving the user's role is not
visible (effective) for logged users - becomes effective at the start of a new session (when you log
back into the system) of the user. After making changes, save them by pressing the "Update" button.
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Messenger
Administrator of application has the ability to send messages to users of the application. For this
purpose there is "Messenger" functionality in the "Administration" menu. At the home page of
messenger functionality there is a search engine of users - recipients of the messages. Search of
users is possible by any combination of the following criteria:


name – first name or part of name of the user; capitalization does not matter



surname – surname or part of surname of the user; capitalization does not matter



login – login or part of user’s login; capitalization does not matter



status – user’s status (active or blocked)



role – role which the user has



unit – administration unit

After entering the search criteria and pressing the search button, under the search engine displays a
list of users that meet your search criteria. At each user from the list there is a field where you can
mark that user as a recipient of the message.

After selecting the recipients and clicking on "Write a message to selected users" or pressing the
"Write a message to all users" button (without selecting recipients, when the message has to be sent
to all searched users) there is displayed the form to write a message to selected / all recipients.
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After entering the subject and content of the message and possible changing of its priority and then
pressing "Send message" button, message is sent to each of the recipients visible on the form.
In the form of users - recipients’ search engine, there is also a button to view the confirmation of
messages’ receiving by the recipients to which it was sent. After pressing the "Acknowledgment of
receipt" button, opens a new window with the search engine of messages. Messages can be searched
by part of subject (capitalization does not matter), and the range of dates of sending messages. After
determining the criteria and pressing the "Search" button, there is displayed a table of messages that
match the search criteria with the designation for each recipient if the message has been received by
him (read) or not.

Notifications
The system allows defining and sending notifications to patients. Notifications are sent by SMS and
/ or e-mail, depending on the settings saved in the patient card. Notifications are not sent
immediately, but getting to the queue, where they are collected and sent in bulk.
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There is defined 5 kinds of notifications in the system:


Upcoming visit reminder - notification sent to the patient number of hours before the visit
(determined at the stage of implementation of the system), reminding about upcoming visit
and contain information about the visit.



Information on how to prepare for the upcoming visit - notification sent to the patient
number of hours before the visit (determined at the stage of implementation of the system),
containing information on how to prepare for their visit. If for the visit there is not defined
any information about how to prepare for their visit, such notification is not sent.



Appoint visit notification - notification sent to the patient at the time of saving (making an
appointment) his visit, summarizing saving and containing information about the visit.



Cancel visit notification - notification sent to the patient at the time of cancelation of his
visit with the information that the visit was canceled.



Password notification – notification is sent to patient when new password for internet
registration is generated (this takes place when adding new patient with marked option
“Access to internet registration” and when clicking button “Generate and send new
password” in “Contact” tab within the card of patient which has marked option “Access to
internet registration”)

To view or edit the content of any of the defined notifications, select from the "Administration"
menu "Notifications" functionality and then from a table of notification select "Edit" button located
in the line corresponding to the notification. At displayed page you will can edit the contents of the
notifications separately for SMS and e-mail channels.
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When defining the content of the notification you can use the system-defined tags that in the real
notification will be replaced with the corresponding values they represent. All tags are inscriptions
wrote in capital letters and in curly brackets. When using these tags you have to keep in absolute
accordance to the characters of variable’s name. The system tags are defined as follows:


{VISIT_DATE} – tag will be replaced with the date of visit



{VISIT_TIME } – tag will be replaced with the time of visit



{CLINIC_TYPE} – tag will be replaced with the name of clinic’s type, where the visit is to
take place



{DOCTOR_NAME_OR_INSTRUMENT_NAME} – tag will be replaced with the surname
of doctor associated with a visit or the name of the instruments, if the visit is a procedure for
instruments



{WAY_TO_PREPARE} – tag will be replaced with a description of the preparation for the
visit - this is an integrated description of how to prepare for a visit for the surgery /
instrument for a specific type of visit (if there is not specified any information about how to
prepare for the visit, there will be inserted "None" value)



{ZOZ_NAME} – tag will be replaced with the name of the healthcare facility

 {PASSWORD} – tag will be replaced with patient password for internet registration
After entering the contents, they should be saved using the "Update" button.
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Unauthorized access attempts log
Any attempt of unauthorized access to applications through the entering of incorrect login and / or
password is registered. As part of the application's monitoring, administrator of the application, by
the "Unauthorized access attempts log" functionality of the "Administration" menu, has access to
the log of unauthorized access attempts, which can be filtered by time of incident, the IP address of
the computer from which an attempt was made to log on and by the entered login name. After the
entering the restrictions in the filter and press the "Search" button, there is displayed a paged table
of events that meets the criteria of the filter. Presented are: time of the event, the computer's IP
address and entered login. By default, the events are arranged in order from the most recent to the
oldest, but the display order can be changed by clicking on the header of the corresponding column
of the table with a list of events. Events’ list presents the following information: date of the event,
the computer's IP address and entered login.

History
Any changes to the data made by users of the application are recorded in history of changes. The
administrator of the application through the "History" functionality in the "Administration" menu
has access to the register of these changes with the possibility of filtering and browsing. It is
possible to filter by any combination of the following criteria:


date of change – period in which the change was made (from ... to ...)



changer login – name of user, who made a change



table name – the name of the database table in which the change was made; when you enter
a name of table, hints are displayed



name of table field (column) – name of the column (field), which value has been changed;
when you enter a name of field, hints are displayed



table record id – row’s (record’s) identifier that has been modified

After the entering restrictions in the filter and pressing the button, there is displayed a paged table of
registered changes that meet the filter’s criteria. By default, changes are displayed in order from
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most recent to the oldest, but the display order can be changed by clicking on the corresponding
column of the header of the table with the list of changes. In the list of changes are presented the
following information: the date of change, the login of changer, the name of table, the name of
fields (columns) in the table, the ID of record in the table, the value before the change, the value
after the change. If the field on which the change was made is the "id" filed and the value before the
change is blank and the value after the change is the same as the record identifier, it means making
a new record in the table. If the field on which the change was made is the "status" field and the
value before the change is "N" and the value after the change is "D" then it means the removal
(logical) of the record from the table.

eWUŚ accounts
the jHIS system has a built-in communication with the electronic Verification of Eligibility of
Beneficiaries system (polish eWUŚ) serving to verify patient insurance based on the patient's social
security number (or his legal guardian). eWUŚ system requires authentication, so the authentication
data must be stored in the jHIS system. To accounts management by means of which the jHIS
system will be authorized in eWUŚ, is used "eWUŚ accounts" functionality in the "Administration"
menu. This functionality allows you to add, edit, delete and testing of previously established
account on the NFZ SZOI portal. From each account can be made 10,000 queries per day (limit of
eWUŚ system), and therefore if the expected daily number of inquiries about insurance is higher
there should be entered the data of correspondingly higher amount of accounts to the jHIS system.
After selecting the "eWUŚ accounts" functionality, displayed search engine lets you search for the
accounts by login name (capitalization does not matter). At the search button there is also a button
which displays the form of adding a new account.
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After specifying search criteria and pressing the "Search" button, a list of entered accounts is
displayed (if any were made). At each account are buttons for editing and deleting accounts as well
as a button to test whether the account is functioning properly - when pressed, there is displayed a
message informing you of the account ‘s status.

When you edit an account it is possible to lock it. If the account is locked, system will not use it for
authorization in eWUŚ (until the account will be unlocked).
Every 30 days in the NFZ SZOI is required to change passwords for the accounts used for
authentication in eWUŚ. By changing the password in the NFZ SZOI system remember to update it
also in jHIS system. If they are nearing the eWUŚ account password expiration, the system jHIS in
the header of the page displays a warning icon - when you hover your mouse over this icon appears
detailed information which password will expire and for how many days.

Pricelists
For commercial services provided by the health care facility and diagnostic examinations performed
by healthcare center are defined pricelists. Pricelists for services are defined separately for each
clinic, for diagnostic examinations pricelists are defined independently from clinic. To manage
pricelists is "Pricelists" functionality in the "Administration". After choosing this functionality
there appears search form of clinics / pricelists. Beside of the possibility of searching clinics /
pricelists within the search form there is button for pricelists addition avalilable.
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The first step in creating pricelist of services is to find the right clinic. You can search based on any
combination of the following criteria (capitalization does not matter):


unit name, where the clinic is



unit address, where the clinic is



clinic name



clinic address

After marking option “clinics / wards” within the field of “Find” and specifying the criteria and
pressing the "Search" button, there is displayed a list of clinics that meet the search criteria or
message about lack of such clinics. At each clinic, there is "Select" button which directs to the
second step of the process of creating pricelists for the clinic.
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After pressing the "Select" button, there is displayed a list of pricelists in selected clinic. At each
pricelist there are buttons to copy, edit, delete and monitor the realization of the agreement which is
represented by this pricelist and below the list there is a button to add a new pricelist.

The "Copy" button allows you to quickly create a copy of the pricelist - when pressed, the system
asks for a name for the copy of pricelist and then creates a new pricelist with the given name
representing a copy of pricelist at which you pressed the "Copy". button
The "Add pricelist", "Edit" and "Delete" buttons are linking to the pricelist’s form. In the pricelist’s
form you can indicate the period of its validity. If you enter only the start date of period, then the
pricelist will be valid on any day from that date. If you enter only the end date of the period, then
the pricing will be valid on any day ending on that date. If you do not enter the duration of the
pricelist, it will be valid always. In rehabilitation clinics pricelist marked as default is automatically
selected at planning the rehabilitation, if it is enabled simplified version of the rehabilitation module
and if the mode of an automatic valuation of the price for surgeries is turned on.
In pricelist you can define the basic price for a visit to the clinic (in particular, the price may equal
zero) and the prices of particular services. When entering the net price, gross price is completed
automatically according to the selected VAT rate and vice versa - when entering the gross price, net
price is completed automatically according to the selected VAT rate. When changing the VAT rate,
gross price updates automatically according to the entered net price and selected VAT rate. In
addition, in the pricelist you can set a limit on the value of the agreement which is represented by a
pricelist and limits of the amount of particular services (values of limits are not mandatory). The
limits do not block the possibility of providing services from pricelist, but only allow you to
monitor the status of execution of the agreement, which is represented by the pricelist.
Placed under the form, the "More services" button lets you add more items to the pricelist.
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In case of pricelist modification the form looks a little bit different – by positions existing within the
pricelist there is no possibility to change service and VAT rate, there is however button with mark
„×” allowing to remove the given position. So if it is necessary to change service or VAT rate of the
given position then one has to remove this position and using the button “More services” has to add
new position with desired values.

After entering the data, they should be saved (by pressing the "Add" button for adding new pricelist
or by clicking "Update" button if you edit the pricelist created earlier).
The "Monitor" button, visible at every pricelist from the list of pricelists, lets you view the status of
execution of the agreement, which is represented by the pricelist. When you press this button there
is displayed information about the execution of the agreement in relation to limit of its values and
information about the number of provided services in relation to the limits of their number
according to their status at the moment. If the value of realization is greater than the limit of values,
then it is highlighted in red. Similarly, the number of providing of service greater than the limit of
values is highlighted in red.
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Creation of new pricelist for diagnostic examinations is performed by using the button „Add
examinations pricelist” visible within the search form. After clicking this button system displays
pricelist form. Within the form of pricelist one can specify period of its validity (periods of validity
of examinations pricelists cannot overlap). If you enter only the start date of period, then the
pricelist will be valid on any day from that date. If you enter only the end date of the period, then
the pricing will be valid on any day ending on that date. If you do not enter the duration of the
pricelist, it will be valid always.
Within the pricelist one specifies basic price for a single order (possibly zero) and prices of
particular examinations. When entering the net price, gross price is completed automatically
according to the selected VAT rate and vice versa - when entering the gross price, net price is
completed automatically according to the selected VAT rate. When changing the VAT rate, gross
price updates automatically according to the entered net price and selected VAT rate. Moreover
within the pricelist one can specify laboratory price, which is a price that healthcare center has to
pay to diagnostic laboratory that performs diagnostic examinations (this value is for supervision
purposes only).
Button „More examinations” placed below the form allows to add subsequent positions to pricelist.

After entering data, one has to save then (with the button „Add” if adding new pricelist or with the
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button „Update” while modifying pricelist created earlier).
To find already defined pricelist for commercial services one can use one of two options – find and
choose the clinic for which pricelist has been defined (as described in the beginning of this chapter)
or find pricelist itself. In the second case ona has to choose option „pricelists of services” within
„Find” field and enter seach criteria (it can be unit / clinic data as well as pricelist name or part of
its name). After entering criteria and clicking „Search” button, there appears list of pricelists for
commercial services with buttons „Copy”, „Edit”, „Delete”, „Monitor” by each of then which act
exactly the same way as described previously within this chapter.

To find already defined pricelist for diagnostic examinations ona has to mark option „pricelists of
examinations” within the field of „Find” in search form and enter searching criteria (pricelist name
or part of its name). After entering criteria and clicking „Search” button there appears list of
pricelists of diagnostic examinations and by each of them with buttons „Edit” and „Delete” which
act exactly the same way as described previously within this chapter.
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Occupational medicine
Within the system there is functionality for management of dictionaries used generally to fill choice
lists while planning occupational medicine visits and while registering patient employment history.
Noxious agents groups
This dictionary allows to enter names of noxious and strenuous agents groups specified in the list of
methodological guidelines specified in the Regulation of the Minister of Health in the matter
of carrying out medical examinations of workers, the scope of preventive health care over
employees and medical certificates issued for the purposes set out in the Labor Code. After
choosing the functionality of “Noxious agents groups” from submenu “Occupational medicine” in
menu “Administration” there appears list of noxious and strenuous agents. Next to each position on
the list there are visible buttons allowing for modification and removal of the given position, under
the list there is a button allowing for addition of new position.

By clicking the button of “Add” empty form is displayed, while clicking the button of “Edit”
displays form filled with the data of chosen group of noxious or strenuous agents in change mode,
and clicking the button of “Delete” displays form filled with the data of chosen group of noxious or
strenuous agents in read only mode.
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To add group of noxious or strenuous agents one has to enter its name within the form and confirm
it with the button “Add”. To modify data of noxious or strenuous agents group one has to change its
name within the form and confirm it with the button “Update”. To remove group of noxious or
strenuous agents onr has just to click the button of “Delete” within the form to confirm it.
Critical organs
This dictionary allows to enter names of critical organs specified in the list of methodological
guidelines specified in the Regulation of the Minister of Health in the matter
of carrying out medical examinations of workers, the scope of preventive health care over
employees and medical certificates issued for the purposes set out in the Labor Code. After
choosing the functionality of “Critical organs” from submenu “Occupational medicine” in menu
“Administration” there appears list of critical organs. Next to each position on the list there are
visible buttons allowing for modification and removal of the given position, under the list there is a
button allowing for addition of new position.

By clicking the button of “Add” empty form is displayed, while clicking the button of “Edit”
displays form filled with the data of chosen critical organ in change mode, and clicking the button
of “Delete” displays form filled with the data of chosen critical organ in read only mode.

To add critical organ one has to enter its name within the form and confirm it with the button
“Add”. To modify data of critical organ one has to change its name within the form and confirm it
with the button “Update”. To remove critical organ one has just to click the button of “Delete”
within the form to confirm it.
Examinations
This dictionary allows to enter names of examinations specified in the list of methodological
guidelines specified in the Regulation of the Minister of Health in the matter
of carrying out medical examinations of workers, the scope of preventive health care over
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employees and medical certificates issued for the purposes set out in the Labor Code. After
choosing the functionality of “Examinations” from submenu “Occupational medicine” in menu
“Administration” there appears list of examinations. Next to each position on the list there are
visible buttons allowing for modification and removal of the given position, under the list there is a
button allowing for addition of new position.

By clicking the button of “Add” empty form is displayed, while clicking the button of “Edit”
displays form filled with the data of chosen examination in change mode, and clicking the button of
“Delete” displays form filled with the data of chosen examination in read only mode.

To add examination one has to enter its name within the form and confirm it with the button “Add”.
To modify data of examination one has to change its name within the form and confirm it with the
button “Update”. To remove examination one has just to click the button of “Delete” within the
form to confirm it.
Noxious and strenuous agents
This dictionary allows to enter names of noxious and strenuous agents specified in the list of
methodological guidelines specified in the Regulation of the Minister of Health in the matter
of carrying out medical examinations of workers, the scope of preventive health care over
employees and medical certificates issued for the purposes set out in the Labor Code. After
choosing the functionality of “Noxious and strenuous agents” from submenu “Occupational
medicine” in menu “Administration” there appears tabs corresponding to particular groups of
noxious and strenuous agents (defined in th dictionary “Noxious agents grups” as described
previously) and within each tab there is a list of noxious and strenuous agents. Next to each position
on the list there are visible buttons allowing for modification and removal of the given position,
under the list there is a button allowing for addition of new position.
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By clicking the button of “Add” empty form is displayed, while clicking the button of “Edit”
displays form filled with the data of chosen noxious or strenuous agent in change mode, and
clicking the button of “Delete” displays form filled with the data of chosen noxious or strenuous
agent in read only mode.

To add noxious or strenuous agent one has to choose group to which agent belongs, fill its name,
specify whether it is noxious agent or strenuous agent, choose critical organs which agent acts to
and occupational medicine examinations that should be performed to employee / student exposed to
act of the given agent. One marks and marks off critical organs while keeping Ctrl button pressed
down od keyboard and clicking on their names. For each examination one has to choose name,
kind, type and also (optionally) specify frequency of its performance. By default one row is
displayed to enter one examination. To enter more examinations one has to use the button of
“More”, which clicked results in displaying additional row to enter examination. Rows left unfilled
are ignored while saving data. After entering all data in form, one has to confirm them with the
button of “Add”. The same way on enters changes to data of noxious or strenuous agent confirming
them finally with the button named “Update”. To remove noxious or strenuous agent one has just to
click the button of “Delete” in the form.
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Institutions
This dictionary allows to enter names and addresses of institutions which employes / students will
pass through occupational medicine examinations. After choosing the functionality of “Institutions”
from submenu “Occupational medicine” in menu “Administration” there appears list of institutions.
Next to each position on the list there are visible buttons allowing for modification and removal of
the given position, under the list there is a button allowing for addition of new position.

By clicking the button of “Add” empty form is displayed, while clicking the button of “Edit”
displays form filled with the data of chosen institution in change mode, and clicking the button of
“Delete” displays form filled with the data of chosen institution in read only mode.

To add institution one has to enter its name and address within the form and confirm it with the
button “Add”. To modify data of institution one has to change its name and/or address within the
form and confirm it with the button “Update”. To remove institution one has just to click the button
of “Delete” within the form to confirm it.
Posts
This dictionary allows to enter data of posts / courses, on which work / study takes place with
exposure to noxious or strenuous agents. After choosing the functionality of “Posts” from submenu
“Occupational medicine” in menu “Administration” there appears list of institutions previously
defined, which employes / students will pass through occupational medicine examinations. Next to
each institution there is a button allowing to choose the given institution.

By clicking the button of “Choose” there appears list of posts / courses within the chosen
institution. Next to each position on the list there are visible buttons allowing for modification and
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removal of the given position, under the list there is a button allowing for addition of new position.

By clicking the button of “Add” empty form is displayed, while clicking the button of “Edit”
displays form filled with the data of chosen / course post in change mode, and clicking the button of
“Delete” displays form filled with the data of chosen post / course in read only mode.

To add post / course one has to enter its name within the form and choose noxious agents that
work / study on a given post / course is exposed to, and then confirm it with the button “Add”. To
modify data of post / course one has to change its name and/or noxious agents within the form and
confirm it with the button “Update”. To remove post / course one has just to click the button of
“Delete” within the form to confirm it.

Dictionaries
In the system, there is dictionaries management functionality, typically used to fill in drop-down
lists if forms, which appear in various places of the system.

Visit types
Types of visits are used to classify visits (eg. first-time, standard, etc.), and also to specify the
criteria for entry to visit (eg. session, home). Dictionary of visits’ types is available by selecting the
"Visit types" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Administration" menu, which
displays a list of all the clinics’ specialty occurring in the organizational structure of the healthcare
facility. After choosing specialty is displayed a form of adding a new type of visit and below, there
is the list of all defined for a given specialty types of visits and at each of them, there is a button to
edit or delete this type of visit.
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For each of the types of visits you can specify the following parameters:


Destination - determines whether a type of visit is used for planning visits or for planning
operations (default selection is "visit")



Group session - By default, all visits are individual (it is possible to sign up only one patient
to visit), but if you select the "Group session" then for a visit you will be able to sign up
more than one patient



Minimum patients’ number - if the "Group Session" field is checked then you must specify
the minimum number of patients who have to be signed up for a visit so it can be executed



Maximum patients’ number - - if the "Group Session" field is checked then you must specify
the maximum number of patients who can be signed up for a visit



Require surgery - option is selected by default. For outpatient visits must be specified
surgery in which the visit is done; deselect this option for home visits



Allow the occurrence of series - in the case of NFZ’s visits by default system operating in
such a way that the patient can be signed up in just one visit to the specialization (for the
next, it will be able to sign only when the first one will be done, it will be canceled or the
date passes); checking the "Allow the occurrence of series" allows you to sign up for more
than one NFZ’s visit (but every at other day); The field does not matter in case of
commercial visits, at which records have no restrictions, neither in case of operations.
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Allow for multiple visit to the same day - checking this box next to the former allows you to
make records for more than one NFZ’s visit without limitation (so you can arrange any
number of such visits, both on different days and on the same day); The field does not
matter in case of commercial visits, at which records have no restrictions, neither in case of
operations.



Color - allows to specify a color, that slots and the visit of that type will be highlighted in
graphics and timetables; By default, the type of visit is not highlighted (is checked "none"
option, which can be deselected and then there will be displayed a field of selecting color
from the palette)



Urgent cases – at reporting to the NFZ first free dates for urgent cases (in the context of
reporting waiting lists) will be taken into account only dates with types of visits at which
selected this option



Stable cases – at reporting to the NFZ first free deadlines for stable cases (in the context of
reporting waiting lists) will be taken into account only terms from types of visits at which
selected this option

Type the visit marked as the default will be automatically selected when planning dates of
admissions in work’s graphics of staff and equipment (with the possibility of changing to another if
there is more than one type of visit).
To modify the type of visits, press "Edit" button at them - the form of adding a type of visits on top
of the page changes to a form of editing selected type of visit – so just make changes and save them
by pressing the "Save visit type" button. It is also possible on the basis of a particular type of visits
to create a new type of making changes and confirm them by pressing the "Add visit type" button.

Commercial services
Dictionary of commercial services is defining a list of services provided for consideration by a
health care facility. After selecting the "Commercial services" functionality from the "Dictionaries"
submenu in the "Administration" menu, there is displayed a list of defined services, and at each of
these, there are buttons for editing or deleting. Below the list, there is a button of adding a new
service.

Each of these buttons leads to a form of service’s data, where you can specify its name, PKWiU
code and the unit of measure used when issuing invoices for the realization of the service. If in the
configuration of application is set a simplified version of the rehabilitation module with automatic
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price valuation for the surgeries (see the "Configuration" section), then for each of the services
provided in rehabilitation outpatient should be indicated to which surgery from a catalog of
rehabilitation services corresponds the commercial service that is necessary for automatically
determining price of rehabilitation surgery.

After completing the form or entering changes to the form, data must be confirmed by the button.

Examination groups
The system allows you to define diagnostic examinations which doing will be able to order by the
doctors working in health care institution. These tests for readability can be grouped. The
"Examination groups" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Administration" menu
allows you to define groups of examinations. After selecting this functionality, there is displayed a
tree of examination’s groups. Below the tree, there is button of adding a new group, and at each
item in the tree when you hover the cursor over them, there are displayed the buttons of editing or
deleting the group.

Each of these buttons directs to the form of group’s data.
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After completing the form or entering changes to the form, data must be confirmed by the button.

Examinations
To define examinations ordered by the doctors of the healthcare facility, there is "Examinations"
functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Administration" menu, which presented a list
of defined examinations. At each examinations from the list, there are edit and delete buttons and
below the list is button of adding a new examination.

Each of these buttons directs the examinations’ data form.
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In the form, examination can be assigned to the one of previously defined groups. Furthermore, you
can select one of the predefined types of referral (when ordering, the examinations assigned to
different types of referrals will be printed on separate prints). If the jHIS system has been
configured to communicate with the MARCEL system, then the examination should indicate the
corresponding service and material in the MARCEL system. If the jHIS system has been configured
to communicate with the eLab system, then the examination should indicate the corresponding
service in the eLab system. In addition one can enter within the form a number of examination on
list of examinations (examinations are displayed in order of these numbers and if they don't have
numbers specified, then they are displayed in alphabetical order). If the test cannot be ordered by
doctors (eg. additional examinations is always carried out by a laboratory together with a specific
examination ordering by doctors), deselect the appropriate option in the form. If examination is
refunded one has to mark an appropriate option within the form. If examination is outdated (is is no
more realized by laboratories), then one has to mark option “Outdated” - system will not allow to
order such an examination any more. After completing the form, or make changes you have to save
the data by button specified to the particular form.

Examination ranges
The "Examination ranges" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Administration"
menu allows you to manage ranges of ordered examinations. Ranges are visible as additional tabs of
diagnostic examnations ordering form within surgery room. After selecting this functionality, there
is displayed a list of examinations ranges with “Edit” and “Delete” buttoon next to each of them and
below the list there is “Add” button visible.
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Each of these buttons directs to the form of group’s data.

Within the form one specifies range name and examinations the given range contain. After
completing the form or entering changes to the form, data must be confirmed by the button
appropriate for the given form.

Rehabilitation services
The "Rehabilitation services" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the
"Administration" menu is used to manage the dictionary of types of rehabilitation services. After
selecting this functionality there is displayed a list of defined rehabilitation services and at each of
these there are "Edit" and "Delete" buttons, and under the list there is visible the "Add service"
button.
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To add a new service, click the "Add service". There will be displayed the data form of service and
in it:


service name



service kind – NFZ’s services and commercial services are defined independently



realization in ambulatory conditions - determines whether the service can be realized in an
ambulatory conditions



realization in home conditions - determines whether the service can be done at home



code in ambulatory conditions – service code realized in ambulatory conditions from a
contract with the NFZ (only for NFZ services realized in ambulatory conditions)



code in home conditions - service code realized in home conditions from a contract with the
NFZ (only for NFZ services realized in home conditions)



therapist presence needed - determines whether during the entire service there is required the
constant presence of a therapist with the patient (if is required then therapist will not be able
to execute other treatments during the surgery)



realization time - duration of treatment including the preparation and change of equipment
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for the next ones (it has to be a multiple of 5 minutes)


additional time for home service - extra time required for access to the patient's home to
realize the surgery and return after surgery to the healthcare facility (it has to be a multiple
of 5 minutes)

After completing the form, save the data by clicking the "Add" button.
To modify the data of service, click "Edit" button at the service from the list. There will be
displayed a completed data form of service, the same as for adding a new service. After entering the
changes, data should be saved by clicking the "Update" button.
To delete a service, click the "Delete" button at the service from the list. There will be displayed a
completed data form of service, the same as for adding a new service, but in read-only mode. To
confirm deletion of service, click the "Remove" button.

REGON numbers database
To create the REGON numbers database there is " REGON numbers database" functionality in the
"Dictionaries" submenu in the "Administration" menu, where is presented a list of REGON
numbers entered into the database. At every REGON number on the list there is the corresponding
name of entity and the buttons of removing or editing the entity and below the list is a button adding
a new REGON number.
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Each of mentioned buttons directs to form of REGON number.

After completing the form or making changes save data by button specific to particular form.

Staff roles
The "Staff roles" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Administration" menu is
used to manage the dictionary of roles of medical and non-medical staff involved in treatment
activities. After selecting this functionality, there is displayed a list of defined roles of staff and at
each of these there are "Edit" and "Delete" buttons and under the list there is "Add" button.

Each of these buttons directs to the form of name of the staff role.
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After completing the form or entering changes, save data by button specific to its form.

Nemo-Q
The jHIS system is prepared for cooperation with the Nemo-Q queuing system. Cooperation is
possible simultaneously with multiple instances of queuing system (eg. if the jHIS system is
working in a healthcare institution having several branches and in each branch operates separate the
Nemo-Q queuing system). The "Nemo-Q" functionality from the "Administration" menu is used to
configure access to specific instances of queuing system. After selecting this function there is a list
of already defined instances of queuing systems (if any is already defined), and at each of them
there are buttons:


Test – checks whether the connection with queuing system is physically possible



Status – displays statistics of queuing system (the availability of a button depends on the
configuration of the Nemo-Q system)



Edit – displays an edit form of the instance of queuing system



Delete – displays a delete form of the instance of queuing system

Below the list is the "Add" button for displaying the form of adding a new instance of queuing
system.

To add a new instance of queuing system, use the "Add" button. When pressed, it displays a form
for adding a new instance of queuing system, which should be completed and confirmed by
pressing "Add" button. The instance’s name is typically the name of the location.
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After adding a new queuing system, system’s data form automatically switches to editing mode to
allow the entering positions operating in the queuing system

By clicking "Add cashier" system will prompt you to enter position’s number and then to enter the
position’s virtual number. After entering, below data form of queuing system there will be shown
the data of the added positions. You can add any number of positions, but you have to remember
that they must correspond to positions configured in the Nemo-Q system.

If you need to modify the data of queuing system or any of the positions you should make changes
in form and confirm them by clicking "Update" button. If you need to remove the position or
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positions, you should point checkbox at those positions, in the column "To remove" and confirm it
by clicking "Update" button.
To modify data of an existing instance of queuing system you should click the “Edit” button at the
appropriate instance from the list of instances of queuing system. You will see a form of edition, the
same as described above.
To remove an instance of queuing system you should click the "Remove" button at the appropriate
instance from the list of instances of queuing system. You will see a data form of instance of
queuing system in read-only mode - clicking the "Delete" button under the form approves the
removal of the instance of queuing system.

After adding a new instance of queuing system or modifying an existing instance you should to be
sure check its availability. For this purpose use the "Test" button at the appropriate instance from the
list of all instances. When pressed, the jHIS system tries to connect to the IP address on a given
port, and checks whether the address WSDL is available and displays the appropriate message about
the availability or unavailability of the instance of queuing system.

If the system jHIS reports that the instance of queuing system is not available, it means that either
the data of that instance were wrongly entered (as such should be corrected) or queuing system was
not configured properly (which should be corrected in the Nemo-Q queuing system).
To view statistics of particular instance of queuing system, use the "Status" button at the appropriate
instance from the list of all instances. When pressed, the corresponding statistics are displayed (if
for this instance is defined WSDL address of NQWSSuprvs network service).
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In the statistics for each type of ticket existing in queuing system, the following information are
displayed:


Number of recently called ticket of particular type



Open cashiers number (serving patients at a time) able to serving patients with tickets of the
particular type



Serviced tickets number (of patients) in main queue



Waiting tickets number (of patients) in main queue



Longest waiting time - (of patients ticket) in main queue

Thermometers
Within jHIS system there are implemented mechanisms for reading temperatures from internet
thermometers (currently TME thermometers are implemented). Temperature registration is made
automatically every 30 seconds. Functionality “Thermometers” from menu “Administration” allows
for management of thermometers being monitored. After choosing this functionality there appears
list of thermometers being monitored and by each one of them there are the following buttons:
 Monitor – allows to view registered temperature changes within last hour for a given
thermometer
 Edit – allows to modify thermometer data
 Delete – allows to remove thermometer
 Report – allows to generate report as chart of temperature changes within arbitrarily chosen
month
Under the list of thermometers there is button “Add” allowing to add new thermometer.
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After clicking the button of “Monitor” there appears a chart of temperature changes during last
hour.

After clicking button “Add”, “Edit” or “Delete” there appears form of thermometer data (in case of
thermometer addition it is empty, in case of thermometer data modification it is filled with
thermometer data that can be modified, in case of thermometer deletion it is filled with thermometer
data and displayed in readonly mode).
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Within the form one has to specify thermometer name (pointing out its localization) and to choose
model. If IP address or host or host with port is specified then thermometer will automatically be
monitored and temperatures registered with it will be saved into system database. If critical
temperature lower threshold is set, then temperature fall below this threshold will act with sending
notification to specified mobile phone numbers. If delay time while exceeding critical temperature
lower threshold is set then notification is sent if excess of critical temperature below lower
threshold keeps through that time. If delay time while exceeding critical temperature lower
threshold is not set or is set to zero, then notification is sent immediately after occurrence of excess
of critical temperature below lower threshold. If delay time while exceeding critical temperature
upper threshold is set then notification is sent if excess of critical temperature above upper
threshold keeps through that time. If delay time while exceeding critical temperature upper
threshold is not set or is set to zero, then notification is sent immediately after occurrence of excess
of critical temperature above uppse threshold. Moreover if an attempt to read temperature from
thermometer fails then notification about failure of power / network / thermometer is immediately
sent.
After clicking “Report” button, form with list of periods within which thermometer was monitored
is displayed. After choosing period and clicking button “Generate” under the form, there appears
link, which when clicked allows to download and print report in PDF format with chart of
temperature changes within the selected period and table of temperature measurements every day of
the month at 8:00 and 17:30 hours.
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Portal
Functionalities in „Portal” submenu within „Administration” menu are for management of media
and contents displayed within internet portal for patients.

Media
Functionality of „Media” in submenu „Portal” within menu „Administration” is to manage media
placed within the contents displayed in internet portal for patients. After selecting this functionality
there apperars manger of logged user files. Manager allows to move around directory structure and
to browse directories contents, and for addition, renaming, copying, moving and removing
directories and files. Above the manager there is an information about volume of allocated and free
space for files. Manager consists of two panels – left and right. Within each of them there is content
of virtual home directory of logged user. At the top part of each panel there is a path to directory
currently presented within the given panel – by clicking directory names within the path one can
quickly move to these directories to display theirs contents. Below the path there is a header of the
table presenting contents of currently presented directory – by clicking on captions „Name”,
„Extension”, „Size” visible within this header one can change order of appearance of directory
contents in order of names, extensions and sizes and by clicking again on the same caption one can
switch between ascending and descending order. Default order of appearance is ascending by name.
For the record directories are always displayed before files. By clicking on directory name within
any panel, one can display contents of this directory within this panel. Within each of subdirectories
there is a position of „[..]”, which when clicked allows to display contents of parent directory
(directory within which the given subdirectory is located). By clicking on file name one can open
the given file or save it to computer disk. Within the bottom part of each panel there are buttons that
allow to perform operations of addition, renaming, copying, moving and removing directories and
files.
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To add new directory one has to move (within any of two panels) into directory within which new
directory is to be created and then to click the button „Add directory” visible at the bottom of the
given panel. A prompt for name of directory appears then. After entering directory name and
confirming, within the given panel new directory appears.
To add new file one has to move (within any of two panels) into directory within which new file is
to be created, then to click „Browse...” button visible at the bottom of the given panel and choose
file from computer disk, after than one has to click button „Add file” visible beside. Within the
given panel there appears new file then.
To rename directory/file one has to click pencil icon at the end of directory/file name. A prompt for
new name appears then (filled with current name by default). After entering new name and
confirming, name of directory/file changes within the given panel.
To copy directories/files one has to mark within one of two panels these ones, that are to be copied
(checkbox fields visible in front of directories/files icons are designed for this purpose) and within
the second panel one has to move into the directory where marked directories/files are to be copied.
After that within first of two panels one has to click the button „Copy selected” and after
confirmation the marked directories (with their contents) and marked files are copied to the
directory visible within the second panel.
To move directories/files one has to mark within one of two panels these ones, that are to be moved
(checkbox fields visible in front of directories/files icons are designed for this purpose) and within
the second panel one has to move into the directory where marked directories/files are to be moved.
After that within first of two panels one has to click the button „Move selected” and after
confirmation the marked directories (with their contents) and marked files are moved to the
directory visible within the second panel.
To remove directories/files one has to mark within one of two panels these ones, that are to be
removed (checkbox fields visible in front of directories/files icons are designed for this purpose)
and then one has to click the button „Remove selected” visible at the bottom of the given panel.
Confirmation window appears then. After confirming the marked directories (with their contents)
and marked files are removed disappears from the panel.
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Treści
Functionality of „Contents” in submenu „Portal” within menu „Administration” is to manage
contents displayed within internet portal for patients. After selecting this functionality there appears
list of internet portal menus and by each of them there is a button „Manage”.

After clicking „Manage” button by the given menu there appears structure of the chosen menu
presented as tree of pages (positions contained within menu; emphasized with directory icon) and
articles that are the contents of these pages (coursive with document icon). Positions of „Start”,
„Password”, „Visits” and „Examinations” are predefined, they correspond to permanent positions of
portal menu and cannot be removed. One should not add articles within „Password”, „Visits” and
„Examinations” pages, because they will not be displayed within these pages as contents of these
pages are specific functionalities. Other positions are created by the user.

By each of pages/articles there is a row of icons (meaning of each icon appears in a tooltip when
moving mouse cursor over the icon):


Add page – adds new page (menu position) as the last one



Add page before the given – adds new page (menu position) placing it before the page
(menu position) by which the icon is placed



Add page after the given – adds new page (menu position) placing it after the page (menu
position) by which the icon is placed



Add article – opens new window allowing to add new article as the last one on the page by
which the icon is placed



Add article before the given – opens new window allowing to add new article before the
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article by which the icon is placed


Add article after the given – opens new window allowing to add new article after the article
by which the icon is placed



Move up – changes the order of pages (menu positions) / articles within the page in the way
that it moves the page (menu position) by which the icon is placed before the page (menu
position) hitheto preceding it or it moves the article by which the icon is placed before the
article hitheto preceding it



Move down – changes the order of pages (menu positions) / articles within the page in the
way that it moves the page (menu position) by which the icon is placed after the page (menu
position) hitheto following it or it moves the article by which the icon is placed after the
article hitheto following it



Change name – changes name of the page (menu position) by which the icon is placed



Edit – opens new windowthat allows to edit data and content of the article by which the icon
is placed



Delete – removes the page (menu position) by which the icon is placed including articles
contained on the page or removes the article by which the icon is placed

To add new page (menu position) one has to click one of icons „Add page”, „Add page before the
given” or „Add page after the given” depending on which place of menu the given page (menu
position) is to be placed. A prompt for the name of page (menu position) appears then. After its
entering and confirmation, new page (menu position) appears within the tree of pages and articles.
To change page name (menu position) one has to click icon „Change name” placed by the given
page (menu position). A prompt for the name of page (menu position) appears then. After its
entering and conformation, page (menu position) with changed name will appear within the tree of
pages and articles.
To remove page (menu position) including articles one has to click icon „Delete” by the given page
(menu position). Confirmation window appears then. After confirmation removed page (menu
position) with articles disappears from the tree of pages and articles.
To add new article within the page one has to click icon „Add article”, „Add article before the
given” or „Add article after the given” depending on which place of page the given article is to be
placed. New window with form allowing to enter data and content of article opens then. After filling
the form, saving it and closing the window, new article appears within the tree of pages and articles.
To modify the given artivle one has to click icon „Edit” placed byt the given article. New window
with form allowing to change data and content of article opens then. After entering changes, saving
them and closing the window, modified article appears within the tree of pages and articles.
To remove article one has to click icon „Delete” placed by the given article. Confirmation window
appears then. After confirmation removed article disappears from the tree of pages and articles.
To change order of appearance of pages (menu positions) / articles one has to use icons „Move up”
and „Move down” designed for this purpose.
Article addition/edition form allows to enter the following data:


title – article title, it cannot be empty, if title is not supposed to display within the portal one
has to mark off the field „display in portal”



date of beginning of publication – data and hour when article is to be published within the
portal, it cannot be empty, for new articles is it set as current by default, entering future date
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causes that article will not be displayed till this date


date of ending of publication – date and hour when article is to disappear from the portal, it
can be empty, if it is empty then article will be displayed forever (if it is not removed), if it is
noe empty then artifle will be displayed till this date and then it will disappear from the
portal



lead – article lead, if by the lead the field of „display in portal” will be marked, then within
the portal there will be displayed the lead and link „More” that allows to display full content
of article, else immediately full content of article will be displayed within the portal



content – full content of the article



author – name of author of article
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Lead and content of the article are edited with built-in text editor, similar to typical editors from
office suites, that allows to format contents (font size, alignment, bolding, slanting, underlining,
striking through, superscript, subscript) and to insert lists, images, links, tables and symbols. Usage
of editor is intuitive, inserting of images and links may require some comment.
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When inserting images, after clicking icon „Insert/edit image” new window with image parameters
appears. Similarily when inserting links after clicking icon „Insert/edit link” new window with link
parameters appears. Within this window, by the field „Image URL” when inserting image and by
the field „Link URL” when inserting links there is a button „Browse”. Clicking on this button opens
browser of user files (uploaded by file manager described in previous chapter). This browser allows
to insert images from user files to article contents.

To intert image or link to file one has to find the desired file within directory structure (by clicking
on directories on can move into them) and then has to click black right arrow placed by image / file
name. Then browser of files disappears and within the field of „Image URL” / „Link URL” there
appears link to chosen image / file.
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After entering rest of data and clicking „Insert” button, image / link appears in article content.

NOTICE!
 To provide proper display of images and proper working of links to user files one has to
configure the environment so that server where jHIS system is installed be visible for the
server where internet portal for patients is installed.
After entering data ane content of article one has to save it by clicking the button „Save” visible at
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the bottom of the form and after finishing the work on the article one has to click the button „Close”
also visible at the bottom of the form.
Article with data and content as shown in previous graphics above will be displayed within the
portal as shown below.

Images within contents of articles displayed within the portal, after clicking are displayed in full
screen.

Enlarged image can be closed by clicking within any place of browser window.

Registration
The "Registration" module is intended especially for registration workers and is used to manage
patients’ data and to print the registration books and book of receptions.

New patient
In a situation, when new patient comes to the registration and his data are not yet in the system,
enter the data into the system using the "New Patient" functionality from "Registration" menu.
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ATTENTION!


Always before adding a new patient, you should be sure that this patient is not yet in the
system. To check whether the patient is already or still is not in the system, you should use
the search engine of patients described in the "Patients (active card)" section.

New patient’s form consists of the following tabs:


Patient data



Home address



Registered address



Home address in UE



Contact data



Workplace data



Other

Between tabs you can switch by clicking the mouse cursor on it. Saving data of added patient (the
"Add Patient" button) can be done only after completing the required data on all tabs.

Patient data
In the form of patient’s data, there are personal and identification data of patient. In case of patients
having PESEL number, after entering the PESEL number, fields sex, date of birth and type of
patient are filled automatically . If you enter invalid PESEL number, frame around the field turns
red.

Home address
Home address of the patient is mandatory to fill in address of residence in Poland. Postal code can
be entered either with or without a dash (the system will automatically change its format by adding
a dash between the second and third digit). After entering the correct post code, then country,
province, commune and TERYT fields are filled in automatically. When entering the city and name
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of commune, there are displayed hints. When selecting commune from a list of suggestions, then
TERYT is filled in automatically.

Registered address
When completing the registered address, there are identical mechanisms as for home address. If the
patient's registered address is the same as the home address of the patient, then in a very simple way
you can copy data from home address to registered address by selecting in the "Registered address"
tab "the same home address” field.

Home address in UE
Home address in the European Union is important for patients insured under the provisions of
coordination. At its fulfillment, there are not used hints nor automatic additions.
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Contact data
Contact details are telephone numbers and e-mail address of patient. Here you can also select by
which channels the patient wishes to receive notifications of visits (SMS, e-mail), if the patient
wants to receive any notification. Fill in the contact information is not mandatory, but if a patient
wishes to receive notification via SMS, the mobile phone number will become mandatory and by
analogy, if the patient wishes to receive notification by e-mail, then entering e-mail address will be
mandatory. If by the two channels, then entering either the phone number as the e-mail address will
be required. Also within contact data one can mark whether patient wishes to have access to internet
registration (internet registration gives possibility to patient for arranging visits himself). Marking
this option one also has to enter patient e-mail address, which will be used as his login for internet
registration. If option “Access to internet registration” is marked, then while saving patient data
there will be password for internet registration automatically generated and sent to patient e-mail
address.

Workplace data
If the patient will be under treatment in a healthcare institution at the expense of your employer,
then the workplace’s data should be entered, which will be used to invoicing.
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Other
In this tab you can specify the patient’s type (eg. VIP).

Patients (active cards)
In a situation when there is a need to verify, update, modify or supplement personal, identification,
contact, or insurance data, or any declarations, referrals, authorizations, warnings, additional
information, annexes about health and disease history of the patient or verification / acceptance /
reimbursement of patient’s payments, use the "Patients (active cards)" functionality in the
application’s "Registration" menu. After selecting this functionality, the search engine of patients is
displayed.
It is possible to find the patient by any combination of the following criteria:


inquiry – in the field you can enter any data identifying of the searched patient - the system
will try to match data entered in this field to the beginning of the name, the beginning of any
member of surname, PESEL number and the date of birth of the patient; capitalization does
not matter



first name – in the field you can enter the first name or the beginning of the name of
searched patient; capitalization does not matter



surname – in the field you can enter the surname or the beginning of the surname of
searched patient; capitalization does not matter



PESEL – in the filed you can enter PESEL number of searched patient; after entering
PESEL number and going to the next field of search form, there is verification of entered
PESEL number - if entered PESEL is invalid then the frame of PESEL number’s field turns
red



date of birth – in the field you can enter the date of birth of searched patient; after clicking
on the birth date’s field, there is displayed a calendar of date selection
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patient type – in this field you can choose the type of patient



error code in patient’s declaration – in the field you can specify the error’s code in the
patient’s declaration (to find patients with a declaration with a specific error code)



home address – in fields you can enter: the name or the beginning of name of city, the name
or the beginning of the street name, house number, flat number of searched patient;
capitalization does not matter



include previous names/addresses – When you select this option at searching, system will
also take into account previous names and addresses of the patient (if they were changed, eg.
surname may have been changed in the system after patient’s marriage, the address might
have changed in the system after changing the place of residence by the patient)



Patients without PESEL - when this option is selected, at search the system will consider
only the patients who do not have a PESEL number



Patients without declarations - when this option is selected, at search the system will
consider only patients who do not have the declaration (withdrawn declarations are not
consider)

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button there may be three situations:


if there is no active patient meets all entered search criteria, then the search engine will
display a message about the lack of patients meeting these criteria



if there is exactly one active patient meets all entered search criteria or the one owning a
card of scanned number, it will automatically switch to the card of that patient



if there is more than one active patient meets all criteria entered in the search form, then the
search engine will display a list of found patients, and at each of them there is a button to go
to edition of patient’s card

In addition, below the search engine there is an extra button "Export (XLS)" which clicked
downloads the XLS file with a list of patients that meet the search criteria.
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If the search engine does not find a patient with this criteria, it means that such patients is not yet in
the system. Then you must add a new patient using the "New Patient" functionality from
"Registration" menu or using the "Add new patient" visible in search engine (both of these
functionalities are the same).
If there is only one patient meets the criteria or if there is more than one such patient and at proper
patient was pressed the "Edit" button, then there is displayed the card of this patient, consisting of
the following tabs:


Patient



Contact



Insurance



Declarations



Referrals



Authorizations



Cautions



Information



History



Payments



Documents



Visits



Employment
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Patient
In the "patient" tab there is a form with personal and identification data of the patient. Above the
form, there are information icons. The number of icons depends on the patient data. The scope of
the icons is following:


juvenile patient – by this icon marked are patients up to 18 years of age and patients after 18
years of age having special permission to use the clinic for children



notorious not setting yourself up for a visit - by this icon marked are patients who failed to
appear for at least 3 consecutive appointments



entered declaration to family doctor – by this icon marked are patients having entered (still
not send to the NFZ) a declaration to family doctor



entered declaration to nurse – by this icon marked are patients having entered (still not send
to the NFZ) a declaration to nurse



entered declaration to midwife – by this icon marked are patients having entered (still not
send to the NFZ) a declaration to midwife



entered declaration from the scope of school medicine – by this icon marked are patients
having entered (still not send to the NFZ) a declaration from the scope of school medicine
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sent to the NFZ declaration to family doctor – by this icon marked are patients having sent
to the NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to family doctor



sent to the NFZ declaration to nurse – by this icon marked are patients having sent to the
NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to nurse



sent to the NFZ declaration to midwife – by this icon marked are patients having sent to the
NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to midwife



sent to the NFZ declaration from the scope of school medicine – by this icon marked are
patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified) a declaration from the scope of school
medicine



sent to the NFZ declaration to family doctor, which declaration was already active – by this
icon marked are patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to family
doctor, which declaration was already active



sent to the NFZ declaration to nurse, which declaration was already active – by this icon
marked are patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to nurse, which
declaration was already active



sent to the NFZ declaration to midwife, which declaration was already active – by this icon
marked are patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to midwife,
which declaration was already active
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sent to the NFZ declaration from the scope of school medicine, which declaration was
already active – by this icon marked are patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified) a
declaration from the scope of school medicine, which declaration was already active



sent to the NFZ declaration to family doctor, which declaration was already rejected – by
this icon marked are patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to
family doctor, which declaration was already rejected



sent to the NFZ declaration to nurse, which declaration was already rejected – by this icon
marked are patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to nurse, which
declaration was already rejected



sent to the NFZ declaration to midwife, which declaration was already rejected – by this
icon marked are patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified) a declaration to midwife,
which declaration was already rejected



sent to the NFZ declaration from the scope of school medicine, which declaration was
already rejected – by this icon marked are patients having sent to the NFZ (still not verified)
a declaration from the scope of school medicine, which declaration was already rejected



active declaration to family doctor - by this icon marked are patients with active (accepted
by the NFZ) declaration to family doctor
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active declaration to nurse - by this icon marked are patients with active (accepted by the
NFZ) declaration to nurse



active declaration to midwife - by this icon marked are patients with active (accepted by the
NFZ) declaration to midwife



active declaration from the scope of school medicine - by this icon marked are patients with
active (accepted by the NFZ) declaration from the scope of school medicine



rejected declaration to family doctor - by this icon marked are patients with declaration to
family doctor rejected by the NFZ



rejected declaration to nurse - by this icon marked are patients with declaration to nurse
rejected by the NFZ



rejected declaration to midwife - by this icon marked are patients with declaration to
midwife rejected by the NFZ
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rejected declaration from the scope of school medicine - by this icon marked are patients
with declaration from the scope of school medicine rejected by the NFZ



necessity to update patient’s data - by this icon marked are patients with declaration in unit
where declared staff no longer works



there are warnings about patient (person or treatment) - by this icon are marked patients who
has entered warnings in the "Warnings" tab; Simply click on the icon to go automatically to
the "Warnings" in the patient’s card in order to see the details



type of patient – marked by this information are patients classified to a particular type, e.g.
VIP patients

When you hover the mouse over each of the icons there is a hint of what each icon means.
In addition, for patients having PESEL number (or PESEL number of tutor for neonates) above the
form is displayed information about the patient's today insurance status in the eWUŚ - if the patient
is insured, the information about it is green, but if the patient is not insured or have problems in
communication with eWUŚ, relevant information is displayed in red.
The form allows you to enter changes in patient’s data. After entering PESEL number, if PESEL
number is invalid, frame around the field turns red, and if it is correct, then the fields date of birth,
sex and type of patient will automatically be filled (if you have not filled them before entering
PESEL number).
Above the form there is a button of issuing statements about the patient's insurance issued to the
patient to sign in case of a wrong answer of eWUŚ system. The statements have PDF format..
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In turn under the form are following buttons:


Save - save changes and remain in the "Patient" tab of patient’s card



Save and exit - Save changes and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes and remain in the "Patient" tab of patient’s card



Back to patients search - back to search engine of patients without saving changes

Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful completion of the
operation and displays patient’s data form (when to save the data is used "Save" button and form
has not entered date of death of the patient), or displays a message about the successful completion
of the operation and search engine of patients (when to save the data is used the "Save and exit"
button or when to save data is used the "Save" button and form has entered the date of death of the
patient). In the situation when the form has entered date of death of the patient, the patient will
automatically become inactive and entering further modifications to his card is not possible.
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Contact
In the "Contact" tab is a form with address and contact data of the patient.
The form allows you to enter three addresses: (residence in Poland, permanent residence, residence
in the European Union), three contact information (phone number, mobile phone number, e-mail
address) and two channels of notifications for the patient.
Home address of the patient is mandatory to fill in the address of residence in Poland. Post code can
be entered either with or without a dash (then the system will automatically change its format by
adding a dash between the second and third digit). After entering the correct post code, country,
province, commune and TERYT fields are filled in automatically. When entering the city and name
of commune, there are displayed hints. When selecting commune from a list of suggestions, TERYT
is filled automatically.
When completing the registered address, there are identical mechanisms as for home address. If the
patient's registered address is the same as the home address of the patient, then in a very simple way
you can copy data from home address to registered address by selecting in the "Registered address"
tab "the same home address” field.
Home address in the European Union is important for patients insured under the provisions of
coordination. At its fulfillment, there are not used hints nor automatic additions.
Contact details are telephone numbers and e-mail address of patient. Here you can also select by
which channels the patient wishes to receive notifications of visits (SMS, e-mail), if the patient
wants to receive any notification. Fill in the contact information is not mandatory, but if a patient
wishes to receive notification via SMS, the mobile phone number will become mandatory and by
analogy, if the patient wishes to receive notification by e-mail, then entering e-mail address will be
mandatory. If by the two channels, then entering either the phone number as the e-mail address will
be required. Also within contact data one can mark whether patient wishes to have access to internet
registration (internet registration gives possibility to the patient for arranging visits himself using
internet). Marking this option one has also to enter patient e-mail address, which will be used as
login for internet registration. After marking option “Access to internet registration” (if it has not
been marked) and saving data one has to use the button “Generate and send password for internet
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registration” to generate and send to patient e-mail address new password for internet registration.
In turn under the form are following buttons:


Save - save changes and remain in the "Contact" tab of patient’s card



Save and exit - Save changes and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes and remain in the "Contact" tab of patient’s card



Generate and send password for internet registration – generates and sends to patient address
e-mail new password for internet registration



Back to patients search - back to search engine of patients without saving changes

Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful completion of the
operation and displays patient’s data form (when to save the data is used "Save" button), or displays
a message about the successful completion of the operation and search engine of patients (when to
save the data is used the "Save and exit" button).
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Insurance
In the "Insurance" tab is a form to add a patient’s new insurance document and under it there is a list
of all the patient's insurance documents (if any were made) with access to the data form of each of
them by clicking on the information bar about the document.
To add a new insurance document in the form of adding insurance document you have to specify
the type of insurance and complete at least all fields surrounded by dark blue bold frame (depending
on the type of insurance different fields are required). In the fields of dates of issue and validity of
the insurance, value are selected from the calendars - after clicking on the date field appears a
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calendar allowing you to select the correct date. Patient’s NIP should be entered without dashes
(numbers only). In case of the name of the commune there are displayed hints: typing the name of
the commune (after typing the first 3 letters) there is displayed a list of communes having typed part
of the name - proper commune should be selected by clicking the mouse on the list of hints. With a
choice of commune, appropriate TERYT will be automatically selected.
Under the form of adding a new insurance document, there are following buttons:


Add – adding document and remain in the "Insurance" tab of patient’s card



Add and exit – adding document and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes entered to the form (clean the form) and remain in the
"Insurance" tab of patient’s card



Back to patients search - back to search engine of patients without adding a document

Independently from used adding button before adding document to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to add a document. Correct adding document ends with a message about the successful
completion of the operation, displays empty form of adding insurance document and under this
there is a list of all patient’s insurance documents, including this one already added (when to add the
data is used "Add" button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the operation
and search engine of patients (when to add the documents is used the "Add and exit" button).
Below the form of adding a new insurance document, there is a list of all patient's insurance
documents. For each document is shown the information bar with basic document’s data: a kind of
insurance, date of issue, beginning of the validity, expiration date. To modify any of these
documents, click on the information bar about the selected document. After clicking, under the bar
of information will develop a full form with the data of document at identical structure and rules of
filling like a form of adding a new document. Under the form of data of the document, there are
buttons:


Save - save changes and remain in the "Insurance" tab of patient’s card



Save and exit - Save changes and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes and remain in the "Insurance" tab of patient’s card



Back to patients search - back to search engine of patients without saving changes

Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful completion of the
operation, displays empty form of adding insurance document and under this there is a list of all
patient’s insurance documents, including this one already added (when to save the data is used
"Save" button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and search
engine of patients (when to save the data is used the "Save and exit" button).
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Declarations
In the "Declarations" tab, there is a form of adding patient’s new declaration and under it, there is a
list of all the declarations made by the patient (if any have been filed) with access to the data of
each of them by clicking on the information bar about the declaration.
Form of adding a new declaration allows you to enter the four declarations at the same time (family
doctor, nurse, midwife, nurse of school medicine) if they differ only in staff and possibly the unit.
To enter a new declaration (or a set of new declarations) in the form of adding the declaration
should be specified staff depending of the type of entered declaration and filled at least all bold
fields surrounded by a blue frame. To select staff, click the window icon located at the field of staff.
Then will open a new window with the search engine of staff. Searching of staff is possible
according to any combination of the following criteria:


first name – in the field you can type in the name or the beginning of the name of the staff;
capitalization does not



surname – in the field you can type in the surname or the beginning of the surname of the
staff; capitalization does not



PESEL – in the field you can type in the PESEL number of staff



NPWZ – in the field you can type in the number of license to practice of the doctor

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button, under the search engine will
display a list of staff matching entered search criteria (or a message of lack of staff meets the search
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criteria). At every person from staff, there is displayed the "Select" button.

After pressing the "Select" button, window of searching is closed and the selected staff appears in
the field of staff in form of adding a new declaration (to remove selected staff from the field, click
the brush icon at the field).
In the "School REGON" field you can start typing in the REGON number or the name of the school
if they have been defined in the REGON numbers database - the system will display a list of
suggestions helps you to select the correct REGON number. After entering the post code, there is
automatically filled post office, country, province, commune and TERYT. After selecting the
country "Poland" when filling in the province and commune there are displayed hints: when typing
province there is displayed a list of provinces containing typed fragment of the name - the
appropriate province should be selected by clicking the mouse on the list of suggestions; typing the
name of the commune (after typing the first 3 letters) there is displayed a list of communes
containing typed fragment of the name - proper commune should be selected by clicking the mouse
on the list of hints. With a choice of commune, there will be automatically selected appropriate
TERYT.
Under the form of adding a declaration, there are following buttons:


Add – adding declaration and remain in the "Declaration" tab of patient’s card



Add and exit – adding declaration and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes entered to the form (clean the form) and remain in the
"Declaration" tab of patient’s card



Back to patients search - back to search engine of patients without adding a document

Independently from used adding button before adding declaration to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to add a declaration. Correct adding declaration to database ends with a message about the
successful completion of the operation, displays empty form of adding declaration and under this
there is a list of all patient’s declarations, including this one already added (when to add the
declaration is used "Add" button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the
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operation and search engine of patients (when to add the declaration is used the "Add and exit"
button). The patient may have only one other than withdrawn declaration of particular type, and
therefore at the addition of the patient’s new declaration all the declarations of the same type, except
for that of the most recent date is automatically withdrawn (changing status to "withdrawn").
Below the form of adding the declaration there is displayed a list of all the declarations of the
patient sorted by status in the following order: active, sent, entered, rejected or withdrawn. For each
declaration there is information bar with basic declaration’s data: a kind of declaration, unit where it
was entered, declared medical staff, the date of entering and status of declaration (highlighted by
color). Declarations may have the following statuses:


entered – new declaration entered to the system (blue)



sent – declaration sent to the NFZ (yellow); if the declaration before sending had the
"active" status, then at the "sent" status there will appear an additional annotation in green
color; if the declaration before sending had "rejected" status, then at the "sent" status there
will appear an additional annotation in red



active – declaration accepted by the NFZ (green)



rejected – declaration rejected by the NFZ (red)



withdrawn – declaration withdrawn by ZOZ (no highlight)

To access data of any entered declaration, click on the information bar about selected declaration.
After clicking, under the bar information will develop a full form with the data of declaration and a
list of problems reported by the NFZ relating to the declaration (if declaration has been rejected by
NFZ). Declaration’s data form has a similar structure as the form of adding the declaration,
whereby:


form contains data of a single declaration, so there is information about the type of
declarations and only one filed of selecting staff and one of selecting unit



only data of declaration with the status "entered" can be modified (the system does not allow
modify the declaration with any other status displaying data form of such a declaration in
read-only mode)



type of declaration cannot be changed under any circumstances (the system does not allow
you for change by blocking the field of type of declaration)

In the list of problems reported by the NFZ (if any have been reported) is placed date of reporting
the problem, the scale of the problem (error, warning, information), problem code and description
of the problem. Depending on the severity of the problem there are various colors of highlight:


red in case of errors



orange for warnings



green for information.

Under the data form of selected declaration may be the following buttons (depending on the status
of the declaration):


Print – open/download a PDF file with declarations’ data to print; button is available
independently of the status of declaration



Save – save changes and remain in the "Declarations" tab in patient’s card; button is
available only when the declaration has status "entered"
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Save and exit – save changes and return to the search engine of patients; button is available
only when the declarations has status "entered"



Cancel – withdrawn the changes and remain in the "Declarations" tab of patient’s card



Withdraw – withdraw the declaration (declaration’s status will change to "withdrawn") and
remain in the "Declarations" tab of patient’s card; button is available when the declaration
has status "entered", "sent", "active" or "rejected"



Use data to new declaration - start creating a new declaration with pre-filled data of
declaration at which this button is located; button is available when the declaration has
status "entered", "sent", "active" or "rejected"



Back to patients search - back to the search engine of patients without saving changes

The "Use data to new declaration" button begins operation of inserting the patient’s new declaration
- after pressing this button declaration’s data at which this button is located will be copied to the
form of adding new declaration. The user can modify/supplement it (if it is necessary) and write
thereby creating a new declaration.
Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful completion of the
operation, displays empty form of adding declaration and under this there is a list of all patient’s
declarations, including this one already added (when to save the data is used "Save" button), or
displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and search engine of patients
(when to save the data is used the "Save and exit" button).
Below a list of all the declaration there is the "Print all" button allows to print all types of patient’s
declarations on a single form.
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Referrals
In the "Referrals" tab there is a form of adding patient’s new referral and under it there is a list of all
referrals issued for the patient (if any were issued) with access to data of each of them by clicking
the information bar about referral.
To enter a new referral, in form of adding a new referral, at least all fields with bold dark blue frame
have to be completed. In the fields of dates of issue and validity of referral values are selected from
the calendars - after clicking on the date field, calendar appears allowing you to select the correct
date. In the case of ICD-10 codes of diagnoses, there are displayed hints: when typing code, part of
the name or short name of code (in brackets) there is displayed a list of diagnoses containing typed
part of the name, code or identified by entered short name - appropriate diagnosis’ code must be
selected by clicking the mouse on the list of suggestions .If the doctor issuing the referral exists in
the database of the healthcare facility, then the fields “Healthcare provider type”, "Referring doctor
name", "NPWZ of referring doctor", "referring doctor unit", "REGON of referring doctor unit", "
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VII part of the ministerial code of referring doctor unit" and " VIII part of the ministerial code of
referring doctor unit" can be filled automatically by clicking the "insert doctor and unit data from
database" and then find a doctor with his unit using the search engine in the new window and
confirm your selection by pressing the "Select" button at the referring doctor. Searching of doctors
and units is possible by any combination of the following criteria:


First name – the beginning of the first name of the referring doctor (capitalization does not
matter)



Surname – the beginning of the surname of the referring doctor (capitalization does not
matter)



NPWZ – the number of license to practice of referring doctor



Name of the organizational unit – the beginning of the name of the clinic where referring
doctor works (capitalization does not matter)



Unit address - the address of clinic where referring doctor works (capitalization does not
matter)

When you click "Select" button, window is closed and the doctor’s and unit’s data are inserted into
the form of adding a referral.
Under the form of adding a new referral are available following buttons:


Add – add a referral and remain in the "Referrals" tab of patient’s card



Add and exit – add a referral and return to search engine of patients



Cancel – erase the data entered into the form (clear form) and remain in the "Referrals" tab
of patient’s card



Back to patients search – back to the search engine of patients without adding any document

Independently from used adding button before adding declaration to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to add a referral. In case of incorrect (non-existent) NPWZ number of referring doctor
and/or incorrect (non-existent) REGON number of referring doctor’s unit, the system warns about
this, but still allows you to add such referral (practice shows that NPWZ and REGON are often
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difficult to correctly read from stamps on the referral, but despite of this referral has to be entered to
the system). Correct adding referral to database ends with a message about the successful
completion of the operation, displays empty form of adding referral and under this there is a list of
all patient’s referrals, including this one already added (when to add the referral is used "Add"
button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and search engine
of patients (when to add the referral is used the "Add and exit" button).
Below the form of adding a new referral there is displayed a list of all referrals issued for the
patient. For each referral there is information bar with basic data of referral: a type of referral,
NPWZ number of referring doctor, REGON number of referring doctor’s unit, date of issue, date of
validity. To modify any of these referrals, click on the information bar about the selected referral.
After clicking, under the bar information will develop a full form with the referral’s data of the
same structure and rules of filling as form of adding a new referral. In addition, the form displays
information about the status of the referral. Under the data form of the selected referral are located
buttons:


Save - save changes and remain in the "Referrals" tab of patient’s card



Save and exit - Save changes and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes and remain in the " Referrals" tab of patient’s card



Back to patients search - back to search engine of patients without saving changes

Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. In case of incorrect (non-existent) NPWZ number of referring doctor and/or
incorrect (non-existent) REGON number of referring doctor’s unit, the system warns about this, but
still allows you to add such referral. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful
completion of the operation, displays empty form of adding referral and under this there is a list of
all patient’s referrals, including this one already added (when to save the data is used "Save"
button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and search engine
of patients (when to save the data is used the "Save and exit" button).
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Authorizations
In the "Authorizations" tab there is a form of adding a new authorization issued by the patient (with
the possibility of adding a few authorizations for the same person at the same time or number of
authorizations in which the patient does not authorize anyone). In this form there is a list of all the
authorizations issued by patient (if any have been issued) with access to the data of each of them by
clicking on the information bar about authorization.
To enter a new authorization in the form of adding a new authorization/authorizations, select the
type of authorization. If a patient issue several types of authorizations for the same person or several
types of authorizations in which the patient does not authorize anyone, then you can immediately
select several types of authorizations. There are four types of authorizations:


statement authorizing to obtain information about the state of health of the patient and
provided medical services



statement authorizing to obtain medical records

In date of authorization field, the value is selected from the calendar - after clicking on the date
field, calendar appears allowing you to select the correct date. The patient may authorize either a
specific person or not authorize anyone. If you do not authorize anyone check box in the form
indicating on it. If he authorizes a specific person, please fill in all the data fields of that person
surrounded by dark blue bold frame. After entering the post code, there is automatically filled post
office, country, province, commune, TERYT. After selecting the country "Poland" when entering
the province and commune there are displayed hints: typing province displays a list of provinces
containing typed part of the name - the appropriate province should be selected by clicking the
mouse on the list of suggestions; typing the name of the commune (after typing the first 3 letters)
displays a list of communes containing typed part of the name - proper commune should be selected
by clicking the mouse on the list of hints, with a choice of commune, there will be automatically
selected TERYT appropriate for it. If authorized person is also a patient of ZOZ then instead of
entering the data, you can use the "Insert other patient data" button. When you press this button
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opens a window with the search engine of patients where you can find authorized person and
pressing the "Insert patients data" puts its data to authorization form.

The "Insert patients data" button closes the search window of patients and fills in the form of adding
authorization / authorizations by data of this patient as an authorized person.
Under the form of adding a new authorization/authorizations, there are available following buttons:


Add – add an authorization / authorizations and remain in the "Authorizations" tab of
patient’s card



Add and exit – add an authorization / authorizations and return to search engine of patients



Cancel – erase the data entered into the form (clear form) and remain in the
"Authorizations" tab of patient’s card



Back to patients search – back to the search engine of patients without adding any
authorization / authorizations

Independently from used adding button before adding authorization / authorizations to a database
system verifies their correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what
should be corrected in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected
according to the message and retry to add an authorization / authorizations. Correct adding
authorization / authorizations to database ends with a message about the successful completion of
the operation, displays empty form of adding an authorization / authorizations and under this there
is a list of all patient’s authorizations, including this one / ones already added (when to add the
authorization / authorizations is used "Add" button), or displays a message about the successful
completion of the operation and search engine of patients (when to add the authorization /
authorizations is used the "Add and exit" button).
Below the form of adding a new authorization there is a list of all authorizations issued by patient.
For each authorization there is information bar with basic authorization’s data: type of
authorization, date of authorization, authorized person. To modify any of these authorizations, click
on the information bar about authorization. After clicking, under the information bar will develop a
full form with the data of authorization of the same structure and rules as form of adding a new
authorization (with limited choice of the type of authorization to one option). Under the
authorization’s data form, there are buttons:


Save – save changes and remain in the "Authorizations" tab of patient’s card



Save and exit – save changes and return to the search engine of patients
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Cancel – undo the changes and remain in the "Authorizations" tab of patient’s card



Back to patients search – back to search engine of patients without saving changes

Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful completion of the
operation, displays empty form of adding authorization/authorizations and under this there is a list
of all patient’s authorizations, including this one/ones already added (when to save the data is used
"Save" button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and search
engine of patients (when to save the data is used the "Save and exit" button).
Below the list of all authorizations issued by patient there are additional buttons:


Print selected - opens ready to print document with a list of authorizations issued by patient
which has been selected in the list of authorizations



Print all - opens ready to print document with a list of all the authorizations issued by patient
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Cautions
In the "Cautions" tab there is a form of adding a new warning about treatment or person of the
patient and under it there is a list of all the cautions about treatment or person of the patient (if any
typed) with access to data of each of them by clicking the information bar about the caution.
To enter a new caution ona has to enter its content and possibly one to mark whether that warning is
to be displayed for doctors in surgery room next to patient name (significant cautions marked this
manner will be visible for doctors within the surgery room before doctor starts patient service).
Under the form of adding new cautions there are following buttons:


Add – add a caution and remain in the "Cautions" tab of patient’s card



Add and exit – add a caution and return to search engine of patients



Cancel – erase the data entered into the form (clear form) and remain in the "Cautions" tab
of patient’s card



Back to patients search – back to the search engine of patients without adding any document

Independently from used adding button before adding caution to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to add a caution. Correct adding caution to database ends with a message about the
successful completion of the operation, displays empty form of adding a caution and under this
there is a list of all patient’s cautions (about treatment or person), including this one already added
(when to add the caution is used "Add" button), or displays a message about the successful
completion of the operation and search engine of patients (when to add the caution is used the "Add
and exit" button).
Below the form of adding a new caution, there is a lists all patient’s cautions (about treatment or
person). For every warning there is information bar with the contents of the cautions. To modify any
of these, click on the information bar about the caution. After clicking, under the information bar
will develop a full form with the contents of the caution. Under the form of the selected caution
there are buttons:


Save – save changes and remain in the "Cautions" tab of patient’s card



Save and exit – save changes and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes and remain in the "Cautions" tab of patient’s card



Delete – remove caution and remain in the "Cautions" tab of patient’s card



Delete and exit – remove caution and return to the search engine of patients



Back to patients search – back to search engine of patients without saving changes

Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful completion of the
operation, displays empty form of adding caution and under this there is a list of all patient’s
cautions, including this one already modified (when to save the data is used "Save" button), or
displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and search engine of patients
(when to save the data is used the "Save and exit" button).
To remove the caution, use one of the "Delete" or "Delete and exit" buttons under the form of the
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caution. When you press the button, you will be prompted to confirm the deletion and the deletion
will take place after the confirmation.

Information
In the "Information" tab there is a form with the following additional information about the patient:


workplace data



Personal Identification Number (UE) – Patient ID in the European Union



Foreigner insurance agreement number - this number is used to identify the foreigner who
does not have your social security number but having a contract for voluntary health
insurance at referring POZ declaration of such foreigner to the NFZ



Foreigner identity document country - the name is used to identify the foreigner who does
not have your social security number and who does not have health insurance contract at
referring POZ declaration of such foreigner to the NFZ



Foreigner payer NIP - this number is used to identify the foreigner who does not have your
social security number and who does not have health insurance contract at referring POZ
declaration of such foreigner to the NFZ



Is foreigner refugee - designation is used to identify the foreigner who does not have your
social security number and who does not have health insurance contract at referring POZ
declaration of such foreigner to the NFZ



patient type - membership of the patient to a specific group



assent authorizing patient to use clinics for children - check that the patient has an assent
authorizing him to use the clinic for children together with the content and duration of the
assent



comments – any additional comments about patient

Under the form, there are following buttons:


Save – save changes and remain in the "Information" tab of patient’s card



Save and exit – save changes and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes and remain in the "Information" tab of patient’s card



Back to patients search – back to search engine of patients without saving changes

Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
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correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful completion of the
operation, displays form of patient’s additional information (when to save the data is used "Save"
button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and search engine
of patients (when to save the data is used the "Save and exit" button).

History
In the "History" tab there is a form for entering scans and images of following events from the
patient’s history of health and disease:


Hospital stay, curative stay, surgery – scans of discharge cards from hospital or spa, scans of
surgery cards



vaccination – scans of vaccination cards



RTG/USG – images of RTG and USG

Adding is done in two steps. In the first, there have to be specified the type of information and
entered basic data (depending on the type of information).
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After pressing the "Save" button there is checked the correctness of the entered data - if data is
incorrect then is displayed the appropriate message stating what should be corrected, if data is
correct, there is displayed form of appending attachments (scans, images).

In this form, there are buttons:


Add - indicating file / files from disk to attach to the patient card; You can use the button
repeatedly to attach more than one file, you can also after pressing the button indicate more
than one file (selecting the files on disk while holding down the Ctrl key on the keyboard);
after selecting the file, in the form is displayed his miniature and operation buttons of
sending a file to a server or abandon to attach the file



Send - sends all the attached files on the server (as opposed to the button of the same name
visible at each of the attached files on the server which sends only this file)



Cancel – cancelation of attaching all files (as opposed to the button of the same name visible
at each of the attaching files, which means cancelation of attaching only this file)



Delete - delete selected files that have already been uploaded to the server

In addition, at the "Delete" button there is check box, which clicked select/deselect the same fields
at all attached files already sent to the server (this function makes it easy to select all the files if you
want to remove them).
After indicating the files to attach to the patient’s card, there should be send them to the server by
using the "Send" button and then finished adding attachments by clicking "Finish add attachments".
At this moment it reappears form of entry data to the patient’s history of health and illness and
under it, there is the list of entered elements of miniatures and the ability to zoom when clicked.
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To be able to view the attachment on your computer must be installed image viewer that supports
the format (eg. IrfanView with IrfanViewPlugins supports most popular image formats including
DICOM).

Payments
In the "Payments" tab there is a list of patient’s payments for commercial visits and diagnostic
examinations divided into the following sections:


outstanding payments - payments waiting on the issuance of a bill (invoice, receipt) or a
positive correction (the patient used to have to make payment or surcharge) and invoices
waiting for payment



unpaid invoices - invoices for which no payment has been contributed yet or partial payment
has been contributed



unpaid receipts - receipts for which no payment has been contributed yet or partial payment
has been contributed



overpayments - invoices and receipts requiring issue a downward correction (meaning for
the healthcare facility the need to return the payment)



realized payments - paid invoices and receipts



payments for diagnostic examinations – realized and outstanding payments for diagnostic
examinations

These, from above sections, which do not contain any information are not displayed.
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At outstanding payments there can be following buttons:


Paid – button of fast recording of payment



Receipt – button of printing receipt on the fiscal printer or issuing a receipt to be printed on
a computer printer (depending on system configuration)



Invoice on patient – button of issuing invoice on patient



Invoice on workplace - button of issuing invoice on patient’s workplace



Correcting invoice - button of issuing correcting invoice of earlier issued invoice (available
if the invoice was paid before the visit and during the visit were made services for a larger
amount so surcharge is required)



Correcting receipt - button of issuing correcting receipt of earlier issued receipt (available if
the receipt was paid before the visit and during the visit were made services for a larger
amount so surcharge is required)

In the case of outstanding payments for which the invoice was issued but payment was not yet done,
there are not displayed any buttons, but only information of the content: "Waiting for the payment
of an invoice”’
The "Paid" button is used for fast saving of payment, which is in fact saving in the system the
receipt issued with default values and without printing. When you click "Paid" button it opens for
the moment a new window with a message about the saving payment, and after a while, the window
disappears.
The "Receipt" button depending on the system configuration displays a window with the applet to
print a receipt on fiscal printer or opens a window to issue a receipt to be printed on a computer
printer. Applet to print receipts on the fiscal printer to operate requires Java user and RxTx library
installed on a computer (for Windows, library is available for download directly from the window
of printing receipt) and requires a fiscal printer connected to the computer and configured to using
the POSNET protocol. When the system is configured to print receipts on fiscal printer, printing a
receipt is done automatically when you open the print window, what is alerted by the appropriate
message (if there are no problems, which also are alerted by the appropriate messages).
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If the system is configured to print receipts on a computer printer, in the window of issuance a
receipt is displayed a form by default filled with data.

One should verify and fill in the missing data. If at the issuing of receipt there is charged (fully or
partially) payment for it then one should also check "Paid" box and enter paid amount (within the
field there is full amount put by default). After pressing the "Issue receipt" button, there is created
printing of receipt (in PDF format), and displayed a link allowing you to download it and print.
The "Invoice on patient" and "Invoice on workplace" buttons are opening a window of issuing an
invoice, which is by default filled with data (depending on used button, the buyer will be patient or
the patient's workplace).

One should verify and fill in the missing data. If at the issuing of invoice there is charged (fully or
partially) payment for it then one should also check "Paid" box and enter paid amount (within the
field there is full amount put by default). After pressing "Issue invoice" there is created printing of
invoice (in PDF format), and displayed a link allowing you to download it and print.
The "Correcting invoice" button opens a window of issuing a correction invoice, which is by default
filled with data. If the original invoice was issued on the patient, the correction will be issued on the
patient, and if it was issued on the patient's workplace, so correcting invoice will be issued on it.
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One should verify and fill in the missing data. If at the issuing of correction invoice there is charged
(fully or partially) payment for it then one should also check "Paid" box and enter paid amount
(within the field there is full amount put by default). After pressing "Issue correction invoice" there
is created printing of correction invoice (in PDF format), and displayed a link allowing you to
download it and print.
The "Correcting receipt" button opens a window to issue a correction receipt, which is by default
filled with data.

One should verify and fill in the missing data. If at the issuing of receipt there is charged (fully or
partially) payment for it then one should also check "Paid" box and enter paid amount (within the
field there is full amount put by default). After pressing "Issue correction receipt" there is created
printing of correction invoice (in PDF format), and displayed a link allowing you to download it
and print (it is not possible to configure the system that corrective receipts will be printed on a fiscal
printer).
If there are receipts (original and corrective) issued but not paid or partially paid, then in the
"Payments" tab appears in section "Unpaid receipts", where it is available to preview each of
receipts (the "View" button) and where one should uncheck payment when such entered on account
of the healthcare facility indicating the amount and date of payment and clicking "Paid" button
(within the amount field there is full amount put by default).
If there are invoices (original and corrective) issued but not paid or partially paid, then in the
"Payments" tab appears in section "Unpaid invoices", where it is available to preview each of
invoices (the "View" button) and where one should uncheck payment when such entered on account
of the healthcare facility indicating the amount and date of payment and clicking "Paid" button
(within the amount field there is full amount put by default).
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In a situation when charges for a visit was made before the visit and during the visit were made
services for less amount, then the overpayment should be given to the patient (or the patient’s
workplace if the fee per visit was done on the basis of the invoice issued for the workplace of the
patient). Overpayments appear in the "Payments" tab in the "Overpayments" sections. At each of
them there is "Correction invoice" or "Correction receipt" button (depending on what kind of
document was the original bill).
The "Correcting invoice" button opens a window of issuing a correction invoice, which is by default
filled with data. If the original invoice was issued on the patient, the correction will be issued on the
patient, and if it was issued on the patient's workplace, so correcting invoice will be issued on it.

One should verify and fill in the missing data. System assumes that while issuing correcting invoice
overpayment is returned to patient (or to patient workplace) and that's why “Returned” field is
marked (and it cannot be marked off), also amount to be returned is given. After pressing "Issue
correction invoice" there is created printing of correction invoice (in PDF format), and displayed a
link allowing you to download it and print.
The "Correcting receipt" button opens a window to issue a correction receipt, which is by default
filled with data.

One should verify and fill in the missing data. System assumes that while issuing correcting receipt
overpayment is returned to patient and that's why “Returned” field is marked (and it cannot be
marked off), also amount to be returned is given. After pressing "Issue correction receipt" there is
created printing of correction invoice (in PDF format) and displayed a link allowing you to
download it and print (it is not possible to configure the system that corrective receipts will be
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printed on a fiscal printer).
The section of "Realized payments" contains a list of bills (invoices and receipts – original and
corrective), which have been paid. At each account there is the "View" button allows you to view
the bill (in PDF format).
The section of payments for diagnostic examinations contains list of diagnostic examinations orders
for which payment is realized as well as these for which payment has not been realized yet. By each
order for which payment is realized there is a button “View” which when clicked it allows to see
preview of issued bill (in PDF format). By each order for which invoice or receipt was issued but
payment has not been contributed yet there is a form that allows to enter payment note, which
function the same way as described in sections “Unpaid invoices” and “Unpaid receipts”. By each
order for which no bill has been issued yet there are four buttons: “Paid”, “Receipt”, “Invoice on
patient”, “Invoice on workplace”, which function the same way as described in section
“Outstanding payments”.

Documents
In the "Documents" tab there is a list of documents which the patient has to sign deciding for
surgery/operation (both already filled documents as well as documents to be completed). The tab
displays a list of patient’s referrals and for each of them there is information about the status of
documents related to this referral:


UNFILLED (red) - if there is at least one document that has not been filled yet



FILLED (green) - if all documents are filled

When you click in the gray bar with information about the referral, there is a list of documents
associated with this referral. At each unfilled document there is the "Fill" button to view the form of
filling the document and at each filled document there is "View" button allows you to view a
document in PDF format and print it.
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When you click "Fill" button at the document to fill, the form displays data dependent on the
template of the document with the "Save" button used to save data after their entering to the form.

After entering and saving the data there is once again displayed the list of patient’s referrals with
statuses of related documents. For convenience, you do not to have to look for just completed
document with appropriate referral. At the top of the page along with information of saved data of
document there is displayed a link to view the document in PDF format and print it.
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Visits
In the "Visits" tab there is a list of all patient’s visits in chronological order from most recent to
oldest. For each visit there is displayed:


date of the visit



type of visits, kind of visit, whether is it additional visits, or is it an urgent visit



clinic, where visit was planned



staff realizing the visit or instruments to which the visit has been planned



surgery where visit was planned



state of visit

States of visits for greater readability are highlighted by colors:


visit appointed - white



visit realized - green



visit unrealized - purple



visit canceled - red



visit to canceled – pink

For users with appropriate privileges there is also displayed in the list of visits a column with
buttons of restoration of state "visit appointed" for visits in "visit realized" or "visit unrealized"
states. In the unlikely event that the visit is mistakenly marked as "visit realized" or "visit
unrealized", then clicking at the "Restore" button you can restore the state of visit to "visit
appointed". The mechanism of restoration refers only to the NFZ’s visits for which the services
have not been shown yet to settle with the NFZ and to commercial visits for which no financial
documents have been issued.
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Employment
In the "Employment" tab there is a form allowing to add employment / education of patient and
below the form there is history of patient employment / education (if entered) with access to data of
each employment / education by clicking on a belt with informations about employment /
education.
To enter new employment / education one has to fill at least all fields with navy border within the
form of addition of new employment / education. Within the fields of periods an dates values are
selected from calendars – by clicking within data field there appears calendar allowing to choose
the correct date. Under the form of addition of new employment / education there are the following
buttons:


Add – addition of employment / education with staying inside “Employment” tab of patient
card



Add and exit – addition of employment / education and return to patients search form



Cancel – clearing data entered into the form with staying inside “Employment” tab of
patient card



Back to patients search – return to patients search form

Independently from used adding button before adding employment / education to a database system
verifies their correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should
be corrected in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to
the message and retry to add an employment / education. Correct adding employment / education to
database ends with a message about the successful completion of the operation, displays empty
form of adding an employment / education and under this there is a list of all patient’s employments
/ educations, including this one / ones already added (when to add the employment / education is
used "Add" button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and
search engine of patients (when to add the employment / education is used the "Add and exit"
button).
Below the form of adding a new employment / education there is a list of all employments /
educations entered. For each employment / education there is information bar with basic data of
employment / education: name of institution, name of post / course and period of employment /
education. To modify any of these employments / educations, click on the information bar about
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employment / education. After clicking, under the information bar will develop a full form with the
data of employment / education of the same structure and rules as form of adding a new
employment / education. Under the employment / education data form, there are buttons:


Save – save changes and remain in the "Employment" tab of patient’s card



Save and exit – save changes and return to the search engine of patients



Cancel – undo the changes and remain in the "Employment" tab of patient’s card



Delete – delete employment / education and remain in the "Employment" tab of patient’s
card



Delete and exit – delete employment / education and return to the search engine of patients



Back to patients search – back to search engine of patients without saving changes

Independently from used saving button before saving data to a database system verifies their
correctness. In case of irregularities displays an error message indicating what should be corrected
in the form. In case of such message data in the form should be corrected according to the message
and retry to save. Correct saving ends with a message about the successful completion of the
operation, displays empty form of adding employment / education and under this there is a list of all
patient’s employments / educations, including this one/ones already added (when to save the data is
used "Save" button), or displays a message about the successful completion of the operation and
search engine of patients (when to save the data is used the "Save and exit" button).
To delete employment / education one has to use one of the buttons “Delete” or “Delete and exit”
under the form of the given employment / education. After clicking one of these buttons there will
be displayed request to confirm the deletion and after confirmation deletion will take place.
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Patients (inactive cards)
The data of all died patients, who used to use the services of a healthcare facility are available in
"Patients (inactive cards)" functionality in the menu of "Registration" application. After selecting
this functionality there is displayed the search engine of patients.
It is possible to find the patient by any combination of the following criteria:


inquiry – in the field you can enter any data identifying of the searched patient - the system
will try to match data entered in this field to the beginning of the name, the beginning of any
member of surname, PESEL number and the date of birth of the patient; capitalization does
not matter



first name – in the field you can enter the first name or the beginning of the name of
searched patient; capitalization does not matter



surname – in the field you can enter the surname or the beginning of the surname of
searched patient; capitalization does not matter



PESEL – in the filed you can enter PESEL number of searched patient; after entering
PESEL number and going to the next field of search form, there is verification of entered
PESEL number - if entered PESEL is invalid then the frame of PESEL number’s field turns
red



date of birth – in the field you can enter the date of birth of searched patient; after clicking
on the birth date’s field, there is displayed a calendar of date selection



patient type – in this field you can choose the type of patient



error code in patient’s declaration – in the field you can specify the error’s code in the
patient’s declaration (to find patients with a declaration with a specific error code)



home address – in fields you can enter: the name or the beginning of name of city, the name
or the beginning of the street name, house number, flat number of searched patient;
capitalization does not matter



include previous names/addresses – When you select this option at searching, system will
also take into account previous names and addresses of the patient (if they were changed, eg.
surname may have been changed in the system after patient’s marriage, the address might
have changed in the system after changing the place of residence by the patient)



Patients without PESEL - when this option is selected, at search the system will consider
only the patients who do not have a PESEL number



Patients without declarations - when this option is selected, at search the system will
consider only patients who do not have the declaration (withdrawn declarations are not
consider)

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button there may be three situations:


if there is no inactive patient meets all entered search criteria, then the search engine will
display a message about the lack of patients meeting these criteria



if there is exactly one inactive patient meets all entered search criteria or the one owning a
card of scanned number, it will automatically switch to the card of that patient



if there is more than one inactive patient meets all criteria entered in the search form, then
the search engine will display a list of found patients, and at each of them there is a button to
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go to edition of patient’s card

Card of inactive patient consists of the following tabs:


Patient



Contact



Insurance



Declarations



Referrals



Authorizations



Cautions



Information



History



Payments



Documents



Visits



Employment

Tabs have exactly the same content as the corresponding tabs in the case of active patients, but data
presented here are only for viewing (without editing). If the patient has by mistake entered date of
death, he can be restored from inactive to active patients by pressing the "Reactivate patient" at the
bottom of each tab of the patient’s card (unless patient with the same PESEL number as the one you
are trying to reactivate has been entered into the system). At the time of reactivation, patient returns
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to the search of patients, because the patient’s card is no longer inactive and should not be visible in
"Patients (inactive card)" functionality.

General register
"General register" functionality in "registration" menu allows to create on-demand and print general
register of health care facility. After selecting this functionality there is displayed a form to specify
the criteria for the content of the expected register. It is necessary to identify the period which the
register should include and optionally the register can be narrowed to a specific clinic/ward and
unit.

After specifying the criteria and pressing „Display” button, there is displayed a general register in
form of PDF document. It contents the following information:


entry number (to insert after the printing)



date and hour of visit



name, surname and address of patient



PESEL and birth date
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name, surname and PWZ number of provider the service



codes of ICD-10 recognitions specified in the visit



code of contract product (scope of service)



code of unit products (services)



ministerial kind of service



advice type (medical office, home)



admission mode (with referral ,without referral)

Registration book
"Registration book" functionality in the "registration" menu allows you to create on-demand and
print the registration book of the healthcare facility. After selecting this functionality there is
displayed the form for specifying the criteria determining the content of the registration book. It is
necessary to identify the period of book’s validity and also optionally you can narrow down the
book to a specific unit, clinic and doctor.
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After specifying the criteria and pressing the "Display" opens register book in the form of a PDF
document, which should be printed and stored in paper form for audit purposes. The registration
book contains the following information:
After specifying the criteria and pressing the "Display" button registration book is opened in the
form of a PDF document, which should be printed and stored in paper form for audit purposes. The
registration book contains the following information:


entry number (to enter after printing)



date and hour of visit



first name, last name and address



PESEL and birth date



first name, surname and PWZ of staff providing service



codes of ICD-10 diagnosis pointed at visit



codes of ICD-9 procedures made at the visit



title of privilege (U – agreement with NFZ)



multiplicity of services



JGP group (empty field)



contract product’s code (range of services)



unitary product’s code (services)



ministerial kind of service



type of advice (surgery, home)



admission mode (with referral, without referral)



PWZ of referring staff (in case of admission with referral mode)



REGON of unit of referring staff (in case of admission with referral mode)



Date of referral (in case of admission with referral mode)



codes of ICD-10 diagnosis with referral (in case of admission with referral mode)



comments (empty field)
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Visits book
The "Visits book" functionality in the "Registration" menu allows to view and print the visits’ books
of particular clinic of healthcare facility. Visits’ book are created automatically every night
(including data from the previous day). It is possible to configure the jHIS system to generate visits’
books with a delay (eg. three days).
After selecting the "Visits book" functionality there is displayed a search engine of visits’ books, in
which you have to indicate the report’s date and optionally you can specify the search criteria of
clinic (it is possible to search by part of the name and address of the clinic and the part of the name
and address of the unit where the clinic is located. Capitalization at searching does not matter).
After specifying the criteria and pressing the "Search" button there is displayed a list of clinics for
which for specified day the visit’s book was created.

At each clinic there is displayed the "Display" button which pressed opens the visits’ book in the
form of a PDF document with the ability to print. Visits’ book contains the following information:


date of patient’s application



patient's PESEL number



series and number of patient’ identity card



patient’s home address



name and surname of providing service



professional title of providing service



specializations of providing service



NPWZ of providing service



kind of providing service (visit’s type)



first name and surname of person making entry
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Declarations
"Declarations" functionality in the "Registration" menu is used to manage patients declarations.
After selecting this functionality there is available a search engine that helps search the declaration
of the following criteria:


declarations type



declarations state



staff – in the field you can enter NPWZ, PESEL, name, surname of declared staff



school REGON – in the field you can start typing a REGON number or the name of the
school where the declaration is made, and if such a REGON or school is defined in the
REGON numbers database, the system will display a list of hints and will help choose the
right one



declaration date – in the field you can enter a period when there were made statements,
which user is interested in; if you enter only the start date of period, then the system will
display all the declarations submitted from that day until the present; if you enter only the
end date of period, then the system will display the declarations made since the beginning of
operation of the system to that day.



error code – field allows to search the declaration of a specific error code reported by the
NFZ for the declaration



patient name – in the field you can type name or its beginning; caps does not matter



patient surname – in the field you can type surname or its beginning; caps does not matter



patient locality – in the field you can type name of locality of residence address or its
beginning; caps does not matter



patient PESEL – in the field you can type PESEL or its beginning



patients without PESEL – checking this box will display only the declaration of patients
without PESEL number

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button there will be displayed a list of
declarations that meet search criteria.
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At each declaration there is the "See" button which clicked opens in new window "Declarations" tab
in the patient’s card. In addition, after searching the declaration below the search engine there is an
extra button "Export (XLS)", which clicked enables to download the XLS file with a list of
declarations that meet search criteria.

Realized payments
The "Realized payments" functionality in the "Register" menu is used to generate a report of
accepted payments from patients for commercial visits and diagnostic examinations and returned
payments for unrealized commercial visits. In particular it can be used to control cash at the end of
each day. After selecting this functionality there is displayed search engine for restricting the scope
of the data included in the report to a particular payment range (payment for visits, payments for
examinations), unit, clinic / ward (choice of clinic / ward is possible only after selecting the unit),
the period of payment / return and cash register (choice of cash register precisely points out clinics
within which payments were realized, that is why after selection of cash register fields of unit and
clinic / ward become inaccessible). After defining the criteria and clicking "Search" button there is
displayed a list of documents that meet the search criteria and for each one there is "View" button
that allows to view the document. Below the list of documents there is shown the balance being the
sum of the amounts of individual documents and the "Cash Report" button allows to download (in
PDF format) and print (in the prescribed format) cash report created basing on the search criteria.
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Unrealized payments
The "Unrealized payments" functionality in the "Register" menu is used to generate a report of
unrealized payments of patients, unpaid invoices, unpaid receipts and overpayments that require to
return money. After selecting this functionality there is displayed search engine for restricting the
scope of the data included in the report to a particular payment range (payments for visits, payments
for examinations), unit, clinic / ward (choice of clinic / ward is possible only after selecting the unit;
choice of unit and clinic / ward makes sense only for payments for visits) and the period of visits /
orders realization. After defining the criteria and clicking "Search" button there is displayed a list of
unrealized payments of patients. In case of payments for commercial visits for each one there are
"Paid", "Receipt", "Invoice on patient" and "Invoice on workplace" buttons or "Corrective
invoice"or “Correcting receipt” button that enable to issue accounting document (as described in the
"Payments" tab in the patients card). In case of unpaid invoices of the patients and at each a form to
record the receipt of payment for the invoice and the "View" button that allows to view an invoice
(as described in the "Payments" tab in the patients card). In case of unpaid receipts of the patients
and at each a form to record the receipt of payment for the receipt and the "View" button that allows
to view a receipt (as described in the "Payments" tab in the patients card).
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In case of payments for diagnostic examinations by each position there are buttons "Paid",
"Receipt", "Invoice on patient" and "Invoice on workplace" buttons allowing to issue financial
document (as described in the "Payments" tab in the patients card) and unpaid invoives or in case of
unpaid invoices there is form allowing to record the contribution of payment for the invoice and the
"View" button that allows to view an invoice (as described in the "Payments" tab in the patients
card).
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Cash registers
“Cash registers” functionality from menu “Registration” is used for defining cash registers that
work in healthcare center. Cash register is understood as set of paymentf for commercial visits
realized within the specified group of clinics. After choosing this functionality there is list of
defined cash registers displayed. By each of them there are buttons allowing to modify or delete the
given cash register and under the list there is a button allowing to add new cash register.

To add new cash register one has to click the button “Add cash register”. After that form is
displayed where one has to specify cash register name and mark clinics that cash register spreads
over and then to confirm with a button “Add”.
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To modify cash register data one has to click the button “Edit” by the given cash register within
cash registers list. Cash register form displays then, which is the same as in case of new cash
register addition except that is it filled with defined cash register data. One can enter modifications
to the data, which one has to confirm with a button “Update” visible at the bottom of form.
To delete cash register data one has to click the button “Delete” by the given cash register within
cash registers list. Cash register form displays then, which is the same as in case of defined cash
register modification except that is it in readonly mode. Intention of deletion of cash register one
has to confirm with a button “Delete” visible at the bottom of form.

Cash withdrawals
“Cash withdrawals” functionality in menu “Registration” is used to record facts of withdrawal of
money from cash registers and to browse history of such withdrawals. After choosing this
functionality there appears search form allowing to limit range of information about withdrawals
made to particular unit and clinic / ward (choice of clinic / ward is possible only after choosing unit)
and to period of visits realization. After specifying criteria and pressing the button of “Search” there
appears list of made money withdrawals from cash registers. Under the list of withdrawals there is
balance displayed which is a sum of amounts of particular documents and there id button named
“Cash report” allowing to download (in PDF format) and print (in prescription format) cash report
based on entered search criteria.
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Under search form there is visible also the button named „Withdraw” that allows to report a fact of
money withdrawal. After clicking this button there appears form in which one has to specify unit
and clinic / ward which disposes the cash register from which withdrawal was made and amount
withdrawn and then to confirm fact of making withdrawal with the button named „Withdrawn”.

Keyboard shortcuts
As part of the functionality of the "Registration" module it is possible to use keyboard shortcuts.
As part of the "New Patient" functionality:


Ctrl + P – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Add Patient" button



Ctrl + F – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking on the "Back to
search" button



Ctrl + → – use of this key combination switches to the next tab



Ctrl + ← – use of this key combination switches to the previous tab

As part of the "Patients (active cards)" functionality:


Enter – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Search" button



Ctrl + P – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Add new patient"
button



Ctrl + F – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Finish" button



Ctrl + → – use of this key combination switches to the next subpage with the search results
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Ctrl + ← – use of this key combination switches to the previous subpage with the search
results

As part of the "Patients (inactive cards)" functionality:


Enter – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Search" button



Ctrl + F – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Finish" button



Ctrl + → – use of this key combination switches to the next subpage with the search results



Ctrl + ← – use of this key combination switches to the previous subpage with the search
results

As part of the "Registration book" functionality:


Ctrl + D – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Display" button



Ctrl + F – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Finish" button

As part of the "Visits book" functionality:


Enter – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Search" button



Ctrl + F – use of this key combination has the same effect as clicking "Finish" button



Ctrl + → – use of this key combination switches to the next subpage with the search results



Ctrl + ← – use of this key combination switches to the previous subpage with the search
results

Staff
Module "Staff" is used to manage staff working in a healthcare institution, including the timetables
of work of the staff and pools of prescriptions and timetables of equipment functioning at the
institution.

Staff
The "Staff" functionality in the "Staff" menu allows for data management of staff working in health
care institution. When this functionality is selected, the search engine of staff is available. Searching
is possible by any combination of the following criteria:


First name



Surname



PESEL



Right to practice number

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button, there is displayed a list of
employees that meet the search criteria and for each one there is the buttons: "Edit" and "Delete"
allow to modify or delete employee’s data. At the search engine there is also a button allows to add
a new employee.
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To add a new employee you have to press the "Add new employee" button and fill in the form
which then displays (at least the required fields and in case of doctors, the number of right to
practice is additionally required). If at the visits of the staff, the person who carried out the services
is different staff, then you can indicate it in the field "Realizer of services reported to the NFZ" then the staff will be selected automatically when encoding visits as carried out the service. When
you edit employee’s data there is displayed the same form except that it is already filled with the
employee’s data. When removing, form is available only for reading. In the form (when adding and
editing employees) should be indicated in which clinics / wards is the employee working. An
employee may work in more than one clinic / ward. To indicate more than one clinic / ward, use the
button "More clinics / wards". At each clinic / ward assigned to employee there is "Delete" button
allows to remove the clinic / ward from the list of employee’s workplaces. Button "More clinics /
wards" and "Delete" buttons at the particular clinic / ward do not save changes - just click the "Add"
or "Update" button (depending on whether adding a new employee, or update an existing
employee’s data) is saving data from the form. In the form (at adding and editing employee) it is
also possible to indicate which rehabilitation services the employee does not realize (including
therapists, therapist realizes all rehabilitation services with the exception indicated in the form). To
be able to indicate more than one treatment, use the "More rehabilitation services" button. At every
treatment there is, in turn, "Delete" button allows to remove a treatment from the list of services not
realized by the employee. "More rehabilitation services" and "Remove" buttons at the individual
services do not save changes - just the "Add" or "Update" button (depending on whether adding a
new employee, or update an existing employee data) is saving data from the form.
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Prescription pools
The "Prescription pools" functionality in the "Staff" menu allows to import prescription pools of
staff in the form of XMZ files downloaded from the NFZ SZOI system. After selecting this
functionality there is displayed the form of import the prescription pools and under the form there is
a list of already imported pools of prescription. If the logged-in user has administrator’s privileges,
then the list of imported pools of prescription contains all the pools of prescription of all doctors,
otherwise contains all the pools of prescription of logged doctor's only. To import a pool of
prescriptions in the form of import should be specified the XMZ file downloaded before from the
NFZ SZOI system and eventually clinic / ward in which a pool of prescriptions will be available
and then confirm with "Import" button. The system on the basis of the information contained in the
XMZ file automatically bind a particular pool with proper doctor. If in the form was indicated clinic
/ ward, the doctor will be able to issue prescriptions with the numbers of a particular pool only at
the visits realized in this clinic / ward, if the clinic / ward is not indicated, then the pool of
prescriptions will be possible to use in all clinics / wards where the doctor works.

Imported pools of prescriptions can be edited, locked / unlocked and removed. For this purpose,
there are intended buttons: "Edit", "Lock" / "Unlock" and "Delete" appear on the list of imported
prescriptions pools at each pool. After pressing the "Edit" there is displayed data form of pool,
where you can specify or change the clinic, in which a pool of prescriptions will be available. In
particular, any clinic cannot be selected - the pool of prescriptions will be available in all clinics
where the doctor works. After entering the information, confirm it by clicking "Update" button.
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After confirming changes, the system will again display the form of pools of prescriptions to import
and a list of imported pools of prescriptions.
To remove a pool of prescriptions use the "Delete" button visible at a particular pool from the list of
imported pools of prescriptions. When you press this button there is displayed a form of pool’s data
to insight (no edits), with "Delete" button, which pressed removes the pool of prescriptions from the
system.

After removing a pool, the system displays again a form of pools of prescriptions to import and a
list of imported pools of prescriptions.
To lock a pool of prescriptions use the button "Lock" visible at a particular pool from the list of
imported pools of prescriptions (if the pool is not locked). When you press this button, the pool will
be blocked and becomes inaccessible for the doctor until it is unlocked.
To unlock a pool of prescriptions use the button "Unlock" visible at a particular pool from the list of
imported pools of prescriptions (if the pool is locked). When you press this button, the pool will be
unlocked and becomes available for the doctor.

Staff timetables
The "Staff timetables" functionality is used to plan of staff’s timetables of work in particular
clinics / wards of the healthcare facility. Timetables are planned for each clinic / ward separately.
There are the following types of timetables:
template timetables - weekly scheme of work of medical worker in clinic / ward
version of template timetable - snapshot of the template timetables from a particular moment
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Current timetable - real timetable of medical worker
Funkcjonalność „Grafiki personelu” służy do planowania grafików pracy personelu w
poszczególnych poradniach zakładu opieki zdrowotnej. Grafiki planowane są w każdej poradni
osobno. Wyróżniamy następujące rodzaje grafików:


template timetables - weekly scheme of work of medical worker in clinic



version of template timetable - snapshot of the template timetables from a particular moment



current timetable - real timetable of medical worker

Template timetables represent the schemes of work of medical staff (dates of visits repeated
cyclically in the coming weeks). Template timetables does not determine the dates, but only days of
week. State of template timetable can be saved at any time in the form of version of the template
timetable. Dates of visits from any version of the template timetable can be copied to the current
timetable somehow duplicating what has been planned in this version of the template timetable for
the upcoming weeks of work of staff. In this way there is created a real timetable of work of the
staff in a particular period. Exceptions to the work of the staff (absences, holidays, changes in hours
of work on specific days) are introduced already in the current timetable.
After selecting the "Staff timetables" functionality in the "Staff" menu there is displayed a search
engine of medical staff. Searching can be done by any combination of the following criteria:


first name – beginning of first name of medical worker (capitalization does not matter)



surname – beginning of surname of medical worker (capitalization does not matter)



PESEL – PESEL number of medical worker



Right to practice a profession – NPWZ number of medical worker

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button there is displayed a list of
employees that meet the search criteria and for each of them - the "Timetables list" button that
allows to display a list of timetables of this person.

After pressing the "Timetables list" button at the selected staff there is displayed a list of clinics /
wards where this person is working and at each of them:


A selection list of template timetable or one of its versions lets you see this timetable /
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version


"Enter" button allows you to view the current schedule



"Clear from given date" button allows to remove all planned visits in timetable from any
specified date in the future (if at any of the deleted dates had been planned visit, then this
visit will receive status "visit to cancel")



"Delete" button allows to remove timetables (template, versions and current) in the clinic /
ward (if at any from removed dates had been planned visit, then this visit will receive status
"visit to cancel")

After selecting "Template timetable" position from the dropdown list visible in the "Template
timetable" column, the system displays a grid for the planning template timetable. The grid has
seven columns corresponding to the days of the week (Monday to Sunday). The rows correspond to
the possible hours of admission (the grid is limited to clinic’s / ward’s working hours and every
hour is divided into 12 parts for 5 minutes).
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Above the grid is a form and there are following options:


Highlight surgery - allows you to select the surgery from a list of surgeries functioning in
the clinic and then it marks on the timetable (bright orange color) hours in which the office
is already taken - this is an indication for the person who plans the timetable when he can
use that surgery and when not.



Change timetable - lets you switch between template timetable and versions of template
timetable (if any were created)



Change clinic - Views the template timetable of staff in another clinic (if the employee
works in several clinics)



Submit template - saves the current state of the template timetable as the version of the
template timetable



Back to staff timetables list - returns to the list of timetables of the employee



Help - enables to display a window explaining the meaning of each color on schedule

Creating a template timetable is done by dragging the mouse (with the left mouse button) under the
timetable’s grid. At the time of release the left mouse button there is shown window with the
parameters of the slot (a set of planned visits, staff’s availability period to take the patients / carry
out the surgeries or break in the work of the staff):


start time - filled with value, where planned slot starts on the grid. This time can be changed



end time - filled with value, where planned slot ends on the grid. This time can be changed



type - determines whether it is the time-frame for a visit, whether it is a time of staff
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availability (for taking patients / carrying out surgeries / realizing rehabilitation surgeries),
or is it a break in work of staff (visit is selected by default)


availability for rehabilitation - if as a type of slot has been selected availability then there is
the "availability for rehabilitation" field for specifying which conditions of realization of
rehabilitation services the availability is relevant (as far as accessibility is concern the
realization of rehabilitation services); Only the availabilities for which there was filled the
"availability for rehabilitation" field will be visible at planning the rehabilitation services



visit type - specifies the type of visit possible to choose among types defined for the clinic
(if the clinic has specified default type of visit then it is selected instantly)



kind of visit (NFZs, commercial) - It determines how it will look the process of signing up
for a visit; selection options are available depending on the type of visit assigned to the
clinic:
◦ if the clinic has assigned NFZs or commercial tyApe of visit then there is available only
this kind of visit
◦ if the clinic has assigned mixed type of visit then there is available both kinds of visit NFZs and commercial



surgery - surgery where visit will take place (if there is only one surgery in the clinic and
default type of visits required to determine surgery then this surgery is selected by default)



visibility within internet – defines whether the given ter / set of terms is to be visible within
internet portal for patients (patients will be able to register themselves for visits within these
terms using internet)



number of visits - determines how many visits will be planned in a given period of time (if
the time period can be divided into parts for as many minutes as long is the default duration
of the visit in the clinic, then such number of visits will be selected by default)
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After filling / verifying the parameters of the slot they have to be confirmed with the "Add" button.
Then the window with the parameters disappears and the planned slot appears on the grid. If the
type of visit that you selected at adding slot has defined color of highlighting, then in the upper right
corner of the slot there is displayed spot in this color.

Planned slots in the timetable can be modified: lengthen, shorten, move, copy and delete. To modify
or remove slot you have to click it the mouse – there is shown the window of slot’s parameters then you can modify parameters and save them by clicking "Save" button or remove the slot by
pressing the "Delete". If you put the mouse’s cursor over the bottom edge of the slot, then by
holding down the left mouse button, you can change the length of the slot (lengthen it or shorten) the change will be approved after releasing the left mouse button (the slot can be extended or
shortened only in multiples of visit’s time specified in slot’s parameters) . If you put the mouse
cursor on the header of slot then by holding down the left mouse button you can move the slot to
another place in the grid (to another hour, another day) - the change will be approved after releasing
the left mouse button. But if you put the mouse cursor on the header of slot and hold down the shift
key on the keyboard while holding down the left mouse button, you can copy a slot in another place
of grid (to another hour, another day) - the change will be approved after releasing the left mouse
button.
To create current timetable on the basis of a template timetable it should be approved by button
visible in the form under the timetable (then will be created a version of a template timetable with
the date and time of creation), and then from the "Change timetable" list in the same form select the
version you’ve created. There will be displayed the selected version of template timetable and over
this there will be a form to copy data from this version to the current timetable. Slots in versions of
a template timetable cannot be modified or deleted - you can only get a preview of slot’s parameters
by clicking on this slot by left mouse button. Form under the version of template timetable lets you
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copy (duplicate) slots planned in this version to the current timetable for the specified period (full
weeks), with the possibility of copying on all the weeks of that period, or every two weeks. Copying
to every two weeks can be useful if the employee has different schemes of working time used
interchangeably in the following weeks - should then create two versions of a template timetable,
and one copy for "even" weeks and another for "odd" weeks of current timetable.

To copy data from a version of template timetable to the current timetable, in the form on the top of
the page should be indicate the scope of weeks (and possibly select that copying has to be done
every two weeks) and then click "Copy" button. The system will ask for confirmation yet - request
for confirmation will be displayed on the form of copying (which has to be confirmed by using the
"Yes" button or canceled by using the "No" button). When copying is complete, the system will
inform about it in the relevant message. In addition, if at the copying will be any conflicts between
the current timetables of the staff/equipment from different clinics, the system also displays
information about the existing conflicts - such conflicts have to be removed manually in the current
timetables.
The consequences of copying are as follows:


in all the weeks in the current timetable where has not been made any manual changes (add /
modify / delete single slots for specific days, add absences) during the period when it was
copied, all the previously existing visits are removed and new ones are created, such as in
the version of template timetable
◦ if as a result of copying is removed any visit from the current timetable and in its place
there is new one, it does not have any effect on appointed visits
◦ if as a result of copying is removed any visit form the current timetable and in its place
there is new one, then planned visits at this time is marked as "visit to cancel" - the task
of registering workers is to inform patients and to cancel such marked visits
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in all the weeks in the current timetable where manually changes were done (adding /
modifying / deleting of single slots for specific days, adding of absences) there are not
entered any changes at copying - such weeks are dropped when copying, because that handmade changes in current timetable (usually they are emergency situations) have a higher
priority than the repetitive scheme

View of the current timetable is similar to the view a template timetable except that we are already
dealing with specific dates and under the timetable’s grid there is displayed information about a
particular week - whether it was copied from the version of a template timetable or whether it was
created / modified manually. There is also another form under the timetable.

In the form above the timetable there are following options:


Highlight surgery - allows you to select the surgery from a list of surgeries functioning in
the clinic and then it marks on the timetable (bright orange color) hours in which the office
is already taken - this is an indication for the person who plans the timetable when he can
use that surgery and when not.



Go to clinic - allows to view the current timetable for the staff working in another clinic (if
the employee works in several clinics)



Absence (with „Add” and „Delete” buttons) – allows to add and remove staff’s absences in
a given period (opposed to the breaks, absences apply to whole days)
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Change week – allows to move between different weeks of the current timetable (to move to
another week, click on the date field, indicate in the calendar any day of the week for which
you want to move and press the "Enter" button)



Back to staff timetables list - returns to the list of timetables of the employee



Help - enables to display a window explaining the meaning of each color on schedule

To add absence you should indicate start day of absence, end day of absence (in both cases by
clicking the field and selecting a date from the calendar), type of absence (from drop list) and
confirm by "Add" button. Absence will appear in timetable as yellow highlight of columns
corresponding to the days of absence. To delete an absence you should indicate start day of absence,
end day of absence (in both cases by clicking the field and selecting a date from the calendar) and
confirm by "Delete" button. You can also delete some absences in case of a few days absence
indicating a shorter period in the form.
The rules of adding, editing, deleting, lengthening, shortening, moving or copying slots in current
timetable are identical as in template timetable.
Slots within timetables can have the following colors:


blue – slots in this color are correctly planned terms to arrange visits



red – slots in this color are planned terms but the surgery room in which they are planned is
occupied by another staff at the same time



green – slots in this color are planned periods of availability of staff



yellow – slots in this color are planned breaks in staff work



pink – slots in this color are staff working times in other clinics, slots with this color are
displayed only for informational purposes (they come from other planned timetables so they
cannot be added, modified nor deleted), if clinic corresponding to pink slot is located in
different unit then pink slot is automatically lenghtened at the beginning by the time
necessary for the staff to move to that clinic and at the end by the time necessary for the staff
to move from that clinic (theses times are defined as stated in chapter “Units distance”)

Background of columns in timetable can have the following color:


violet – background in this color means current day (today)



peach – background in this color means free day



light yellow – background in this color means absence of staff



light orange – background in this color shows where surgery room chosen above the
timetable is occupied



gray – background in this color is used in basic health care clinics and means that no staff
and no equipment is working in this clinic at that time



dark green – background in this color is used in basic health care clinics and means that
some staff or some equipment is working in this clinic at that time

Equipment timetables
The "Equipment timetables" functionality is used to plan timetables of equipment’s work in
particular clinics / wards of healthcare facility. Equipment timetables are planned in a situation
when it is not important who will be handle the device (eg. X-ray apparatus), but when it will be
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possible to do a surgery on this device. Timetables are planned for each clinic / ward separately.
There are the following types of timetables:


template timetable – weekly scheme of work of medical equipment in clinic / ward



version of template timetable – snapshot of template timetable at a specified moment



current timetable – actual timetable of work of medical equipment

Template timetables are for planning repetitive (cyclically in the coming weeks) dates of work of
medical equipment. Template timetable’s state at any time can be saved in the form of a version of
template timetable. Dates of work, from any version of template timetable can be copied to the
current timetable somehow duplicating what has been planned in this version of template timetable
for the upcoming weeks of equipment’s work. In this way creates a real timetable of equipment’s
work in a particular period. Exceptions in the work of equipment (unavailability due to maintenance
or repairs, alterations of hours of work on specific days) are entered already in the current timetable.
After selecting the "Equipment timetables" functionality in the "Staff" menu, there is displayed a
search engine of medical equipment. Searching can be done by any combination of the following
criteria:


unit name - part of the name of the unit (capitalization does not matter)



unit address - part of the unit’s address (capitalization does not matter)



clinic / ward name - part of the name of the clinic / ward (capitalization does not matter)



clinic / ward address - part of the clinic’s / ward’s address (capitalization does not matter)



instrument name - part of equipment’s names (capitalization does not matter)

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button there is displayed a list of
equipment matching search criteria and at each of them:


selection list of template timetable or one of its versions allows to see such a
timetable/version (if for the equipment in the clinic / ward timetable has already been
created)



the „Enter” button allows to view the current timetable (if for the equipment in the clinic /
ward timetable has already been created)



the „Create timetable” button allows to create timetable of equipment’s work in the clinic /
ward (if for the equipment in the clinic timetable has already been created)



the „Delete timetable” button allows to delete timetable of equipment’s work in the clinic /
ward (if for any of the dates had been planned visit, then such a visit will receive status
"visit to cancel"). (if for the equipment in the clinic / ward timetable has already been
created)
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If for a particular equipment there is still not any timetable of work in the clinic / ward then simply
click the "Create timetable" button at the equipment to create such timetable. Similarly, you can
remove already created timetable by clicking on the "Delete timetable" button at the equipment.
After selecting an item of the "Template timetable" name from the drop list visible in the "Template
timetable" column, the system displays a grid for planning template timetable. The grid has seven
columns corresponding to the days of the week (Monday to Sunday). The rows correspond to the
possible working hours (the grid is limited to working hours of clinic / ward and every hour is
divided into 12 parts for 5 minutes).
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Above the grid there is a form where are following options:


Change timetable - lets you switch between template timetable and versions of template
timetable (if any were created)



Change clinic - Views the template timetable of equipment’s work in another clinic (if the
equipment is functioning in several clinics)



Submit template - saves the current state of the template timetable as the version of the
template timetable



Back to instruments search - returns to the search engine of equipment



Help - enables to display a window explaining the meaning of each color on schedule

Creating a template timetable is done by dragging the mouse (with the left mouse button) under the
timetable’s grid. At the time of release the left mouse button there is shown window with the
parameters of the slot (a set of planned visits, equipment’s availability period to handle the patients /
carry out the surgeries or break in the work of the equipment):


start time – filled with value, where planned slot starts on the grid. This time can be changed



end time - filled with value, where planned slot ends on the grid. This time can be changed



type - determines whether it is the time-frame for a visit, whether it is a time of equipment’s
availability (for handling the patients / carrying out surgeries using it / realizing
rehabilitation services using it), or is it a break in work of equipment (visit is selected by
default)



availability for rehabilitation - if as a type of slot has been selected availability then there is
the "availability for rehabilitation" field for specifying which conditions of realization of
rehabilitation services the availability is relevant (as far as accessibility is concern the
realization of rehabilitation services); Only the availabilities for which there was filled the
"availability for rehabilitation" field will be visible at planning the rehabilitation services



visit type - specifies the type of visit possible to choose among types defined for the clinic
(if the clinic has specified default type of visit then it is selected instantly)



kind of visit (NFZs, commercial) - It determines how it will look the process of signing up
for a visit; selection options are available depending on the type of visit assigned to the
clinic:
◦ if the clinic has assigned NFZs or commercial type of visit then there is available only
this kind of visit
◦ if the clinic has assigned mixed type of visit then there is available both kinds of visit NFZs and commercial



surgery - surgery where visit will take place (if there is only one surgery in the clinic and
default type of visits required to determine surgery then this surgery is selected by default)



visibility within internet – defines whether the given ter / set of terms is to be visible within
internet portal for patients (patients will be able to register themselves for visits within these
terms using internet)



number of visits - determines how many visits will be planned in a given period of time (if
the time period can be divided into parts for as many minutes as long is the default duration
of the visit in the clinic, then such number of visits will be selected by default)
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After filling / verifying the parameters of the slot they have to be confirmed with the "Add" button.
Then the window with the parameters disappears and the planned slot appears on the grid. If the
type of visit that you selected at adding slot has defined color of highlighting, then in the upper right
corner of the slot there is displayed spot in this color.

Planned slots in the timetable can be modified: lengthen, shorten, move, copy and delete. To modify
or remove slot you have to click it the mouse – there is shown the window of slot’s parameters 141

then you can modify parameters and save them by clicking "Save" button or remove the slot by
pressing the "Delete". If you put the mouse’s cursor over the bottom edge of the slot, then by
holding down the left mouse button, you can change the length of the slot (lengthen it or shorten) the change will be approved after releasing the left mouse button (the slot can be extended or
shortened only in multiples of visit’s time specified in slot’s parameters) . If you put the mouse
cursor on the header of slot then by holding down the left mouse button you can move the slot to
another place in the grid (to another hour, another day) - the change will be approved after releasing
the left mouse button. But if you put the mouse cursor on the header of slot and hold down the shift
key on the keyboard while holding down the left mouse button, you can copy a slot in another place
of grid (to another hour, another day) - the change will be approved after releasing the left mouse
button.
To create current timetable on the basis of a template timetable it should be approved by button
visible in the form under the timetable (then will be created a version of a template timetable with
the date and time of creation), and then from the "Change timetable" list in the same form select the
version you’ve created. There will be displayed the selected version of template timetable and over
this there will be a form to copy data from this version to the current timetable. Slots in versions of
a template timetable cannot be modified or deleted - you can only get a preview of slot’s parameters
by clicking on this slot by left mouse button. Form under the version of template timetable lets you
copy (duplicate) slots planned in this version to the current timetable for the specified period (full
weeks), with the possibility of copying on all the weeks of that period, or every two weeks. Copying
to every two weeks can be useful if for the equipment there are different schemes of working time
used interchangeably in the following weeks - should then create two versions of a template
timetable, and one copy for "even" weeks and another for "odd" weeks of current timetable.

To copy data from a version of template timetable to the current timetable, in the form on the top of
the page should be indicate the scope of weeks (and possibly select that copying has to be done
every two weeks) and then click "Copy" button. The system will ask for confirmation yet - request
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for confirmation will be displayed on the form of copying (which has to be confirmed by using the
"Yes" button or canceled by using the "No" button). When copying is complete, the system will
inform about it in the relevant message.
The consequences of copying are as follows:
 in all the weeks in the current timetable where has not been made any manual changes (add /
modify / delete single slots for specific days, add unavailabilities) during the period when it
was copied, all the previously existing visits are removed and new ones are created, such as
in the version of template timetable
◦ if as a result of copying is removed any visit from the current timetable and in its place
there is new one, it does not have any effect on appointed visits
◦ if as a result of copying is removed any visit form the current timetable and in its place
there is new one, then planned visits at this time is marked as "visit to cancel" - the task
of registering workers is to inform patients and to cancel such marked visits


in all the weeks in the current timetable where manually changes were done (adding /
modifying / deleting of single slots for specific days, adding of unavailabilities) there are not
entered any changes at copying - such weeks are dropped when copying, because that handmade changes in current timetable (usually they are emergency situations) have a higher
priority than the repetitive scheme

View of the current timetable is similar to the view a template timetable except that we are already
dealing with specific dates and under the timetable’s grid there is displayed information about a
particular week - whether it was copied from the version of a template timetable or whether it was
created / modified manually. There is also another form under the timetable.
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In the form above the timetable there are following options:


Go to clinic - allows to view the current timetable of equipment’s work in another clinic (if
the equipment functions in several clinics)



Unavailability (with „Add” and „Delete” buttons) – allows to add and remove equipment’s
unavailabilities in a given period (opposed to the breaks, unavailabilities apply to whole
days)



Change week – allows to move between different weeks of the current timetable (to move to
another week, click on the date field, indicate in the calendar any day of the week for which
you want to move and press the "Enter" button)



Back to instruments search - returns to the search engine of equipment



Help - enables to display a window explaining the meaning of each color on schedule

To add unavailability you should indicate start day of unavailability, end day of unavailability (in
both cases by clicking the field and selecting a date from the calendar) and confirm by "Add"
button. Unavailability will appear in timetable as yellow highlight of columns corresponding to the
days of unavailability. To delete an unavailability you should indicate start day of unavailability, end
day of unavailability (in both cases by clicking the field and selecting a date from the calendar) and
confirm by "Delete" button. You can also delete some unavailabilities in case of a few days
unavailability indicating a shorter period in the form.
The rules of adding, editing, deleting, lengthening, shortening, moving or copying slots in current
timetable are identical as in template timetable.
Slots within timetables can have the following colors:


blue – slots in this color are correctly planned terms to arrange visits



green – slots in this color are planned periods of availability of equipment



yellow – slots in this color are planned breaks in equipment usage

Background of columns in timetable can have the following color:


violet – background in this color means current day (today)



peach – background in this color means free day



light yellow – background in this color means unavailability of equipment



light orange – background in this color shows where surgery room chosen above the
timetable is occupied



gray – background in this color is used in basic health care clinics and means that no staff
and no equipment is working in this clinic at that time



dark green – background in this color is used in basic health care clinics and means that
some staff or some equipment is working in this clinic at that time

Contracts
The "Contracts" functionality from the "Staff" menu is used to manage contracts signed by the
medical staff. After selecting this functionality there is displayed a search engine of staff. Searching
can be done by any combination of the following criteria:
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First name



Surname



PESEL



Right to practice number

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button, there is displayed a list of
employees that meet the search criteria and for each there is the "Choose" button.

When you click "Choose" button at a person from the staff, there is displayed a list of contracts of
staff (or information about lack of the contracts) and the "Add contract" button below allowing to
enter a new contract.

After clicking "Add contract" button, there is displayed a form to add a new contract, where next to
the basic data of contract can be entered also its content and the position corresponding to the terms
of settlement of the contract. Entering content is done by using an editor that allows text formatting
(change font size, alignment, bold, italic, underline, strikethrough, subscript, superscript), the
creation of bullets (numbered and unnumbered), insert symbols and tables on the principle such as
editors like OpenOffice, LibreOffice or Microsoft Word. Placing tag {X} in the content of the
contract will cause that on the print of the contract this tag will be replaced by automatically
generated entries corresponding to particular positions of the contract. In the form of adding the
contract it is possible to define any number of contract’s positions of four different types:


positions of the contract in relation to NFZ’s visits
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positions of the contract in relation to commercial visits



positions of the contract in relation to NFZ’s services



positions of the contract in relation to commercial services

Positions of the contract in relation to NFZ’s visits determine the rate by which the staff will have
charged payment for carrying out the NFZ’s visits that meet certain conditions. The rates can be
defined as the amount per visit (payment due to staff depends on the number of visits carried out by
him), or the amount per hour (payment due to staff is dependent on the duration of the visits carried
out by him). For each rate can specified the conditions under which the payment should be
implemented according to the rate. Conditions can be defined as any combination of the following
criteria:


place - identification of place means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for visits carried out in the specified place



specialty - identification of specialty means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the visits carried out in a given specialty clinics



visit kind - identification of the kind of visits means that the payment of the specified rate
will be implemented only for realized visits of particular kind (scheduled, additional)



visit type - identification of the type of visits means that the payment of the specified rate
will be implemented only for realized visits of particular type; a list of possible types of
visits to select is only available when you select specialty



procedure - identification of the procedure code (ICD-9) means that the payment of the
specified rate will be implemented only for realized visits where staff done the procedure of
the particular code



days - identification of the type of days means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the visits carried out in the indicated days (weekdays, weekends,
certain day of the week, holidays, specified day); when the rate is applying to visits realized
a certain date there should be given a specific date which such situation is concerning



hours - identification of the hours means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the visits carried out in certain hours

Positions of the contract in relation to commercial visits determine the rate by which the staff will
have charged payment for carrying out the commercial visits that meet certain conditions. The rates
can be defined as the amount per visit (payment due to staff depends on the number of visits carried
out by him), the amount per hour (payment due to staff is dependent on the duration of the visits
carried out by him), percent per visit (payment due to staff is a percentage of receivables collected
by a health care from patient per visit), the formula for the visit (payment due to staff depends on
the receivables collected by a health care from the patient for the visit and calculated according to a
defined pattern operates on the debts ). For each rate can specified the conditions under which the
payment should be implemented according to the rate. Conditions can be defined as any
combination of the following criteria:


place - identification of place means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for visits carried out in the specified place



specialty - identification of specialty means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the visits carried out in a given specialty clinics



visit kind - identification of the kind of visits means that the payment of the specified rate
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will be implemented only for realized visits of particular kind (scheduled, additional)


visit type - identification of the type of visits means that the payment of the specified rate
will be implemented only for realized visits of particular type; a list of possible types of
visits to select is only available when you select specialty



procedure - identification of the procedure code (ICD-9) means that the payment of the
specified rate will be implemented only for realized visits where staff done the procedure of
the particular code



days - identification of the type of days means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the visits carried out in the indicated days (weekdays, weekends,
certain day of the week, holidays, specified day); when the rate is applying to visits realized
a certain date there should be given a specific date which such situation is concerning



hours - identification of the hours means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the visits carried out in certain hours

Positions of the contract in relation to NFZ’s services determine the rate by which the staff will
have charged payment for carrying out the NFZ’s services that meet certain conditions. The rates
are defined as the amount per service (payment due to staff depends on the number of services
carried out by him, which have been settled with the NFZ, what means that they are accepted by the
NFZ). For each rate can specified the conditions under which the payment should be implemented
according to the rate. Conditions can be defined as any combination of the following criteria:


place - identification of place means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for services carried out in the specified place



specialty - identification of specialty means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the visits carried out in a given specialty clinics



service type - identification of the type of service means that the payment of the specified
rate will be implemented only for service realized in clinics of particular type;



range of services - identification of the code of range of services means that the payment of
the specified rate will be implemented only for the realized services assigned to the range of
services under contracts with the NFZ



service - identification of the service code means that the payment of the specified rate will
be implemented only for realized services having this service code under contracts with the
NFZ.



procedure - identification of the procedure code (ICD-9) means that the payment of the
specified rate will be implemented only for services realized during the visits when staff
done the procedure with particular code



days - identification of the type of days means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the services carried out in the indicated days (weekdays, weekends,
certain day of the week, holidays, specified day); when the rate is applying to services
realized a certain date there should be given a specific date which such situation is
concerning



hours - identification of the hours means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the services carried out in certain hours

Positions of the contract in relation to commercial services determine the rate by which the staff
will have charged payment for carrying out the commercial services that meet certain conditions.
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The rates can be defined as the amount per service (payment due to staff depends on the number of
services carried out by him), percent per service (payment due to staff is a percentage of receivables
collected by a health care from patient per service), the formula for the visit (payment due to staff
depends on the receivables collected by a health care from the patient for the service and calculated
according to a defined pattern operates on the debts ). For each rate can be specified conditions
under which the payment should be implemented according to the rate. Conditions can be defined
as any combination of the following criteria:


place - identification of place means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for services carried out in the specified place



service type - identification of the type of service means that the payment of the specified
rate will be implemented only for service realized in clinics of particular type;



price list - identification of price list means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the realized services selected from the indicated price list



service - identification of the service code means that the payment of the specified rate will
be implemented only for realized services having this service code under contracts with the
NFZ.



procedure - identification of the procedure code (ICD-9) means that the payment of the
specified rate will be implemented only for services realized during the visits when staff
done the procedure with particular code



days - identification of the type of days means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the services carried out in the indicated days (weekdays, weekends,
certain day of the week, holidays, specified day); when the rate is applying to services
realized a certain date there should be given a specific date which such situation is
concerning



hours - identification of the hours means that the payment of the specified rate will be
implemented only for the services carried out in certain hours

The rates defined as an amount or a percentage are floating-point numbers determined with an
accuracy of up to two places after the decimal point. The rates defined as formula (for commercial
visits and services) are created as ports of the source code in the Groovy programming language
(http://www.groovy-lang.org/documentation.html). In the content of formula in the parameter called
amount is available the amount of the fee for the visit / service for which the formula can operate.
The value representing the result of the formula should be placed in the content of the formula after
the return keyword. At any field of rate allows the entering the formula there is the "Verify" button.
This button becomes active when you select a formula as a kind of rates and makes it easier to
create and test formulas. Click on this button opens a new window with a field for entering a
formula and a field to enter the test amount. To ensure proper operation of the formula, after
entering the test amount and content of the formula, click "Verify" button. If the content of the
formula is not a valid code in the Groovy programming language, the system reports an error, and if
it is a valid code in the Groovy programming language then in the "Result" field will be the result of
calculation of the formula using a specified test amount. Entering any amendments to the content of
the formula and re-test for different test amounts you can make sure of the correctness of created
formula. Clicking on "Use" button closes the test formula and the final content of the formula is
automatically inserted into the data form of contract.
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In the data form of contract for each of the four types of positions there is also available a "More"
button, which the next click displays the next lines in the form to enable the introduction of more
positions of the contract. Positions of the contract does not have to be exclusive - you can define
multiple positions of the contract under which there will be calculated payment for the same visit /
service (eg. The definition of the rate for each commercial visit and rates for each commercial
service will mean that for each commercial visit will be calculated payment basing on the first rates
and additionally for each commercial service realized during this visit will be calculated additional
value of payments by second rate). This solution allows you to build multiple mechanisms of
provision calculation.
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After entering all the data, save them by clicking the "Add" button. Positions contract that does not
have specified the type of rates are skipped at saving data. After saving, the data form of the
contract is empty again allowing the entering the next contract. To cancel entering another contract,
click "Back to the list of contracts." Added contract becomes visible on the list of contracts of staff.

At each contract there are five buttons:


Copy - allows to quickly create a copy of the contract



Edit - allows to edit the data contract



Delete - allows to delete the contract



Print - allows to download a PDF file with the content of the contract to print



Settlement - allows you to view and print the status of the contract with amounts due to
personnel caused by the execution of this contract

If there is a need for a new contract, which will be slightly different from the existing one, then the
easiest way is to create a copy of an existing contract and then modify the data of that copy. To
create a copy of the contract, click "Copy" button at the contract list. There will appear a window
asking you to enter the name of a copy of the contract.

After entering the name of a copy of the contract and confirming by pressing "OK" button on the
list of contracts will appear a newly created copy.
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A copy differs from the original contract only name. To modify the other data, click the "Edit"
button.
If you want to modify the contract data, click "Edit" at the contract list. There will appear the data
form of the contract the same as at adding a new contract, but filled with data. After making
changes (editing data of contract has the same rules as at adding a new contract), save them by
clicking the "Save" button below the form.
If there is need to remove the contract, click the "Delete" button at the contract list. There will be
displayed the data form of contract identical as at editing contract data but in read-only mode.
Pressing the "Delete" button below the form removes the contract from the system.
To print the contract, click "Print" button at the contract list. It opens the PDF document with the
contents of the contract to print. If the content of the contract has placed {X} marker, it is replaced
by automatically generated entries corresponding to particular positions of the contract.
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To check the status of the contract click "Settlement" button at the contract on the list. You will see
a table with the list of positions of the contract. For each position there are given:


realization conditions



rate, according to which there is calculated value of the payment due to staff by realization
of visits / services that meet specified conditions



value of payments due to staff by realization of visits / services that meet specified
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conditions

At each position of the contract in the table there is "Details" button allows you to view (in new
window) realized visits / services that make up the amount of the payment due to staff.
In the case of positions of the contract relating to NFZ’s visits, in details for each visit there are
visible date, type, clinic, rate and value of the payment due to staff for realization of the visit.

In the case of positions of the contract relating to commercial visits, in details for each visit there
are visible date, type, clinic, visit cost, rate and value of the payment due to staff for realization of
the visit.
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In the case of positions of the contract relating to NFZ’s services, in details for each service there
are visible date, type, clinic, service name, multiplicity, rate and value of the payment due to staff
for realization of the visit.

In the case of positions of the contract relating to commercial services, in details for each service
there are visible date, type, clinic, service name, quantity, unit price, rate and value of the payment
due to staff for realization of the visit.

Above the table showing the status of realization of the contract there is a form to display the status
of realization of the contract at any time. To view the status of realization of the contract in a given
period in the form should be set border dates of the period and press the "Display" button - then a
table showing the status of realization of the contract will be limited to visits / services provided in a
given period. Preview of the status of realization of the contract in any period is applicable in case
of monthly periods of the contract settlement.
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Under a table showing the status of realization of the contract there is the "Print" button, which
clicked opens a PDF document presenting the state of realization of the contract, parted into
particular positions and with details of visits / services realized under the position of the contract.

Units distance
The functionality of “Units distance” within the menu of “Staff” allows to specify the time
necessary for the staff to move between two units od health care company. Time required to move
from unit A to unit B is most often the same al time required to move from unit B to unit A, but in
some situations it can be different (for example when moving from A to B with the different road
than from B to A) and that's why system allows to define both times independently (time required to
move from unit A to B and time required to move from unit B to A). After selecting functionality
“Units distance” there appears table, in which each column represents unit from whitch staff starts
ane each row represents unit to which staff moves – in the cell on the crossing of the given column
and row there is a list that allows choice of time necessary to move between these units. After
setting times necessary to move between particular units ona has to save data clicking the button of
“Save”.
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Times required for staff to move between units are taken into account when planning timetables – if
doctor works in two units then system automatically adds to doctor working time an appropriate
time margin necessary to move between unit (within the period of time reserved for staff to move
between units it is not possible to plan slots in any of these units).

Thermometers
Functionality “Thermometers” from menu “Staff” allows privileged user for monitoring of internet
thermometers. After choosing this functionality there appears list of thermometers being monitored
and by each one of them there are the following buttons:
 Monitor – allows to view registered temperature changes within last hour for a given
thermometer
 Report – allows to generate report as chart of temperature changes within arbitrarily chosen
month

After clicking the button of “Monitor” there appears a chart of temperature changes during last
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hour.
After clicking “Report” button, form with list of periods within which thermometer was monitored
is displayed. After choosing period and clicking button “Generate” under the form, there appears
link, which when clicked allows to download and print report in PDF format with chart of
temperature changes within the selected period and table of temperature measurements every day of
the month at 8:00 and 17:30 hours.

Visits
The "Visits" module is used for arranging visits and handling already prearranged visits.

Scheduled visits
After selecting from the "Visits" menu the “Scheduled visits” functionality there is displayed search
engine of available dates and arranged today visits in clinics located in the units, which are
accessible for the logged user. The first step is to choose a clinic and click "Search" button. If there
are any timetables of work of the staff or equipment in the clinic (even empty), then the page
displays a grid of timetable (otherwise displays an appropriate message) and above the grid there is
name and address of unit where searched clinic is placed. The grid has a column corresponding to
all employees and equipment for which there are timetables of work in the clinic. Rows correspond
in turn to possible hours of visits (grid is limited to the clinic’s working hours and every hour is
divided into 12 parts for 5 minutes). At the grid there are marked all the available dates and visits
according to the scheme


future available dates are displayed in blue



past available dates are displayed in gray



future availabilities of personnel / equipment to handle patients / carry out operations are
displayed in yellow



past availabilities of personnel / equipment to handle patients / carry out operations are
displayed in brown



arranged visits that do not require supplement the information or verification are displayed
in green; in case of visits carried out jointly by several people from staff, visit displays in
green at that person from staff at who it was planned and in emerald at other people corealizing a visit



arranged visits that require supplement the information or verification (attach referral, attach
an insurance document, settlement of payments, adding more patients in the case of group
sessions which have not saved a set of patients, cancel the visit because of changes in work
timetable of doctor or equipment) are displayed in red; in case of visits carried out jointly by
several people from staff, visit displays in red at that person from staff at who it was planned
and in cherry at other people co-realizing a visit



if the type of the visit appropriate for a given free date or appointed visit has defined color of
highlighting, then in the upper right corner of the date / visit there is displayed spot in this
color.

When you move the mouse cursor over a free date, availability or an appointment, in a tooltip there
is displayed detailed information about the date, availability or visit accordingly (quick view).
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In the form above the grid there are in addition the following navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view the schedule on a month earlier than the current presented day



<< - allows to view the schedule on a week earlier than the current presented day



< - allows to view the schedule on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" - allows you to view any day, which should be indicated in the date field before
pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by default today's
date to be able to view quickly today’s schedule)



> - allows to view the schedule on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view the schedule on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view the schedule on a month later than the current presented

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of schedule for the appropriate day to which
the button leads.
Clicking on a free date on the grid of schedule begins the process of making an appointment for this
term. At first, there appears a window with basic information about the visit and with two buttons:


Change kind of visit - before signing up for a visit, it is possible to change the type of visits
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(for NFZ’s - if the visit is commercial or for commercial if the visit is NFZ’s)


Continue sign up for a visit - allows to start the process of signing up for a visit

Continuing the process of signing up for a visit there is displayed a search engine of patients, which
is using to search for a patient, for whom the visit will be arranged. The search basis on rules
described in the "Patients (active cards)" section, additionally for each of the patients from the list
of patients that meets your search criteria as well as in each tab of the patient’s card there is an extra
button - "Continue sign up for a visit," which allows you to continue the process of signing up the
indicated patient for a visit. There is also the possibility to edit data in the card of patient.

After selecting the patient (pressing "Continue sign up for a visit" button), the system checks
whether the visit can be set for this patient (eg. for a visit in gynecological-obstetric clinics can be
saved only women, for visit in clinics for children can be saved only people up to 18 years of age or
having a special permission, etc.). If the visit cannot be arranged there is the appropriate message
notifying about it and the system asks to select another patient. If the patient can be signed up for a
visit, the signing process continues.
If a visit is commercial and the patient has outstanding payments then the system displays patient’s
arrears in payments. The person signing up the patient for visit now decides whether to sign up the
patient for the next visit (despite arrears) or to discontinue the process of signing up for a visit and
go to the module of handling of patient’s payments. This step is skipped in case of NFZ visits or
commercial visits for patients without arrears.
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The next step is to indicate a referral for visit (this step is skipped in case of visits at the clinic
where a referral is not required). In this step there is displayed the form of adding a referral with
buttons dependent of the type of visit:


In case of NFZ’s visits
◦ Add and continue signing up for visit - adds to the patient’s card a referral with the data
entered by the registrar, checks whether it can be used to signing up a patient for a visit
(date of issue of referral must be earlier than the date of issuing visit, a referral must be
addressed to a clinic where visit has to be arranged) and if so, it proceed to the next step,
and if not, it reports an error and remains at the step of referral selection
◦ Skip referral (to complete later) and continue – allows to skip adding a referral at this
point and continue to sign up for the visit (eg. if the registrar signing up the patient for
visit during a phone call, then it will be able to enter the data from referral only when the
patient will bring them when come on visit), but the doctor will not be able accept that
saved patient until he denounce a referral, which registrar will enter to the system
◦ Urgent visit – allows to skip adding a referral in a situation when it is sudden, lifesaving
visit - such a visit will be carried out without a referral and the patient will be signing up
despite the lack of referral



In case of commercial visits
◦ Add and continue signing up for visit - adds to the patient’s card a referral with the data
entered by the registrar, checks whether it can be used to signing up a patient for a visit
(date of issue of referral must be earlier than the date of issuing visit, a referral must be
addressed to a clinic where visit has to be arranged) and if so, it proceed to the next step,
and if not, it reports an error and remains at the step of referral selection
◦ Continue without referral - allows to skip the step of entering a referral (when the
commercial visit is carried out without a referral) and continue the process of signing up
for a visit

Rules for adding referrals are described in "Referrals" of the "Patients (active cards)" chapter.
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Furthermore, below the form of addition of a referral there is displayed a list of all referrals entered
to the card of each patient. Clicking on information about any of the referrals develops a form of
data of such referral. Above form appears the information if it is a referral available to use for just
arranging visit or not. Referral is available if the date of issue of referral is earlier than the date of
just arranging visit, a referral is addressed to the clinic where the visit has to be arranged and the
type of visit allows you to reuse a referral for a visit if it was already used. In addition, above the
form of referral may display information about the sets of equipment / patient needed to carry out
the surgery / operation in case of referrals to surgery / operation (please pay attention to this
information in order to choose the appropriate referral for arranging surgery / operation because the
arranging surgery / operation will involve with the need to prepare appropriate equipment /
patient!). Under the form there is the "Select and continue signing up for visit" button, which allows
you to continue the process of signing up for a visit on the basis of the referral.
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The next step in the process of signing up for visit is to fill documents. This step occurs only if the
visit is arranging on basis of a referral and with referral are associated documents to fill out and they
were not yet completed. In this case displays a list of documents that have to be completed.

At each unfilled document there is the "Fill" button to display a form to fill in the document, and at
every filled document there is the "View" button to download the document in PDF format and print
it. As long as there is at least one document to fill out so long under the list of documents is
displayed the "Skip filling (to fill later) and continue" button to allow the omission the step of
filling documents (eg. At arranging visits over the telephone), but you will need to supplement these
documents after the already arranging visit, that the visit could be realized.
To fill the document, click the "Fill" button at them. There will be displayed a form for completing
the document, which, after entering the data have to be saved by clicking "Save" button.
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After saving data of the document there will be displayed again a list of documents at the referral.
Once all the documents from the list will be filled, the "Skip filling (to fill later) and continue"
button disappears from under the list of documents and in its place appears the "Continue signing
up for a visit" button, which clicked takes you to the next step of the process.

The next step in the process of arranging visit is to verify the patient’s declaration. Checking
whether the patient has this declaration at the clinic where he is trying to sign up is taking place
only in case of NFZ’s visits at signings to POZ clinic (in all other cases, this step is skipped). If the
patient has a proper declaration then the system automatically goes to the next step of the process. If
the patient does not have such a declaration, system displays the form of adding the declaration and
asks for its entering. Rules for adding a declaration are described in "Referrals" of "Patients (active
cards)" chapter.

In justified cases (eg. lifesaving visit or a patient from another province), you can omit the
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declaration and admission, despite its absence. Then, instead of filling the data form of the
declaration and approve it by pressing the "Add and continue signing up for visit" use the button
"Skip and continue signing up for visit" without filling out a form.
The next step in the process of arranging visit is entering a patient into waiting lists. This step
occurs only in case of NFZ’s visits in specialist clinics (in all other cases, this step is skipped). In
this step there are displayed two or three buttons, depending on whether the referral for visit was
indicated or not, and the task of registrar is to click on the appropriate of them:


Enter as a STABLE case - button of entering the patient to waiting queue as a STABLE
case; button is not available if the visit is arranging on a basis of a referral with the "sudden"
surgery type



Enter as an URGENT case - button of entering the patient to waiting queue as an URGENT
case; button is not available if the visit is arranging on a basis of a referral with the
"scheduled" surgery type



Do not enter - button skips entering patient to waiting queue

Depending on the used button, the system does or does not enter the patient to waiting queue and
proceeds to the next step of the process of arranging visit, which is to display the pricelist of service
at the clinic. This step occurs only in case of commercial visits. At first there is displayed a list of
available pricelists (in force at the clinic at day of arranging visit), from which you should choose
the right one and then click "Next" button to view the content of the pricelist.

In the pricelist there is determined the basic gross price per visit (which, in particular, may be zero)
and the prices of individual services. Registrar may (but need not) determine which services are
expected by patient within visit (by checking the box next to the name of service). At the time of
selection of any of the services there is automatically updated total price for the visit and the field of
quantity at the service becomes editable - the quantity of services can be modify and at such
modification the total price for the visit is also updated.
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The next step in the process of arranging visit is pre-selection of NFZ service. This step occurs only
for NFZ visits in primary care clinics (in all other cases, this step is skipped). In this step, you can
specify the default service code from the agreement with the NFZ which should be specified at a
this visit. If selected service is an advice related with issuing DiLO card then there appears
additional field for DiLO card number.

Pressing the "Next" button ends the process of signing up for visit. There is displayed a summary
with information about an appointment with the "Show summary" button enabling to print summary
for the patient.

When you click "Show summary" buttons, there is opened a summary in PDF format for printing
on paper of prescription format (96 mm × 203 mm).
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Pressing the "Close" button closes the window of the appointment and in the view of timetable there
is updated the color of slot for appropriate for the appointment.
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Clicking on the availability on the grid of schedule begins a process of making an appointment at
hour visible at the place of click. At first, there is displayed a window with basic information about
the visit and "Continue sign up for a visit" button, which allows to begin the process of signing up
for a visit.

When you click "Continue sign up for a visit", there is displayed a form with basic information of
visit, where should be indicated:


duration of visit - list of available duration times of the visit depends on the length of the
availability period of personnel / equipment



kind of visits - determines whether it is the NFZ’s or commercial visit



visit type - defines the type of visit possible to choose among types defined for the clinic



surgery, where a visit is carried out (for visits to equipment this field is not visible, in case of
visits not requiring office, for example. home visits, leave this field blank)
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When you click "Forward" button, there is displayed a form of selection staff realizing the visit. In
case of visits to the equipment it is blank at the beginning, in case of visits to personnel there is
indicated staff for which the visit is arranging (this staff cannot be removed or changed).

If the visit has to be co-realized by some of the staff, then use the "More" button to view more
fields in order to select more people to the staff.

To enter into an empty field a staff you have to click on the icon with a green arrow pointing down
at the field. This opens a window with search engine of staff, in which after the indication of search
criteria can be found staff available during the visits (availability of personnel must be planned in
work schedules).

For each person from staff there is "Select" button to click on the search of staff window disappears
and selected staff appears in the form of the selection of staff realizing the visit.
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For each person from staff it can be selected role that the person has during the realization of the
visit. One of the staff has to be designated as primary staff realizing a visit by checking the round
field (radio) on the right side of the form. If the staff has been inserted by mistake, you can remove
it by clicking on the icon with the white minus sign in a red circle. The fields for inputting staff left
empty are ignored.

After completing the selection of staff realizing the visit, click "Forward" button. Clicking this
button displays a search engine of patients, allowing search for patients to sign up for the visit.
Continuation of the process of making an appointment looks identical to an appointment process
described above in this section.
After appointing visit, in view of the schedule the availability period in which it was appointed visit
is replaced by a block corresponding to the appointed visit with the color appropriate for this visit
(in case of visits realized by additional staff appropriate blocks appear at each of the persons
realizing the visit).
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At this schedule it is possible to handle prearranged visits. When you click on arranged visit in the
schedule (with the exception of visits of cherry and emerald color, click on which displayed
"corealization of visit" message), there opens a window with details of the visit, in which below the
basic information about the visit, there is information about the signed up patient or patients (in case
of group sessions). At each patient there is presented information about the status of the visit, the
deficiency relating to the visit, who and when has made an appointment for the visit and action
buttons.

Visits can have the following statuses:


saved visit - default status of your appointment



visit to cancel - a visit which was arranged, but then the work timetable of personnel /
equipment changed and the date on which the visit was arranged ceased to be available and
because of this the visit has to be canceled
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realized visit - a visit to which the patient came, the doctor took the patient and noted this
information in the system



unrealized visit - a visit to which the patient has not come or which for other reasons did not
take place and the doctor noted this information in the system

At the visits may also occur following information about the deficiencies (presented in red):


No referral for visit - if for a visit is required a referral but has not been entered at the stage
of arranging visit



Unfilled documents - if the visit is realized on the basis of a referral from which they are
associated documents required to be completed by the patient and at least one of these
documents has not yet been completed



Unrealized payment for visit - if the visit should be paid in advance and the fee has not been
taken from the patient



No insurance for day of visit – if in the system there is no valid insurance document of
patient on a visit day



Assigned therapist is no more available - if to the visit (rehabilitation treatment) has been
assigned a therapist who then change the work schedule and as a result he ceased to be
available and will not be able to realize visit

At (any) patient signed up for the visit may be available the following buttons:


Mark visit as realized - button to change the status of a visit to the "Visit realized" (button
available only for visits for equipment that do not have assigned main staff realizing the
visit, if the visit has assigned realizing it staff then this person from the staff is responsible
for changing the status of the visit on "Visit realized")



Mark visit as unrealized - button to change the status of a visit to the "Visit unrealized"
(button available only for visits for equipment that do not have assigned main staff realizing
the visit, if the visit has assigned realizing it staff then this person from the staff is
responsible for changing the status of the visit on "Visit unrealized")



Cancel visit - button to cancel the visit, whether it is the patient's request whether this is due
to change in work timetable of staff / equipment; if at arranging a visit, the patient was
entered into the waiting queue, then at cancelation of the visit system asks for specifying the
reason for the deletion from the queue

After specifying the reason (if the system needs it) visit is canceled and the date released and
it is now possible to sign up another patient for this date.


Patient card - button allows to access to patient card (opened in a new window) and
completing its data (patient card’s structure and rules of its filling are described in the
"Patients (active cards)" section); fast access to patient card makes it easier to complete the
information about an insurance for a day of visit and fill out the documents if such are
required to arrange visit

ATTENTION!
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If the patient is insured in NFZ and have a PESEL number and the date of the visit is future,
the message about the lack of insurance can be ignored until the day of the visit - the jHIS
system on the day of the visit will automatically connect to the eWUŚ system and retrieve
electronic document confirming patient’s insurance on the day of the visit; if the electronic
document does not confirm the patient's insurance, than entering information about
insurance on the day of the visit in the patient card will be required - the " Patient insurance
statement" button in the "Patient" tab or "Insurance" tab)


Assign referral - button allows to enter data of patient’s referral during the visit, if for a visit
is required referral and none was entered at the stage of arranging visit; assigning referrals to
visit at this stage looks exactly the same as step of indicating a referral described at the
discussion of process of arranging visit



Payments - displays patient's unpaid bills with the ability to manage them; this is exactly the
functionality of the "Payments" tab described in the section "Patients (active cards)".

In case of group sessions to which patients can still added, under the list of signed up patients also
appears the "Append patient to visit" button which begins the process of signing up another patient
for a this visit (group session). This process looks identical to the signing up the first patient.
In case of NFZ’s visits with the "saved" status and not being group sessions, under the list of saved
patients there is also the "Change into commercial visit" button. If patient signing for the NFZ’s
visit does not have required documents and therefore can not be signed but he agrees to pay for a
visit, then by using the "Change into commercial visit" button, the visit can converted into
commercial.

If at the NFZ visit there was entered referral, then after clicking the "Change into commercial visit"
button there will appear an ask to decide whether a referral should remain at the visit (despite the
conversion of visits into commercial) or should be detached from the visit. Depending on the
decision, click the appropriate button. If the visit is realized without a referral, this step is skipped.

Next, the system asks to indicate the price list according to which visit commercial will be
accounted.
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After selecting the price list and clicking the "Next" button there is displayed the price list of
services possible to realize during the visit. It operates in the same way as described above when
discussing the process of signing for visit.

After selecting services from the price list and clicking "Next" button, visit is converted into
commercial, what is reported by appropriate message from the system.

Extra visits
To arrange extra visits and service already prearranged extra visits is used "Extra visits"
functionality from "Visits" menu. After selecting from the "Visits" menu "Extra visits" functionality
there is displayed search engine of doctors working in clinics located in the units, which are
accessible to the logged user. The first step is to choose a clinic and click "Search" button. If there
are doctors working in the clinic or equipment functioning in the clinic then on the page, in
columns, under the names of these doctors/equipment are displayed their extra visits at particular
day (or information about the lack of extra visits arranged to the doctor/equipment at this day). The
names of the doctors/equipment who by schedule do not work that day are displayed in gray
(however, they can make an extra visit). Extra visits are displayed according to the scheme:


arranged and realized visits that do not require supplement the information or verification
are displayed in green



arranged and realized visits that require supplement the information or verification (attach
referrals, join the insurance document, settlement of payments, fulfillment of required
documents) are displayed in red



unrealized visits are displayed in gray

In the bottom of the page is displayed the form for arrange a new extra visit.
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In the search form visible at the top of the page there are in addition the following navigation
buttons:


<<< - allows to view the schedule on a month earlier than the current presented day



<< - allows to view the schedule on a week earlier than the current presented day



< - allows to view the schedule on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" - allows you to view any day, which should be indicated in the date field before
pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by default today's
date to be able to view quickly today’s schedule)



> - allows to view the schedule on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view the schedule on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view the schedule on a month later than the current presented

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of schedule for the appropriate day to which
the button leads.
To arrange a new extra visit should using the form at the top of the page, go to the correct date on
which the extra visit has to be arranged (if this is a different day than the one currently presented).
Then, in form visible at the bottom of the page indicate staff/equipment to which the extra visit has
to be arranged, time of visit (by default current time is set), surgery (choice of surgery is only
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required for extra visits to staff; if there is only one surgery in the clinic it is automatically selected),
type of visit (if there is any default type of visit for this clinic it is automatically selected) and kind
of visits (default kind of visit in the clinic is selected automatically) and click "Arrange an
additional visit" button. When you press this button then the process of arranging additional visits
starts and it looks identical to the process of arranging scheduled visits described in the "Scheduled
visits" chapter.
The "Extra visits" functionality also provides support for prearranged extra visits. When you click
on arranged additional visit there opens a window with the details of the visit, in which under the
basic information about the visit, there is information about signed up patient. At each patient there
are presented information about the status of the visit, the deficiency relating to the visit and action
buttons that are identical to those described in the "Scheduled visits" section.

Visits to cancel
The "Visits to cancel" functionality in the "Visits" menu helps to cancel appointments. In case when
doctor’s work schedule is changing some of the appointed earlier visits may require cancelation
because of the impossibility of their realization. A list of all such visits can be viewed by selecting
the "Visits to cancel" functionality in the "Visits" menu. At every visit requires cancelation there is
the "Cancel" button.

To cancel a visit, the patient should be informed about that (contact details are visible in the
"Patient" column) and then click "Cancel" button. Then there is opened a new window. If the patient
while saving appointment was inserted into the waiting queue he should be deleted from the queue
by indicating the reason and clicking "Next" button; if he was not inserted into the queue, this step
is skipped.

Cancellation of the visit is confirmed by the appropriate message of system.

After closing the window of visit cancelation, canceled visit disappears from the list of visits
waiting for cancelation.
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Lacks of insurance
The "Lacks of insurance" functionality in the "Visits" menu helps to complete information about
patients’ insurance. After selecting this functionality there is displayed a list of scheduled visits for
today for patients who do not have valid insurance for today. At each such visit there is visible the
"patient card" button.

After clicking on the "Patient card" button there is opened the card of the patient enabling
supplement insurance information (confirmation of eWUŚ, a statement of the patient's insurance,
the insurance document). After addition of information and closing patient card, visit disappears
from the list of lacks of insurance.

Rehabilitation
The "Rehabilitation" functionality from the "Visit" menu is used for planning rehabilitation
services. There are two version of this module: standard and simple. In the standard version, it is
possible to plan terms of each surgery separately (each surgery from one day = separate term), in a
simplified version, it is possible to plan terms of groups of surgeries (all surgeries from the day =
one term) To choose used version there is “Version of rehabilitation module” configuration
parameter available in “Configuration” functionality from the "Administration" menu.

Standard version of rehabilitation module
After selecting the "Rehabilitation" functionality from the "Visit" menu there is displayed a search
engine of planned cycles of rehabilitation, in which at least one service was scheduled for today in
clinics located in the units to which logged user has access. At first, choose the clinic and press the
"Search" button. If there are scheduled cycles of rehabilitation, in which at least one service was
scheduled for today, they will be displayed, if not – there will be proper notification. Additionally,
there will be displayed the "Arrange rehabilitation services cycle" button, which clicked begins the
process of planning the service cycle.
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In the search form there are in addition the following navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view the planned service cycles on a month earlier than the current
presented day



<< - allows to view the planned service cycles on a week earlier than the current presented
day



< - allows to view the planned service cycles on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" - allows you to view any day, which should be indicated in the date field before
pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by default today's
date to be able to view quickly today’s planned service cycles)



> - allows to view the planned service cycles on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view the planned service cycles on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view the planned service cycles on a month later than the current presented
day

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of the planned service cycles for the
appropriate day to which the button leads.
Clicking on the "Arrange rehabilitation services cycle" button begins the process of planning
service cycle. At first, there is displayed a window with buttons allowing to choose the admission
kind - services can be realized as public or commercial.

When you click a button appropriate for the admission kind, the system asks to select the visit type
for surgeries cycle

After selecting the type of visit and clicking "Next" button the system asks to select the conditions
of realization the rehabilitation services.

Depending on conditions in which services will be realized click the appropriate button. You will
see a search engine of patients, in which should be entered patient’s data to be signed for service
cycle and click "Search" button. If the search criteria meets only one patient, the system will display
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the card with the "Continue sign up" button visible at the bottom of the card, if more than one
patient meet the search criteria, the list of patients that meeting the search criteria will be displayed
under the search engine and at every patient in addition to the "Edit" button for transition to edit
patient card there will be the "Continue sign up" button.

Clicking "Continue sign up" button at the patient on the list of search results or in the patient card
means to continue planning service cycle for this patient.
After selecting the patient in case of commercial services, the system checks whether the patient has
settled all payments (in case of NFZ’s services this step is skipped). If you have outstanding
payments, the system displays the relevant information, leaving the user's decision whether to
continue the process of planning services or to discontinue it and go to the payment module in order
to settle them.

In the next step, the system asks to enter or select already entered referral on the basis of which will
be carried out a service cycle. In case of NFZ’s services referral is required so there should be either
enter the data of referral and click the "Add and continue signing up" or select one of the already
entered referrals (if there are any entered referrals, the list of them can be seen under the form of
adding a referral and details of each of the these are displayed when you click on the gray bar with
the basic information of referral) and click "Select and continue signing up" button at the selected
referral.
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In case of commercial services the step of entering / selection referral can be skipped by clicking
"Continue without a referral" button.

The next step in the process of planning service cycle is to fill documents. This step occurs only if
the visit is arranging on basis of a referral and with referral are associated documents to fill out and
they were not yet completed. In this case displays a list of documents that have to be completed.

At each unfilled document there is the "Fill" button to display a form to fill in the document, and at
every filled document there is the "View" button to download the document in PDF format and print
it. As long as there is at least one document to fill out so long under the list of documents is
displayed the "Skip filling (to fill later) and continue" button to allow the omission the step of
filling documents, but you will need to supplement these documents after the planning cycle, that
the cycle could be realized.
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To fill the document, click the "Fill" button at them. There will be displayed a form for completing
the document, which, after entering the data have to be saved by clicking "Save" button.

After saving data of the document there will be displayed again a list of documents at the referral.
Once all the documents from the list will be filled, the "Skip filling (to fill later) and continue"
button disappears from under the list of documents and in its place appears the "Continue signing
up" button, which clicked takes you to the next step of the process.

In the next step, the system asks to indicate the services to be realized within a cycle of
rehabilitation. In the form of selection services is one line for introduction of a single service. To
enter more services, use the "more" button that allows to display more rows to introduce a greater
number of services (lines left blank are ignored).

After indicating the planned services and pressing the "Next" button the system displays a schedule
showing the availability of equipment to realize services indicated earlier in the indicated earlier
conditions of realization (availability must be previously created in graphics of equipment). The
following columns of schedule correspond to indicated earlier rehabilitation services, rows of
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schedule are next times (for 5 minutes). In the schedule, periods in which the equipment is available
are marked in green, and those when it is not available - in white. In each marked in green cell there
is visible radio box allows to booking term of service at a given time - clicking on this radio box
will mark the cell and possibly the next cell below it according to the duration of the service with
red color (eg. if the procedure takes 20 minutes then clicking the radio box in the cell at 8:00 will
highlight in red the next four cells at 8:00, 8:05, 8:10, 8:15 which means booking 20 minutes for the
execution of the service).
Services can not be realized in parallel so when you try to select the term of the service meshing
with already marked another term of service, the system will remove the meshing reservation (e.g.
if the first service will be marked at 8:00 and service takes 15 minutes then when you will try to
select a second surgery at 8:00, 8:05 or 8:10, the mark of the first treatment will be removed - cells
marked in red from the first service turn green so the user will have to select a different date for the
first service). Each availability period defined in the schedule of the equipment is in the schedule
surrounded by a black border. It is also impossible to reserve the date of service at such time when
the hour of the end of the availability period is shorter than the time required to realize the service
(e.g. if the schedule of the equipment has defined availability period from 8:00 am to 9:00 then
services lasting 15 minutes can not be booking at 8:50 and 8:55 because at the time from 8:50 to
9:00 or at time from 8:55 to 9:00 are not achievable services lasting 15 minutes). Even if two
periods of availability defined in the schedule of equipment follow immediately at each other, it is
not possible to reserve the term of service that began at the first from these periods of availability
and finish in second (e.g. if in equipment schedule, availability periods have been defined from 8:00
to 9:00 and from 9:00 until 10:00 then service lasting 15 minutes can not be booking at 8:50 and
8:55 because at the time from 8:50 to 9:00 or at the time from 8:55 am to 9:00 there can not be
realized service lasting 15 minutes and the service can not be extend to adjacent availability period).
Above the schedule is the date of day on which the schedule is displayed and buttons:


<< - allows to view the schedule on a week earlier than the current presented day



< - allows to view the schedule on a day earlier than the current presented day



> - allows to view the schedule on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view the schedule on a week later than the current presented day

After selecting terms of services, the buttons above should be using to go to the schedule for the
next days and in the same way select the terms of rehabilitation services from the entire cycle.
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After selecting in the schedule terms for all rehabilitation services in all days of the cycle of
rehabilitation services, click "Choice of terms finished" button below the schedule. There will be
displayed a summary of selected terms.
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If there is need to make changes to some terms you can use the "Back to change terms" button,
which clicked displays again the view of the schedule enabling making changes. If changes are not
necessary, click the "Continue" button.
In case of NFZ’s services in the next step, the system will ask to enter the patient to waiting queue
(in case of commercial services, this step is skipped).

User deciding on entering or not entering patient into the waiting queue clicks the proper button.
In case of commercial services in the next step, the system displays a form to choose the price list
according to which service will be settled (in case of NFZ’s services this step is skipped).

After selecting the price list and clicking "Next" button, the system displays pricelist for each
planned service. In the price list is determined the basic gross price per visit (which in particular
may be zero) and the prices of individual services. Registrar can (but not necessarily) determine
what services during the visit patient is expecting (by checking the box next to the name of the
service). At the time of selection of any of the services there is automatically updating the total price
for the service and the amount at field of the service becomes editable - the number of services can
be modified and at such modifications there is also updating the total price for the service.
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After selecting in the price lists services specific for the treatments, click the "Next" button. At this
point, the signing up process is terminated and is displayed the "Show summary" button that allows
a patient to print out a list of terms of arranged services.

In case of commercial services there is also displayed "Payments" button which allows to accept
payment from the patient for services.

"Close" button closes the window of planning rehabilitation cycle. After closing this window, there
is displayed a view of the planned rehabilitation cycles.
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Each cycle is presented in a table where column means services, rows means dates and the cells
correspond to the arranged surgeries. In each cell there is the time of surgery, status (planned,
realized, unrealized), information about the therapist realizing a surgery and in case of planned
surgeries there is also the button to assign a therapist to surgery or change (including removal)
therapist assigned to surgery. The cells in the table may be white (if the surgery that day was not
planned or was revoked), green (if surgery was planned or carried out and all the formal
requirements for its realization have been met), red (if surgery was planned or completed but not all
the formal requirements for its realization have been met), gray (if the surgery has been marked as
unrealized). The "Change therapist" button can be blue (if the therapist who has been assigned to
the surgery is still available) or pink (if a therapist who has been assigned to surgery is no longer
available due to changes in the work schedule). Above the table is visible button with the name of
the patient for whom it was planned a surgeries cycle - click on this button opens a new window
with the patient card. If all the surgeries in the cycle are future and they all have the planned status
then over the table is also shown the "Cancel whole cycle" button which makes possible to revoke
all surgeries in a cycle of rehabilitation.
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Clicking "Cancel whole cycle" button opens a new window in which either there is information that
the cycle has been canceled (if during planning of cycle, the patient has not been entered into the
waiting queue) or a request for indication cause of the deletion from the waiting queue (if during
planning cycle, the patient was entered into the waiting queue). In the second case the appeal of
cycle follows after the indication of cause of deletion from the queue and pressing "Next" button.

Clicking on the "Assign therapist" button at the surgery opens a new window with a list of
therapists available to realize the surgery (or information about lack of available therapists.) At each
therapist is the "Select" button which clicked assigns a therapist to the surgery and closes the
window for selecting a therapist.

Clicking on the "Change therapist" button at the surgery opens a new window with a list of
therapists available to realize the surgery (or information about lack of available therapists). At each
therapist is the "Select" button which clicked assigns a therapist to the surgery and closes the
window of selecting a therapist. Under the list of therapists is displayed the "Remove therapist
assigned to surgery" button which clicked removes the therapist assigned to surgery and closes the
window of selection therapist.
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Clicking in the table representing a service cycle a cell representing the surgery (except the "Assign
therapist" / "Change therapist" button) opens a new window with details of saved surgery, which
content and functionality is the same as described at the end of the "Scheduled visits" chapter.

Simplified version of rehabilitation module
After selecting the "Rehabilitation" functionality from the "Visit" menu there is displayed a search
engine of cycles of rehabilitation planned for today in clinics located in the units to which logged
user has access. At first, choose the clinic and press the "Search" button. If there are scheduled
cycles of rehabilitation scheduled for today, they will be displayed, if not – there will be proper
notification. Additionally, there will be displayed the "Arrange rehabilitation services cycle" button,
which clicked begins the process of planning the service cycle.

In the search form there are in addition the following navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view the planned service cycles on a month earlier than the current
presented day



<< - allows to view the planned service cycles on a week earlier than the current presented
day



< - allows to view the planned service cycles on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" - allows you to view any day, which should be indicated in the date field before
pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by default today's
date to be able to view quickly today’s planned service cycles)



> - allows to view the planned service cycles on a day later than the current presented day
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>> - allows to view the planned service cycles on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view the planned service cycles on a month later than the current presented
day

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of the planned service cycles for the
appropriate day to which the button leads.
Clicking on the "Arrange rehabilitation services cycle" button begins the process of planning
service cycle. At first, there is displayed a window with a form enable to select basic parameters of
visit (series of surgeries): In case when in the configuration of application is enable manually
validation of price for the surgeries, parameters to be set are: kind, type and conditions of
rehabilitation.

In case when in the configuration of application is enable automatic validation of price for the
surgeries, parameters to be set are: kind of visit, pricelist (in case of commercial visits), type of visit
and conditions of rehabilitation.

If in the configuration of application are set default values for the kind of visit and conditions of
rehabilitation then they are selected by default in the form. If in the dictionary of visit types is the
default type of visit then it is also selected by default in the form. If in the clinic is defined default
pricelist then it is also selected by default in the form (in case of commercial surgeries).
After setting parameters and pressing “Forward” button, will see a search engine of patients, in
which should be entered patient’s data to be signed for service cycle and click "Search" button. If
the search criteria meets only one patient, the system will display the card with the "Continue sign
up" button visible at the bottom of the card, if more than one patient meet the search criteria, the list
of patients that meeting the search criteria will be displayed under the search engine and at every
patient in addition to the "Edit" button for transition to edit patient card there will be the "Continue
sign up" button.
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Clicking "Continue sign up" button at the patient on the list of search results or in the patient card
means to continue planning service cycle for this patient.
After selecting the patient in case of commercial services, the system checks whether the patient has
settled all payments (in case of NFZ’s services this step is skipped). If you have outstanding
payments, the system displays the relevant information, leaving the user's decision whether to
continue the process of planning services or to discontinue it and go to the payment module in order
to settle them.

In the next step, the system asks to enter or select already entered referral on the basis of which will
be carried out a service cycle. In case of NFZ’s services referral is required so there should be either
enter the data of referral and click the "Add and continue signing up" or select one of the already
entered referrals (if there are any entered referrals, the list of them can be seen under the form of
adding a referral and details of each of the these are displayed when you click on the gray bar with
the basic information of referral) and click "Select and continue signing up" button at the selected
referral.
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In case of commercial services the step of entering / selection referral can be skipped by clicking
"Continue without a referral" button.

The next step in the process of planning service cycle is to fill documents. This step occurs only if
the visit is arranging on basis of a referral and with referral are associated documents to fill out and
they were not yet completed. In this case displays a list of documents that have to be completed.

At each unfilled document there is the "Fill" button to display a form to fill in the document, and at
every filled document there is the "View" button to download the document in PDF format and print
it. As long as there is at least one document to fill out so long under the list of documents is
displayed the "Skip filling (to fill later) and continue" button to allow the omission the step of
filling documents, but you will need to supplement these documents after the planning cycle, that
the cycle could be realized.
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To fill the document, click the "Fill" button at them. There will be displayed a form for completing
the document, which, after entering the data have to be saved by clicking "Save" button.

After saving data of the document there will be displayed again a list of documents at the referral.
Once all the documents from the list will be filled, the "Skip filling (to fill later) and continue"
button disappears from under the list of documents and in its place appears the "Continue signing
up" button, which clicked takes you to the next step of the process.

In the next step, the system asks to indicate the services to be realized within a cycle of
rehabilitation. In the form of selection services is one line for introduction of a single service. To
enter more services, use the "more" button that allows to display more rows to introduce a greater
number of services (lines left blank are ignored). Form of selection surgeries varies depending on
the setting in the configuration mode of valuation price of the procedure. In case of the manual
mode in the form are displayed only surgeries.

In the case of the automatic mode for commercial visits at individual surgeries are visible fields
with prices. Choosing surgery makes that field of price for this surgery is automatically filled and
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automatically updates the total price for all the selected surgeries.

After indicating the planned services and pressing the "Next" button the system displays a schedule
showing the availability of therapists to realize services indicated earlier in the indicated earlier
conditions of realization (availability must be previously created in graphics of therapists). The
following columns of schedule correspond to particular therapists working in the clinic, rows of
schedule are next times (for 5 minutes). In the schedule, periods in which therapists are available
are marked in green, and those when they are not available - in white. In each marked in green cell
there is visible radio box allows to booking term of service at a given time - clicking on this radio
box will mark the cell with red color. Above the schedule is the date of day on which the schedule is
displayed and buttons:


<< - allows to view the schedule on a week earlier than the current presented day



< - allows to view the schedule on a day earlier than the current presented day



> - allows to view the schedule on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view the schedule on a week later than the current presented day

After selecting terms of services, the buttons above should be using to go to the schedule for the
next days and in the same way select the terms of rehabilitation services from the entire cycle.
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After selecting in the schedule terms for all rehabilitation services in all days of the cycle of
rehabilitation services, click "Choice of terms finished" button below the schedule. There will be
displayed a summary of selected terms.

If there is need to make changes to some terms you can use the "Back to change terms" button,
which clicked displays again the view of the schedule enabling making changes. If changes are not
necessary, click the "Continue" button.
In case of NFZ’s services in the next step, the system will ask to enter the patient to waiting queue
(in case of commercial services, this step is skipped).
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User deciding on entering or not entering patient into the waiting queue clicks the proper button.
If in the configuration of application is set automatic mode of valuate price for the surgery, than at
this point the signing process is completed. However, if in the configuration of application is set
manual mode of valuate price for the surgery, than in case of commercial surgeries in the next step,
the system displays a form of selection price list according to which services will be settled (in case
of NFZ’s services this step is skipped).

After selecting the price list and clicking "Next" button, the system displays pricelist. In the price
list is determined the basic gross price per visit (which in particular may be zero) and the prices of
individual services. Registrar can (but not necessarily) determine what services during the visit
patient is expecting (by checking the box next to the name of the service). At the time of selection
of any of the services there is automatically updating the total price for the service and the amount
at field of the service becomes editable - the number of services can be modified and at such
modifications there is also updating the total price for the service.

After selecting in the price lists services specific for the surgeries, click the "Next" button. At this
point, the signing up process is terminated.
Proper alert is informing about terminating of process of signing up and under it is displayed the
"Show summary" button that allows a patient to print out a list of terms of arranged surgeries.

In case of commercial services there is also displayed "Payments" button which allows to accept
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payment from the patient for surgeries.

"Close" button closes the window of planning rehabilitation cycle. After closing this window, there
is displayed a view of the planned on that day rehabilitation cycles. In the following rows are visible
hours of scheduled surgeries and for each hour is displayed status of surgeries in green, red or gray
background (planned, realized, unrealized), patient name, a list of types of surgeries and therapist
realizing surgery and “Show whole cycle summary” button. A green background means that the
surgeries have been planned or implemented and all the formal requirements for their
implementation have been met. Red background means that the treatments have been planned or
implemented but not all formal requirements for their implementation have been met (eg. The
patient has no insurance, no charges filed, not filled all the required documents). The gray
background indicates that the treatments have been marked as unrealized.

Clicking "Show whole cycle summary" button prints a list of terms of appointed surgeries for a
patient. Clicking a cell representing the surgery opens a new window with details of saved surgery
visit, which content and functionality is the same as described at the end of the "Scheduled visits"
chapter.
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Occupational medicine
The functionality of “Occupational medicine” from menu “Visits” is used to to plan and service
occupational medicine examinations. By choosing this functionality there appears search form of
planned occupational medicine examinations (at least one of which is planned for the current day
within one of the clinics located in units to which logged user has access) and occupational
medicine examinations waiting to be planned. First one has to choose date and click button
“Search”. If there exist planned occupational medicine examinations at least one of which is
planned for the current day, they will be displayed, if not – there will be displayed appropriate
message. Moreover there will be displayed the button od “Plan occupational medicine”, which
starts the process of planning occupational medicine when clicked.

In the search form there are in addition the following navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view the planned occupational medicine examinations on a month earlier
than the current presented day



<< - allows to view the planned occupational medicine examinations on a week earlier than
the current presented day



< - allows to view the planned occupational medicine examinations on a day earlier than the
current presented day



> - allows to view the planned occupational medicine examinations on a day later than the
current presented day



>> - allows to view the planned occupational medicine examinations on a week later than
the current presented day



>>> - allows to view the planned occupational medicine examinations on a month later than
the current presented day

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of the planned occupational medicine
examinations for the appropriate day to which the button leads.
Clicking on the "Plan occupational medicine" button begins the process of planning occupational
medicine examinations. At first, there is displayed a window with patients search form, within
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which one has to enter data of patient to be registered for occupational medicine examinations and
then to click “Seach”. If only one patient matches search criteria then system displays his card with
the button “Choose” visible at the bottom of the card, if there are more patients matching the search
criteria then under search form system displays list of patients matching the search criteria where
next to “Edit” button (allowing to edit patient card) there is also “Choose” button.

After clicking the button of “Choose” by appropriate patient, there appears form allowing to choose
institution and work post / study course for the needs of which are to be planned occupational
medicine examinations. Choice of post / course is possible after choosing institution.

After choosing institution and post /course and clicking button “Next” there appears form of basic
parameters of occupational medicine, where one has to point category and kind of examination to
be performed and specify remaining prophylactic activity and care embracement range. If
occupational medicine is realized on the basis of referrall then onr has to specify also referral date.

After specifying occupational medicine parameters and clicking button “Next” there appears form
for choosing examinations to be performed. Examinations are divided into four groups:
 doctor examinations – doctor examinations appropriate to noxious and strenuous agents
being present on a given work post / study course; all examinations are marked, they cannot
be changed and all must be performed
 auxiliary examinations – auxiliary examinations appropriate to noxious and strenuous agents
being present on a given work post / study course; all examinations are marked, they cannot
be changed, not all must be performed (checkbox fields allow to mark off examinations to
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be omitted)
specialistic consultations – specialistic consultations to be performed within occupational
medicine; by default there is displayed one field allowing to specify one specialistic
consultations, if there is need to specify more specialistic consultations then one has to click
button “More” to display more fields allowing to enter more specialistic consultations, fields
left unfilled will be ignored by the system
additional examinations – additional examinations to be performed within occupational
medicine; by default there is displayed one field allowing to specify one additional
examination, if there is need to specify more additional examinations then one has to click
button “More” to display more fields allowing to enter more additional examinations, fields
left unfilled will be ignored by the system

After entering examinations and clicking button “Next” system informs with appropriate message
about creation of occupational medicine examinations set. Also the button of “Plan visits” is
displayed, which clicked allows to plan visits during which particular examinations will be
performed. At this stage one can also break process of planning visits and can close window to
accede later to plan visits for previously chosen examinations.

By clicking button “Plan visits” there appears form for choosing examinations which will be
performed within the visit being planned (others, not chosen examinations, will be performed
within other visits).

After choosing examination / examinations and clicking “Next” system asks for choosing clinic
where visit is to be planned and planning mode (whether it is to be visit planned according to
timetable or is is to be extra visit).
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After choosing clinic and visit planning move and clicking “Next” appears view appropriate for
selected visit planning mode. If planned visit has been chosen then timetable mesh appears.

If extra visit has been chosen then form of extra visit data appears.

In case of planned visit by clicking free term in timetable mesh, process of planning visit starts
exactly as described in “Scheduled visits” except that the step of choosing patient is omitted
because patient has been chosen before start of occupational medicine examinations planning. In
case of extra visit after entering visit parameters and clicking “Next”, process of planning visit
starts exactly as described in “Extra visits” except that the step of choosing patient is omitted. After
finishing the process of planning visit one has to close the window of occupational medicine
planning. Planned examinations will be displayed then under the search form of occupational
medicine examinations.
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The view of planned occupational medicine examinations consists of two-column tables for
particular patients. Above each table there are informations about patient (if logged user has
privileges to access patient card then name and surname of patient is displayed within the button
which clicked opens patient card in new window). Within left column of each table there are
planned visits with button “Preview visit” next to each of them. This button allows to view visit
details. Moreoves if realization of occupational medicine visits has not started yet, then nex to visits
other than main visit there is visible button “Set as main”, which allows to change main
occupational medicine visit for that one, next to which button “Set as main” has been clicked. (Main
occupational medicine visit is the one, within which data from other occupational medicine visits
are collected and doctor statement is issued.) Within right column there are examinations to be
performed during particular visits. If there exist examinations for which visits have not been
planned yet then within the left column there appears information “Visit not appointed yet” and
button “Plan visit” allowing to plan subsequent occupational medicine visit and within the right
column there appears all these examinations for which visit has not been planned yet. By particular
auxiliary examinations, specialistic consultations and additional examinations for which visit has
not been planned yet there are visible buttons of “Remove examination” allowing to delete
examination in situation of resignation of realization of such an examination to the patient for
occupational medicine purposes. Below each table containing list od visits and examinations there
is a button of “Add examinations” allowing for addition of subsequent occupational medicine
examinations if it turned out thar other examinations are to be performed. If none occupational
medicine visit has been planned form the given patient then below the table containing list of
examinations where id a button of “Cancel occupational medicine”, which allows with one click to
cancel all planned occupational medicine examinations.
The button of “Preview visit” visible by each plannec occupational medicine visit opens in new
window details of visit presented the same way as described in chapter “Scheduled visits”.

The button “Plan visit” opens new window and initializes process of arranging occupational
medicine visit starting with choice of examinations to be realized within the visit as described above
within this chapter (only examinations for which visit has not been planned yet are available to
choose).

Button “Add examinations” opens in new window a form for choosing examinations that can be
realized within occupational medicine visit. Way of using this form has been described previously
within this chapter.
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After choosing examinations and clicking “Choose” an appropriate message appears that informs of
examinations addition.

After closing examination choosing window, chosen examinations appears in the view of planned
occupational medicine examinations.
Button “Remove examination” displays request for confirmation whether to remove examination
and after confirmation system removed examination from planned occupational medicine
examinations (removed examination disappears from the view of planned occupational medicine
examinations).

“Cancel occupational medicine” button displays request for confirmation whether to cancel
occupational medicine.

After confirmation in the new window there appears information about execution of required
operation.
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After closing the window canceled occupational medicine disappears from the view of planned
occupational medicine examinations.

Occupational medicine books
Functionalities from submenu “Occupational medicine books” within menu “Visits” are used to
browse, to fill and to print books, which leading is required according to legal regulations of
occupational medicine.
Doctor statements register
“Doctor statements register” is a functionality allowing to print register of issued doctor statements.
Register is created automatically – entries within the register are created when doctor issues
statement. After choosing this functionality there appears form allowing to narrow register to the
given period within which statements were issued. If dates within the form were not entered, then
system would display the whole register. After clicking button “Display” there appears link
allowing to download and print doctor statements register (it is in PDF format).

Occupational disease suspicions and statements book
“Occupational disease suspicions and statements book” is a functionality allowing to print and fill
the book of occupational disease suspicions and statements.This book is created automatically –
entries within the book are created when doctor enters information about suspicion or diagnosis of
occupational disease while issuing statement. After choosing this functionality there appears form
allowing to narrow the book to the given period of registration of occupational disease. If dates
within the form are not entered, then system displays the whole book. After clicking “Choose” there
appears link allowing to download and print book of occupational disease suspicions and statements
(it is in PDF format) and table of entries within the book.
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By each entry in last column there is button “Fill” allowing to enter/modify informations about date
and institution, to which case were passed to and about result of case. After clicking this button in
new window there opens form allowing to enter the mentioned data.

After entering data one has to save them by clicking button “Save” and then to close the window by
clicking button “Close”.
Given consultations book
“Given consultations book” is a functionality allowing to print book of consultations given within
occupational medicine visits. The book is created automatically – entries within the book are made
when doctor fills information about the range of given consultation. After choosing this
functionality there appears form allowing to narrow the book to specified period when there were
realized visits during which consultations were given. If dates within the form are not entered, then
system displays the whole book. After clicking the button “Display” there appears link allowing to
download and print book of given consultations (it is in PDF format).
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Doctor statements contents recalling book
“Doctor statements contents recalling book” is a functionality allowing to create, to fill and to print
book of doctor statements contents recalling. After choosing this functionality there appears form
allowing to display the book narrowed to the specified period of recalling, specified patient and
specified number of statement to which recalling was made (button “Display”) and allowing to add
new entry to the book (button “Add entry”). While narrowing the book to specific patient, one can
enter name and/or surname and/or PESEL number and/or birth date of patient within “Patient”
field”. While narrowing the book to specific statement, one can enter serial number or serial number
stroke year.

To add entry to the book of doctor statements contents recalling one has to click button „Add
entry”. Then within new window there appears statements search form. Searching is possible by
patient and/or statement number. Here apply the same rules of searching as for searchin of entries
within the book (described above). After entering search criteria, list of patients and their statements
matching these criteria is displayed. By each statement there is button „Choose” allowing to enter
informations about recalling to the given statement.

After clicking button „Choose” by an appropriate statement system displays form to enter
informations about recalling. Field of recalling date within the form is by default filled with the
current date and field of statement content – with informations from statement contents to which
recalling is being made. When adding entry this two informations are sufficient – they can possibly
be modified and after that saved by clicking button „Save”, and next case should be passed to
recalling institution (beyond jHIS system). With data saving, window for adding new entry to the
book is being closed.
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To display nad print contents of the book of doctor statements recalling, one has to enter narrowing
criteria to the form and then click the button „Display”. Then there appears link allowing to print
the book (it is in PDF format) and table with list of entries within the book . Until no informations
about recalling result are entered, by each entry within the table there is a button „Fill” allowing to
enter these informations.

Clicking the button „Fill” by an appropriate entry within the book opens within new window the
same form, which was used to add new entry but filled with previously entered data. Data should be
complemented with informations gained from recalling institution and after that save them by
clicking the button „Save”. With saving data, window for filling entry in the book is being closed.
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After closing the window for filling entry in the book, the view of table with list of entries is
refreshed, as an effect within the table newly enterd informations appear.

Posts visitations book
„Posts visitations book” is a functionality allowing to create and to print book of posts visitations.
After choosing this functionality there appears form allowing to display the book narrowed to
specified period of visitations (button „Display”) and allowing to add new entry to the book (button
„Add entry”).

To add entry to the book of posts visitations one has to click the button of „Add entry”. Then within
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new window there appears form to enter informations about posts visitations. After entering data
one has to save them by clicking button „Save”. With saving data window for addition new entry to
the book is being closed.

To print contents of the book of posts visitations one has to enter narrowing criteria within the form
and then click the button „Display”. Then link allowing to print the book is displayed (the book is in
PDF format).

Surgery
The "Surgery" module is intended for medical staff and is used to support medical surgeries and
collection facilities

Doctor surgery
The "Doctor surgery" functionality in the "Surgery" menu is used to support overall medical
surgeries in the registration of medical history of the patient and comprehensive patient’s care
(including drugs prescription, prescriptions and referrals, ordering diagnostic tests, preparation of
recommendations for the patient). After selecting the "Doctor surgery" functionality there is
displayed a search engine of prearranged visits to the logged doctor today in clinics where the
logged doctor works.
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Above a search engine can be displayed, in addition, information about the endless pools of
prescriptions numbers - such information is a signal for the doctor that it is needed to downloaded
from the NFZ and import them to the jHIS system new pools of prescriptions numbers (system
estimates when runs out the pool of prescriptions numbers based on their previous average
consumption) . To begin using the functionality of the doctor's office it is at first needed to choose a
clinic and click "Search" button. Under the search engine is displayed in two columns a view of
prearranged visits to the logged doctor and free terms of logged doctor today in the indicated clinic.
The search engine includes in addition the following navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view visits arranged to logged doctor and free terms at logged doctors in the
indicated clinic on a month earlier than the current presented day



<< - allows to view visits arranged to logged doctor and free terms at logged doctors in the
indicated clinic on a week earlier than the current presented day



< - allows to view visits arranged to logged doctor and free terms at logged doctors in the
indicated clinic on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" - allows you to view any day, which should be indicated in the date field before
pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by default today's
date to be able to view quickly today’s visits arranged to logged doctor and free terms at
logged doctors in the indicated clinic)



> - allows to view visits arranged to logged doctor and free terms at logged doctors in the
indicated clinic on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view visits arranged to logged doctor and free terms at logged doctors in the
indicated clinic on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view visits arranged to logged doctor and free terms at logged doctors in the
indicated clinic on a month later than the current presented day

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of arranged visits to the logged doctor and
free terms to logged doctor in the indicated clinic for the appropriate day for which the button leads.
View of prearranged visits to the logged doctor and free terms in logged doctor consists of two
columns. The left column is a list of hours of dates at the clinic, which are marked arranged
scheduled visits (ie visits scheduled for that day in the indicated clinic in hours resulting from the
work timetable of doctor) and available dates due to doctor's work timetable. The right column is
for additional visits, arranged on a given day in the indicated clinic and the form of arranging
another extra visit.
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In this view, past hours are grayed out, at every hour is the information about the status of the term
(a free date, arranged visit, realized visit, unrealized visit), in addition, at a status may be the reason
why a doctor should not realize the visit (Visit to cancel , too little or too much signed up patients
for group sessions). At every free date is displayed "Save patient" button allows the doctor to sign
up a patient on a specific date. The signing up process is described in the "Scheduled visits" section.
At each of visit there is visible, one or more buttons (more than one in case of group sessions) with
the names of the patients signed up for a particular visit (if for a day visit the patient has status of
uninsured child, then at the patient's name appears on the "(DN)" endorsement). These buttons can
take the following colors:


green - means that the patient signed up for a visit fulfilled all formalities and may be
adopted; when you click this button it opens a window of visit



red - means that the patient signed up for a visit did not fulfill the related formalities and
cannot be accepted; when you click this button, a window appears with information which
formalities have not been completed (eg. the lack of referral, blank documents, lack of
insurance, lack of fee)



gray - means that the patient did not show up for a visit and the visit has been marked as
unrealized; button is inactive (clicking on it does not cause any action) is displayed for
information only

In the case of prearranged visits (these are not marked nor as realized nor as unrealized) before the
button of the patient's name there is also visible gray button with an „×” mark, which allows to
cancel the visit (future visit) or to mark the visit as an unrealized (past visits) . If the patient was
entered into the waiting queue at signing up on the visit, then after clicking the gray button with an
„×” mark, the patient have to be deleted from the queue, so that the system will request for
specifying the reason for the deletion of the patient from the queue. The button with the "x" mark is
only available for the main staff realizing the visit / surgery.
If there exist cautions for the patient entered within registration and marked as significant for
doctor, then next to the name of the patient registered for a visit there is red button with “!” mark.
Clicking this button shows message with caution content.
If to a doctor come a patient not signed up for a visit and there are no longer available dates this
day, then doctor may sign up the patient to extra visit using the form in the right column of a view.
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In the form are specified:


time - by default filled with current hour



surgery - if in selected clinic is only one surgery then it is selected by default



visit type - if in selected clinic is only one visit type then it is selected by default



kind of visit - default kind of visit for selected clinic selected by default

Pressing the "Arrange an additional visit" button begins a process of arranging additional visit,
which looks identical to the process of arranging scheduled visit described in the "Scheduled visits"
chapter.
At the time when the patient comes to the surgery for visit, the doctor checks whether the patient
can be accepted. If the patient cannot be accepted (that is, when the button at the name of the patient
is red), then the doctor sends him to registration in order to complete the missing data. If the patient
can be accepted (ie when the button with the name of the patient is green), then the doctor clicks the
button with the name of the patient thereby opening the window of the visit.

On the left side of the window there is visible column with a history of patient’s visits and tests. At
each visit and test there is a "More" button allows to view details of visit (information entered by
the doctor in the context of this visit: history, examinations, diagnoses, procedures, medications,
etc.) or testing (test results received from the laboratory) with the option of preview of print and
print these information.
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In the column with the history of visits and tests there are presented visits and tests from last year
(365 or 366 days back from the current date) and underneath is available the "See more" button
opens a window with all patient’s visits and tests with filter uses to reduce history to only a visits or
the tests only.
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In the upper part of the window of visit there are presented basic data of patient: first name,
surname, PESEL, date of birth and age (if for a day visit the patient has a status of uninsured child,
then at the patient's name appears on the "(DN)" endorsement).
The main part of the window of visit are two tabs:


Visit - visit card - allows doctor to register information about the patient's medical history
during the visit



Patient – patient’s card (described in the section "Patients (active cards)") - allows doctor to
view patient data and editing

The default tab is open "visit". This tab is itself also divided into sub-tabs:


Information - personal and address data of the patient, allergies, addiction, warnings



Interview - information from an interview conducted during the current visit



Examination - the results of tests conducted during the visit



Documents - documentation of the patient led to the patient's on subsequent visits (eg. the
card of pregnancy)



ICD9 / ICD10 - diagnosed diagnosis and procedures done during the visit



Drugs - medications prescribed during the visit, prescriptions



Recommendations - Recommendations for the patient after a visit



Orders - orders of diagnostic and microbiological tests



Referrals - referrals to specialists, to hospital, on spa treatment



Coding – realized diagnostic tests
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OM – occupational medicine



Summary - data to the book of treatments, pricelist of services (in case of commercial
visits), closing visit

Information
The "Information" tab presents basic data of patient (first name, surname, address) and allows to
register data of allergies, addictions and warnings concerning the patient. To add a allergy, addiction
or warning, press the add button, enter the information in the window that appears and confirm it by
clicking "OK". So added information will appear in the "Information" tab with the "x" button
enables deletion of the information.

Deleted allergy, addiction or warning does not disappear completely from the card of visit - when
you hover the mouse over a section of addictions, allergies or warnings, at the current allergies,
addictions and warning displays the date of entry of information into the system but also displays
deleted information with the date of entry and the date of removal.
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"Next" button at the bottom of the tab allows to switch to the next tab in the visit card.

Interview
The "Interview" tab allows to enter the information gathered during an interview at the start of the
visit. For legibility, information is not entered in the form of description but by a properly defined
template of form or template of document. The doctor creates by himself templates of forms /
documents to enter information from the interview. Because the range of input information depends
on the type of visit and specialties, so you can create many different templates (the way of their
creation is presented in the section “Defining Documents” and “Document templates”). In the
"Interview" tab there can be visible:


teeth diagram - an interactive diagram showing the teeth of the patient (only in case of
dental and orthodontic clinics, only for main staff realizing visit)



eyes diagram - an interactive diagram of the patient's eyes (only for ophthalmic clinic, only
for the main staff realizing visit)



templates selecting field – field helps doctor to select one or more templates of form /
documents to fill during the visit (field is not visible in case of realized visits)



form/ forms to fill – forms corresponding to selected templates made for filling during the
visit.

To complete the form, click on the "Select template" field. The list of available templates of forms /
documents will develop (documents has the "(PDF)" endorsement). You can select a template by
clicking on the appropriate template (selected templates appear in the "Select template" field). After
selecting a template / templates, click the "+" sign to show in the interview tab a form
corresponding to these templates. Over each form there is the title bar with a field with the name of
the form (to edit), the template name and buttons of saving a form with floppy icon and with an "x"
sign to remove a form. In case of document templates after saving an interview in the header bar
appears the button with printer icon to print a document. When you have selected more than one
template there is visible only one form with header bar and for the other forms there are only header
bars – by clicking on the header bar you can switch between following forms to fill out. After filling
/ modifying form, the interview should be saved by pressing the button with floppy icon on the
header bar of form. In case of visits / surgeries realized by more than one person from staff, each
person realizing the visit will be seen interviews made by themselves and by other people realizing
the visit but save and delete buttons will be available only at the interviews entered by himself.
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In case of dental and orthodontic clinics, in the upper part of the "Interview" tab there is visible
teeth diagram in the form of diagrams of teeth and jaw, which can be modified (if diagram has been
entered on one of visits), or that diagram can be created (if it has not been created yet and it is not
visible). To create / modify the diagram there is a mechanism for adding teeth to the diagram. To
add teeth to a diagram, in the "Select a tooth" field start typing it’s code or name and then click on
the appropriate tooth from the list of suggestions which there appears. Selected tooth appears in the
text field in the form of a code on a blue square. In the same way you can select next teeth to be
placed on the diagram. You can also add all the permanent or milk teeth at once by selecting the
"permanent" or "milk" option in the "Select a tooth" field. To place selected tooth on a diagram,
click the "+" sign appeared next to the field in which they have written codes of teeth to be placed
on the diagram. If on the diagram teeth already exist in the same positions as those selected for
placement, the system asks for permission to replace tooth in the diagram with selected and if the
user confirms, the teeth on the diagram will be replaced with selected. Each tooth on diagram has
marked its relevant surfaces. Permanent teeth have edges drawn in black and milk teeth in blue.
Under the diagram there are buttons for selecting the teeth surfaces and all teeth:


for treatment – clicking on this button and then on the tooth’s surface is highlighting it by
red color - it is marked as requiring treatment (next click on this surface marked it as
healthy)



healthy – clicking on this button and then on the tooth’s surface is highlighting it by white
color - it is marked as healthy



cured – clicking on this button and then on the tooth’s surface is highlighting it by green
color - it is marked as cured (next click on this surface marked it as healthy)



extracted - clicking on this button and then on the tooth changes this tooth on translucent – it
is marked as torn (click again on the tooth to restore its previous appearance)



to be extracted - clicking on this button and then on the tooth is surrounding the tooth by red
dotted line - it is marked as to be extracted (click again on the tooth to restore its previous
appearance)
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no tooth - clicking on this button and then on the tooth removes the tooth from a diagram

After entering appropriate selections, save them by clicking "Save" button below the diagram of
teeth. Teeth diagram with all the information entered on it is visible on all visits of the patient in the
dental and orthodontic clinics.

In case of ophthalmic clinic for the main staff realizing visit, in the upper part of the "interview" tab
is visible eyes diagram in the form of a symbolic representation of the right eye ( on the left) and the
left (on the right). Under the diagram is shown the button to open the color palette – by using this
button you can choose colors to draw over the diagram). Next to the button of opening color palette
is visible a slider allows you to set the thickness of the brush used to draw over the diagram. The
following butons are visible below:


Background – enables / disables mode of paint background on the eyes diagram (if the name
of the button is bolded means that the mode of painting background is enabled, if it is not
bold, this means that the mode of painting background is turned off)



Vessel – enables / disables mode of draw vessels on the eyes diagram (if the name of the
button is bolded means that the mode of drawing vessels is enabled, if it is not bold, this
means that the mode of drawing vessels is turned off)



Artifact – enables / disables mode of inserting artefacts on the eyes diagram (if the name of
the button is bolded means that the mode of inserting artefacts is enabled, if it is not bold,
this means that the mode of inserting artefacts is turned off)



Remove – removes marked vessel or artifact



Erase – removes all elements visible on the eyes
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Save – save changes in eyes diagram

To start painting the background, on the diagram should be selected color from the palette and set
the slider of the thickness of the brush (these settings can be changed during painting), then turn on
the mode of painting the background (by clicking the "Background" button if its name is not bolded
- if it is bold then mode of painting background is already enabled) then you can paint the
background by moving the cursor over the diagram and holding down the left mouse button. After
painting the background, space colored outside the grid are automatically cleared.
To start painting vessel, on the diagram should be selected color from the palette and set the slider
of the thickness of the brush (these settings can be changed during painting), then turn on the mode
of painting the vessels (by clicking the "Vessel" button if its name is not bolded - if it is bold then
mode of painting vessels is already enabled) then you can paint vessels by moving the cursor over
the diagram and holding down the left mouse button.
To place the artifact, on the diagram should be turn on the mode of placing artifacts (by clicking the
"Artifact" button if its name is not bolded - if it is bold then mode of placing artifacts is already
enabled) then you can click on the diagram, where the artifact has to be placed ( click on the
diagram puts artifact in the shape of violet arrow on it and automatically disables a mode of placing
artifacts.
If any mode (painting background, painting vessels, placing artifacts) is not turned on (the buttons
names are not bolded) then click on the diagram on the vessel or artifact causes that there appears
light blue mesh around it that allows the manipulation of the vessel or artifact - moving, scaling and
rotation. If around artifact or vessel appears light blue mesh that allows the manipulation of a vessel
or an artifact, then clicking on the "Delete" button deletes the data from the diagram this vessel or
artifact.
From the diagram, you can remove all elements visible on it (artifacts, vessels, background) by
clicking on the "Erase" button.
After making changes to the eyes diagram, save them by clicking the "Save" button. Eyes diagram
with all the information entered on it is visible on all visits of the patient in ophthalmology clinics.
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The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

Examination
The "Examination" tab allows to enter the result of examinations conducted by a doctor during the
visit. For legibility, information is not entered in the form of description, but by a properly defined
template form or template of document. The doctor by himself creates templates of forms /
documents to entering examination results. Because the range of input information depends on the
type of visit and specialties, so you can create many different templates (the way of their creation is
presented in the section “Defining Documents” and “Document templates”). In the "Examination"
tab there can be visible:


templates selecting field – field helps doctor to select one or more templates of forms /
documents to fill during the visit (field is not visible in case of realized visits)



form/ forms to fill – forms corresponding to selected templates made for filling during the
visit.

To complete the form, click on the "Select template" field. The list of available templates of forms /
documents will develop (documents has the "(PDF)" endorsement). You can select a template by
clicking on the appropriate template (selected templates appear in the "Select template" field). After
selecting a template / templates, click the "+" sign to show in the examination tab a form
corresponding to these templates. Over each form there is the title bar with a field with the name of
the form (to edit), the template name and buttons of saving form with floppy icon and with an "x" to
remove a form. In case of document templates after saving an interview in the header bar appears
the button with printer icon to print a document. When you have selected more than one template
there is visible only one form with header bar and for the other forms there are only header bars –
by clicking on the header bar you can switch between following forms to fill out. After filling /
modifying form, the examination should be saved by pressing the button with floppy icon on the
header bar of form. In case of visits / surgeries realized by more than one person from staff, each
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person realizing the visit will be seen examinations made by themselves and by other people
realizing the visit but save and delete buttons will be available only at the examinations entered by
himself.

The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

Documents
"Documents" tab allows to keep records of the patient in the form of documents that are created
during one of his visits and which filling is continued on subsequent visits (eg. the card of
pregnancy). For legibility, the information is not entered in the form of description but by properly
defined form templates. The doctor himself creates form templates for entering documents. Because
the input range of information depends on the type of visit and specialties, it is possible to create
multiple different templates (creation is described in the "Defining Document" section). In the
"Documents" tab there are three sections:


list of documents - list of documents completed during the current visit and the forms filled
out on earlier visits, which are not marked as "Closed".



new document - list helps doctor to choose one of the templates of forms to fill



editing a document - a form to fill or edit

At each document on the list, there are available buttons of deleting and editing the document.
Doctor on a visit can edit and delete documents from the list or fill in new ones. Removal is only
possible for not realized visit, only for new documents filled during this visit. To edit the document,
the doctor clicks the edit button at the document on the list, and in order to complete a new
document selects a template of new document. In both of these cases, in the edit section of
document there is displayed a form to fill in or update. After completing / modifying the form, save
the document by pressing the "Save document" button. When saving a document it is possible to
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change the checking of "Closed" field - documents marked as "Closed" will not appear on
subsequent visits, and documents without this designation will appear in the list of documents in the
upper part of the "Documents" tab on subsequent visits of the patient. After saving the document, it
appears on the list of documents. During one visit you can fill many documents by repeating a
choose of new template of document, fill displayed form and save it. In case of visits / surgeries
realized by more than one person from staff, each person realizing the visit will see the documents
created by himself and by other people realizing the visit but the buttons of deleting and editing will
be available only at the documents created by them.

The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

ICD9 / ICD10
The "ICD9 / ICD10" tab allows the doctor to register diagnosed recognitions and procedures during
the visit. To enter the recognitions / procedure in field recognitions / procedures start typing the
code or the name of the sought recognition / procedure. After entering at least two letters there is
displayed a list of hints - proper recognition / procedure should be selected by clicking on the list of
hints and approving by the button with "+" sign - then the recognition / procedure will be appended
to the visit card. One from the recognitions can be marked as the main by checking the "Main"
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(before pressing the "+" button). You can enter multiple recognitions / procedures. At each
recognition / procedure appended to the visit card, there are "x" buttons which allow to remove a
recognition / procedure. (For visits / surgeries realized by more than one person from staff, each
person realizing the visit will see the recognitions / procedures introduced both by themselves and
by other people realizing the visit but the "x" will be available only at the recognitions / procedures
introduced by himself). The main recognition is bolded.

The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

Drugs
The "Drugs" tab allows the doctor to prescribing drugs for patients and issuing the prescriptions. It
is possible to prescribe also already prepared (normal) and made drugs - to change the type of
prescribing drug, there is NORMAL / MADE switch.
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If in the surgery configuration mode of displaying hints when prescribing drugs "hints displayed for
the name of the drug but containing the name, form, dosage and package" is on, then to prescribe
normal drug start typing the name of the drug in the "drug name" field and optionally a dose. After
entering at least three letters there is displayed a list of suggestions (refunded drugs on suggestions
list are marked with the character of ®). Appropriate drug should be chosen from the list of
suggestions. At the moment, the "drug name", "form", "dose", "package", "quantity", "repayment"
fields will be automatically filled and in case of psychotropic drugs from group P-III and P-IV for
doses established in whole or fractional number of grams, milligrams, liters or milliliters also the
"dose in words" field, and moreover before “+” / “Add” (character / text within the button
dependent on surgery configuration) button will appear a magnifier icon / “SoPCh” text (icon / text
within the button dependent on surgery configuration). However, if mode of displaying hints when
prescribing drugs "hints displayed separately for the name, form, dosage and package" in the
surgery configuration is on, then to prescribe normal drug start typing the name of the drug in the
"drug name" field. After entering at least three letters there is displayed a list of suggestions
(refunded drugs names on suggestions list are marked with the character of ®). Appropriate drug
should be chosen from the list of suggestions. After selecting name of drug form the list of hints, the
system automatically moves a cursor to the field of form of drug and displays hints containing
available forms of drug having this name (refunded drugs forms on suggestions list are marked with
the character of ®). After selecting form of drug from the list of hints, the system automatically
moves a cursor to the field of dose of drug and displays hints containing available doses of drug
having this name and form (refunded drugs doses on suggestions list are marked with the character
of ®). After selecting dose of drug from the list of hints, the system automatically moves a cursor to
the field of package of drug and displays hints containing available packages of drug having this
name, form and dose (refunded drugs packages on suggestions list are marked with the character of
®). After selecting package of drug the system automatically fills the ”quantity” and “repayment”
fields and in case of psychotropic drugs from group P-III and P-IV for doses established in whole or
fractional number of grams, milligrams, liters or milliliters also the "dose in words" field, and
moreover before “+” / “Add” (character / text within the button dependent on surgery configuration)
button will appear a magnifier icon / “SoPCh” text (icon / text within the button dependent on
surgery configuration). The task of the doctor is to verify (and possibly modify) the amount and
payment for a drug (if for a given drug there is more than one level of price then placing the cursor
in the "repayment" field and pressing the down arrow on your keyboard will develop a list of
available payment to choose), determine the dosage, in case of psychotropic drugs from group P-III
and P-IV enter the dose of the active substance in words (if it is not filled automatically) and in
case of fixed drugs note that the drug is fixed. The magnifier icon / “SoPCh” text (icon / text within
the button dependent on surgery configuration), which appears before “+” / “Add” (character / text
within the button dependent on surgery configuration) button after the selection of drug enables to
view the details data of selected drug (clicking on this icon opens a new window with information
about the drug).
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To prescribe made drug, in the "recipe" field should be entered the content of the drug’s recipe and
in the "repayment" field – repayment for that drug (setting mouse in the "repayment" field and
pressing down arrow on the keyboard will develop the list of repayment to choose). Morover one
can specify dosage and mark such a drug as permanent. After filling the data (both for normal and
made drug) drug should be added to the visit card by pressing the “+” / “Add” (character / text
within the button dependent on surgery configuration) button. Repeating the above steps, it is
possible to enter any number of drugs. If there is need to change the amount, payment, or dosage in
words at added drug (before issuing prescriptions) should be made changes in the appropriate fields
at the drug and save them by clicking on the floppy disk icon at the drug (any modification of the
amount, payment, or dosage in words entered at the drugs are also saved at the moment of creating
recipes). If any drug is added by mistake, it is possible to remove it using the button with „×” sign
visible at a particular drug. After finishing entering drugs, prescriptions can be issued. For this
purpose, use the "Create prescriptions" or „Print prescriptions” button (it depends on system
configuration). If issued prescriptions are to be non-refunded (without the number and with
repayment of 100%) it is necessary to mark the field „non-refunded” visible by the button "Create
prescriptions" or „Print prescriptions” before clicking this button. If for the doctor there is no free
numbers of prescriptions or prescriptions pool ends in the system, then next to the "Create
prescriptions" / „Print prescriptions” button appears three exclamation marks on a red background,
and when you hover the mouse cursor on it, there is information in a balloon about the state of pools
of prescriptions’ numbers (if in the pool there is no free prescriptions’ numbers XMZ file with the
pool of prescriptions should be download from the NFZ SZOI system and use the "Prescription
pools " functionality in the "Staff" menu to enter the file into the system). After pressing the
"Create prescriptions" / "Print prescriptions" button, system divides prescription drugs into groups
and each group a separate prescription is issued. Rules of dividing drugs into groups are as the
following:
 each psychotropic and narcotic drug from groups I-N, II-N, III-P and IV-P goes to the
separate prescription (Rp, Rpz or Rpw depending on kind of recipes for which the drug is
required)
 any recapture drug goes on a separate prescription (Rp)
 other prescription drugs are divided into groups of up to 5 drugs (the division into groups is
implemented in such a way that all the drugs in this group require the same kind of
prescription: Rp, Rpz or Rpw), and for each group is issued a separate recipe (Rp, Rpz or
Rpw)
 no prescription drugs do not get prescription
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When to create prescriptions is used "Create prescriptions" button above drugs will appear icons of
printing prescription (printer icon) and cancelation of receipt („×” icon) allowing to download and
print each prescriptions separately or cancel receipt in case of error on it. When to create
prescriptions is used "Print prescriptions" button then immediately opens the file with all issued
prescriptions for printing or prescriptions not already printed (in case of surgery configuration) and
also above drugs will appear icons of printing prescription (printer icon) and cancelation of receipt
(„×” icon) allowing to download and print each prescriptions separately or cancel receipt in case of
error on it. Prescriptions are printed on blank paper - the system automatically creates a proper
imprint.

The button with the database icon at the bottom of the "Drugs" tab allows to access to the history of
prescribed medication and issued prescriptions for the patient and provides in an easy way to represcribing the same medication or re-issuing the same prescriptions. When you press this button
there opens a new window in which at the left side are categories of drugs, and at the right side drugs. Categories of drugs are divided by clinics where the patient is treated and on the other drugs.
At first there is displayed the clinic, where the current visit takes place. Each clinic provides the
following categories of drugs:


recent visits – patient’s normal and made drugs of the last three visits in the clinic



constant - patient’s normal and made fixed drugs from all visits realized in the clinic



last year – patient’s normal and made drugs from the last year visits (365 or 366 days back
from the current date) in the clinic



all history – patient’s normal and made drugs from all his visits in the clinic



made – patient’s made drugs from all his visits in the clinic

In addition, (next to the drugs listed in clinics) there are other drugs into categories:


Solid medicaments – all normal and made fixed drugs of the patient
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List of preferred - a handy list of preferred (most frequently prescribed) drugs by a doctor



Made drugs – patient’s made drugs from all realized visits

By clicking on the names of the categories, on the right side of the window will be displayed drugs
appropriate to the category. Drugs witch have been prescribed for current visit are grayed out. At
each drug there is a button with "+" sign, which pressed, adds selected drug to the list of drugs
prescribed to the patient on the current visit. In addition, the "solid medicaments" and "fixed"
category, at each drug there is the button with "-" sign, which pressed removes the drug from the
history of prescriptions and medications, which applies in a situation where a specific drug is no
longer the patient’s constant drug. In "recent visits", "last year", "all history" categories, drugs are
grouped in such way in which they were placed on prescription. At each that group of drugs there is
available the "Prescription" button which pressed adds a selected group of drugs to the list of drugs
prescribed to the patient on the current visit and automatically creates on a current visit a
prescription with these drugs. It is therefore a very fast way to repeat a prescription.

Button with the „×” sign in the window of history of prescriptions and drugs closes this window
and returns to the "drugs" tab in the visit window.
Button with an first aid kit icon visible in the lower part of the tab "Drugs" opens the same window
as the database icon button, except that in the open window appear immediately drugs from the
"preferred list" category.
Button with the "☑" icon visible in the lower part of the tab "Drugs" opens the same window as
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the database icon button, except that in the open window appear immediately drugs from the
"permanent drugs" category.
The button with an icon of open file displayed in the lower part of the "Drugs" tab allows to access
to the full catalog of drugs and provides an easy way to prescribe drugs from the catalog. When you
press this button there is opened a window of drugs’ catalogue, which shows all the available drugs.
At each drug are presented the following information:


name



form



package



producer



repayment



is this drug authorized for marketing



is this contraceptive drug



group of precursors



category of availability



international name



characteristic - if the drug has a characteristic then in the field of characteristic is displayed a
button with the down arrow „↓” to download the PDF file with the characteristic of the drug



replacements - at every drug there is the "Display" button, which allows to display
replacements for a particular drug

Before each of the drugs there is visible "Add" button, which adds the drug to the list of drugs
prescribed to the patient on the current visit. In turn, pressing the button of displaying replacements
at any drug switches the view from the list of drugs to the list of replacements for this drug. In the
upper part of the window there is displayed additional information about which drug’s replacements
are currently displayed ant at this information is „×” sign. Clicking on the „×” ends displaying of
replacements and restores the previous view of drugs.
The list of drugs displayed in the window of catalogue of drugs can be narrowed by entering a part
of the name, form, package, producer, international name in the fields visible at the bottom of the
column and / or selecting the appropriate values from the drop-down lists also visible at the bottom
of the column. When entering a part of the name, form, package, producer, international name and /
or selecting values from drop-down lists, the system automatically displays only these medicines
that meet the search criteria. By clicking in turn on the headers of columns under the list of drugs it
is possible to sort them alphabetically by the column (subsequent clicks are changing the sort order
from ascending to descending and vice versa). At the top of the left column there is also displayed a
navigation pane uses to change the amount of drug visible on one screen as well as switching
between successive screens if the drugs do not fit on one.
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Button with the „×” sign in the catalogue of drugs window can close this window and return to the
"drugs" tab in the visit window.
The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

Recommendations
The "Recommendations" tab is used to prescribe recommendations for the patient, to which he
should be applied after the visit. To add a recommendation there should be entered its content in the
text field and pressed the "+" button. If a recommendation was entered by mistake it is possible to
delete it by pressing the „x” button next to content of recommendation. After entering all
recommendations they should be printed for a patient using the "Print recommendations" button. On
printing, together with recommendations there will be information about prescriptions and dosage
of drugs. Recommendations are printed on a paper in the format of prescription.
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The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

Orders
The „Orders” tab allows the doctor to issue orders for diagnostic and microbiological tests.
Depending on surgery room configuration within the “Orders” tab there is a examinations ordering
form and button “Save orders” / “Print orders” or therer is only button “Add order”.
If configuration with ordering examinations inside visit window is used, then in the tab there is
visible a form of ordering tests, composed of two columns:


in the left column are visible tests chosen to order



in the right column are visible tests possible to order

Tests are divided into groups. The tests that are not assigned to any groups appear in the "Other"
group. Tests possible to order can be searched by clicking on the magnifier icon in the header of the
right column of the form and typing part of the name of the test. A doctor may order:


all orders – by clicking on the icon with arrow „



all group of orders - by clicking on the icon with arrow „
right column of form



single orders - by clicking on the name of order in the right column of form

” in the header of right column of form
” at name of order’s group in

Selected to order tests are transferred from right to left column of the form. If you make a mistake,
you can delete selected to order tests from the left column of form (moving them back to the right
column of form) as follows:


all orders – by clicking on the icon with arrow „



all group of orders - by clicking on the icon with arrow „
left column of form



single orders - by clicking on the name of order in the left column of form
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” in the header of the left column of form
” at name of order’s group in the

After selecting a test to order, an order should be created by using the "Save orders" or "Print
orders" button (depending on system configuration). When you press "Save orders" button, under
the form appears the link / links to download and print order / orders (depending on system’s
configuration tests can be divided into several orders), and the left column of form is emptied (thus
allowing the issue of further orders). When to create orders was used "Print orders" button it
immediately opens the file with all created orders to print and also on form there is a link / links to
download and print orders / orders of each individual (depending on system’s configuration tests
can be divided into several orders), and the left column of form is emptied (thus allowing the issue
of further orders). After clicking on the "Print order" link at ordered tests, it opens a PDF document
enables to print order to give to the patient. Orders are printed on paper in the format of
prescription. Orders have automatically assigned an internal bar code (displayed in the top right
corner of the order print), which helps to identify the order in the system.
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If configuration of surgery room with diagnostic examination choice within new window is used
then after clicking the button “Add order” there appears new window with two tabs “Refunded
examinations” (examinations marked as refunded within the dictionary; this tab is available only in
basic health care clinics), “Non-refunded examinations” (all examinations defined within the
dictionary) and tabs corresponding to each of defined examination ranges (examinations assigned to
particular ranges). Next to each of examinations there is a field allowing to mark examination to be
ordered. If collection of samples is to be realized beyond the healthcare center (in case of lack of
possibility to collect samples within the healthcare center as for example collecting blood of
neonates), then one should mark the field of “External sampling”.

In case of refunded examinations marking examinations in excess of a limit set in surgery room
configuration effects with a warning. Warning does not disable possibility to issue an order, it is
only a hint for ordering doctor.

In case of non-refunded examinations by each examination there is price for an examinatoin (if it
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has been defined within price list) – marking or marking off an examination effects in automatic
update of total price for examinations visible below the list of examinations. (WARNING! Total
price of examinations will be increased by base price for each issued order – examinations are
automatically divided into orders). For non-refunded examinations there is a field in which after
entering part of examination name (at least three characters) there appears list of suggestions with
names of examinations and clicking on examination within the list of suggestions leads to attaching
this examination to list of examinations to be ordered.

Tabs corresponding to defined examination ranges act the same way as the tab of „Non-refunded
examinations” except that there is no suggestions mechanism within them.

After marking examinations to be ordered, one has to create orders using „Save orders” or „Print
orders” button (depending on system configuration). Function of these buttons is identical as
described above in this chapter except that with clicking the button, the window with list of marked
examinations is being automatically closed.
The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

Referrals
The "Referrals" tab is used to issue referrals and certificates for the patient. In the tab, there are
three forms:
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referral to a specialist



referral to hospital



referral to spa treatment

as well as other forms and other printed documents defined using the functionality described in the
section "Document templates".
By default, in the "Referrals" tab there are displayed dark bars with the names of the available types
of referrals and other printed forms. To display the form for the type of referrals or other print form
just click on the right bar and then will develop the appropriate form to fill out.

To issue a referral to a specialist, a form have to be completed indicating at least the type of clinic
and ICD-10 code of diagnosis / codes of diagnosis. At entering the type of clinic (specialty of
department to which the patient is directed) there is displayed a list of hints - the correct option
should be selected from a list of suggestions. By default, the "Diagnosis codes (ICD-10)" field is
filled with codes entered by the doctor in the "ICD9 / ICD10" tab and separated by commas.
However, these codes can be deleted, modified or user can add additional codes (each additional
code should append after comma, then while entering the system displays a list of hints). If the
issued referral is referral to surgery realized internally in a healthcare institution supported by the
jHIS system, then check the "Referral to surgery" box. After checking this box will develop a list of
additional options to select which documents the patient before surgery will have to sign and to
determine which set of tools and the patient should be used to perform the surgery. Sets of tools and
patient can be created in three ways:


by selecting one of the already defined sets - the name of the set and tools from such a set
will automatically appear in the form of referral’s data



by manually creating sets - for this purpose, enter the name of the set and then use the
buttons "More tools" and "More Information" to view any number of fields for entering
tools / materials by selecting from a dictionary (the "More tools" button), and any number of
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text fields to enter the types of tools / materials (the "More information" button)


by combining the above two methods, so selecting one of the already defined sets and
supplement it with additional tools / materials, using the "More tools" and "More
Information" buttons.

Fields of tools / materials that will not be filled, will be ignored when saving data of referral. After
completing the form it has to be confirmed with "Referral to a specialist" or "Print" button (it
depends on system configuration). Then a referral will be created and in the upper part of the
"Referral" tab will appear the "Print referral" link to download and print the referral (referrals to
specialists are printed on paper in the format of prescription) – if for issue of referral was used the
"Print" button then it automatically opens the file with referral to print. In addition, data from
created referral will appear in the "Referrals" tab of patient card.
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To issue a referral to hospital the form should be completed indicating at least the type of referral,
name of the unit and ICD-10 code of diagnosis / codes of diagnosis. At entering the type of referral
(specialty of department to which the patient is directed) there is displayed a list of hints - the
correct option should be selected from a list of suggestions. At entering the name of the unit, the
system displays a list of suggestions created on the basis of the units inserted at issuing earlier
referrals to hospital (instead of typing the full name of the unit, you can select it from the list of
hints). By default, the "Diagnosis codes (ICD-10)" field is filled with codes entered by the doctor in
the "ICD9 / ICD10" tab and separated by commas. However, these codes can be deleted, modified
or user can add additional codes (each additional code should append after comma, then while
entering the system displays a list of hints). If the issued referral is a referral for the surgery realized
internally in a healthcare institution supported by the jHIS system, then check the "Referral for
surgery" box. After checking this box there will develop a list of additional options to select which
documents the patient for surgery will have to sign and to determine which sets of tools and patient
should be used for the surgery. Sets of tools and patient are created in the same way as in the case of
referrals to specialists. Fields tools / materials that will not be filled, will be ignored at saving data
of referral. After completing the form it has to be confirmed with "Referral to hospital" button. Then
a referral will be created and in the upper part of the "Referral" tab will appear the "Print referral"
link to download and print a referral (referrals to hospital are printed on paper in the format of
prescription). In addition, data from created referral will appear in the "Referrals" tab of patient
card.
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To issue a referral to spa treatment you should click the „Referral to spa treatment” button.

Then, a form opens in the new window, which has to be filled and confirmed with "Generate
referral" button.
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Then, a referral will be created, the form will disappear and in the upper part of the "Referral" tab
will appear the "Print referral" link to download and print a referral. Referrals to spa treatment are
printed on A4 paper.
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If at using the functionality described in the "Document templates" section was created a template
of "Referral / prints for the patient" type, form that allows for then fill out such a document is also
available in the "Referrals" tab. After completing the form it has to be confirmed with a button with
name identical to the name of the document template. Then print will be created and in the upper
part of the "Referral" tab will appear the "Download form" link that allows to download and print
the document (documents are printed on paper in the format of prescription).
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The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

Coding
The "Coding" tab is used to enter information about the realized diagnostic tests. In the tab is visible
list of diagnostic tests, including the code of those tests and at each of them there is selection field
and multiplicity. Tests that has been done by a doctor should be marked, determined their
multiplicity and then saved by clicking the "Save" button.
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The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

OM
The “OM” tab is used for occupational medicine visit service. Content of this tab depends on visit
nature.
If given visit is not occupational medicine visit then tab does not contain any forms, just an
appropriate message informing about this fact.
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If visit is not main occupational medicine visit (main occupational medicine visit is the one within
which informations from particular occupational medicine visits ar collected and doctor statemen is
issued), then within the tab of “OM” there appears form allowing to enter result of consultation /
examination. After entering result of consultation / examination one has to save data by clicking the
button “Save”. Results entered this way appears then within the “OM” tab of main occupational
medicine visit in order to allow the doctor to make full evaluation of patient health state and to issue
right statement.

If visit is main occupational medicine visit then within the tab there appear results of examinations /
consultations performed on occupational medicine visits other than the main one, which have been
realized (until result is entered and visit is marked as realized, information about lack of result is
displayed within “OM” tab of main occupational medicine visit). Below list of results there is form
allowing to issue doctor statement (if it is provided to issue statements for the given category of
occupational medicine). This form has structure dependent on category of occupational medicine
examination.
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To issue doctor statement one has to fill in the form and click the button “Issue”. After that form of
doctor statement disappears and instead of it there appears link allowing to print issued statement.
Fact of issuing doctor statement is automatically recorded within the register of issued doctor
statements. If within the form for issuing statement there will be entered the date of registration of
suspicion of occupational medicine disease and possibly there will be specified occupational
disease, then entry for the book of suspicions and diagnoses of occupational diseases will
automatically be created. To issue prophylactic / doctor examination card ona has to fill in the form
and click the button “Save” and then click the button “Print”. Then file with filled prophylactic /
doctor examination card will open to be printed.
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The "Back" and "Next" buttons visible at the bottom of the tab allow you to switch accordingly to
previous and next tabs in the visit card.

Summary
The „Summary” tab is used to closing visit.
In case of unfinished NFZ’s visits in POZ in the "Summary" tab is displayed a form to indicate
service reported to the NFZ (if in the application’s configuration there was defined a default service,
then it is automatically selected with the ability to change). This form is available only for the main
staff realizing a visit / surgery.
For all the (unfinished) visits in the "Summary" tab is displayed a form allowing to do entry to the
book of surgeries, in which the doctor inserts a note about the type of performed surgery and its
progress (the remaining data are inserted automatically to the book of surgeries). This form is
available only for the main staff realizing a visit / surgery.
In case of unfinished operations in the operating room there is displayed a form in the "Summary"
tab to make an entry to the book of operational block or operational room, where the doctor inserts
a note of type and proceeding of made operation / surgery, a detailed description of the operation /
surgery, ICD-10 code of diagnosis of post-operative, ordered diagnostic tests and the type and
description of given anesthesia to the patient (other data to the book of surgeries are inserted
automatically). This form is available only for the main staff realizing a visit / surgery.
In case of unfinished visits in the emergency room, in the "Summary" tab there is displayed a form
of making an entry to the main book of admissions and discharges (if a visit to the emergency room
ends with admission to hospital) or the book of refusals of admissions and outpatient advices
provided in the emergency room (if the visit in the emergency room ends with the refusal of
admission to hospital). The entry to the main book of admissions and discharges does not require
any additional data (they are inserted automatically), but the entry the book of refusals of
admissions and outpatient advices provided in the emergency room requires to enter some data
manually (other required data will be inserted automatically). In case of refusal of admission to the
hospital, if the reason for refusal is lack of consent of the patient to stay in hospital, you should print
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a note about the lack of patient’s consent for such a stay (by clicking on the printer icon at the "No
consent of the patient to stay in hospital" field) and give it to the patient for signing - depending on
whether the patient agrees to sign a note or not, this should be noted by selecting the appropriate
value in the "No consent of the patient to stay in hospital" field (printed annotation, regardless of
whether it has been signed by the patient or not, retain for control purposes). This form is available
only for the main staff realizing a visit / surgery.
In case of not finished occupational medicine visits other than main within the tab of “Summary”
there is visible form for making note into book of given consultations for occupational medicine
purposes, where doctor enters consultation range.
In case of commercial visits, in the "Summary" tab is also available pricelist of services, in which
the doctor notes the services realized during the visit and uncheck services which was pointed by
registrar at arranging visit, but they have not been realized. This pricelist is available only for the
main staff realizing a visit / surgery.
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In the lower part of the tab there are "Back", "Summary" and "End visit" buttons. "Back" button
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allows you to switch to the previous tab in the visit card. The "Summary" allows you to preview the
summary of the visit and print them. Summary contains all the information entered by the physician
in particular tabs of the visit’s window. Depending on system configuration, summary printout
pages can be non-numbered or numbered. Pages numbering is automatical and continuous through
all visits of the given patient within the given clinic (consecutive printed visits summaries of the
given patient within the given clinic gain pages numbering so that patient medical documentation
had continuous numbering. If there occurs situation when summary would be printed and then
doctor removes something from already realized visit so that summary would shorten (number of
summary pages would decrease), then while printing summary again at its end there will be added
empty but numbered pages to keep correct continuity of pages numbering for medical
documentation. If however there occurs situation when summary would be printed and then doctor
adds something to already realized visit so that summary would lenghten (number of summary
pages would increase), then while printing summary again additional pages of this summary will
gain numbers created as number of last page of primary summary concatenated with dot and
number of additional page (for example if summary had three pages with numbers 1, 2, 3 and
doctor added some informations to visit so that number of summary pages lenghtened to five pages,
then summary pages would have numbers 1, 2, 3, 3.1, 3.2).

The "End visit" button saves forms data filled in the "Summary" tab and changes the status of the
visit from agreed to realized (the button "End visit" is available only for the main staff realizing a
visit / surgery). After the visit, view in the "Summary" tab changes in such a way that forms
disappear (and therefore disappears the possibility of entering information) and disappears "End
visit" button.
After closing the window of visit, there is again displayed a view of prearranged visits. Window of
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completed (realized) visit can be opened again by clicking on the button with the name of the
patient, but in case of realized visits, there is no possibility of modifying the list of realized services
during the visit, and all changes made in any of the tab of window of visits are saved.

Therapeutic surgery
The "Therapeutic surgery" functionality from the "Surgery" menu is used to support rehabilitation.
After selecting the "Therapeutic surgery" functionality there is displayed a search engine of
surgeries prearranged to logged therapist today in clinics where the therapist is working. To begin
using the functionality of therapeutic surgery, at first select the clinic and press the "Search" button.
Under the search engine is displayed a view of patients prearranged to logged therapist today in the
selected clinic and at each of the patients a list of scheduled rehabilitations. The search includes the
following additional navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view rehabilitations scheduled on a month earlier than the current presented
day



<< - allows to view rehabilitations scheduled on a week earlier than the current presented
day



< - allows to view rehabilitations scheduled on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" – allows to view any day, which should be indicated in the date field before
pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by default today's
date to be able to view quickly today’s rehabilitations)



> - allows to view rehabilitations scheduled on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view rehabilitations scheduled on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view rehabilitations scheduled on a month later than the current presented

Clicking on any of the above buttons change the view of the planned rehabilitations for appropriate
for the day to which the button leads.
View of prearranged patients and planned surgeries is a table that presents the rehabilitations
scheduled for each patient signed for that day to the logged therapist in the selected clinic. Patients
are lined up in the order by the time of the first surgery. If logged therapist has the privilege to edit
patient card, then the patient's name is placed on the button which clicked opens patients card in a
new window. In case of the rehabilitation module in the standard version, for each application there
is displayed information icon, time, name of the apparatus and the name of the rehabilitation. In
case of the rehabilitation module in a simplified version there is displayed time of surgeries and for
each rehabilitation there is information icon and the name of the surgery. There are following
information icons:


green icon with a "✓" sign means that the surgery has been realized



gray icon with a "∅" sign means that the surgery was not realized (did not take place)



green icon with "� �
" sign means that the surgery is waiting for realization and can be
realized



red icon with "✗" sign means that the surgery is waiting for realization but can not be
realized for various reasons (the patient has not made payments for the surgery, there were
not filled all the documents required to realize the surgery, the patient is not insured, the
surgery has to be canceled)
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After clicking on the information icon there will be displayed a message explaining its meaning, in
case of red icon with "✗" sign, the message indicates the reason / reasons for which surgery can not
be realized.
Below the list of surgeries of the patient may be available two buttons:


Surgeries realized - the button is available only when there are surgeries waiting for
realization and all can be realized (are labeled with a green icon with a " � "� sign); click on
the button is marking all operations as realized



Surgeries not realized - the button is available when there are surgeries waiting for
realization which may or may not be realized (they are labeled with a green icon with a "� �
"
sign or a red icon with "✗" sign); click on the button is marking all past surgeries as
unrealized and reject all future surgeries (moreover if the patient during rehabilitation
surgeries was entered into the waiting queue, the system also prompts you to select the cause
of patient deletion from the queue)

View of the rehabilitation module in the standard version

View of the rehabilitation module in the simplified version
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Collection facility
The "Collection facility" functionality in the "Surgery" menu is used for service of collection
facilities for collecting sampling materials for diagnostic and microbiological tests and transmit
electronically orders for tests into diagnostic laboratories.
After selecting the "Collection facility" functionality in the "Surgery" menu there is displayed a
search engine of orders issued by the doctors. It is possible to search orders by any combination of
the following criteria:


internal barcode - the bar code printed on the top right corner of the order issued by the jHIS
system; to load the value of code from referral to the search engines you can use the barcode
reader if any is connected to your computer



samplings – kinds of samplings; there exist the following kinds of samplings
◦ internal – realized by healthcare center
◦ external – realized beyond healthcare center



order state – current order state; there exists the following states
◦ new – order waiting for collection of samplings of materials
◦ passed to realization – order waiting for sending to laboratory
◦ sent to laboratory – order sent to laboratory for realization
◦ realized – order with results registered
◦ canceled – order that realization has been canceled



incomplete results – marking this field allows to searcg orders for which results are
incomplete (results are considered complete if results of all examinations contained within
the order have been entered or attachment with scan of results have been entered)



include staled – marking this field allows to search staled orders (older than 30 days),
without marking this option tej opcji only valid orders are displayed (order is valid through
30 days since the date of its issue)



PESEL - PESEL number or the beginning of the patient's PESEL number for whom there
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was issued an order


date of birth - the date of birth of the patient for whom there was issued an order (chosen
from the calendar which appears when you click on a text field)



first name - the firs name or the beginning of the first name of the patient to whom there was
issued an order (capitalization does not matter)



surname - the surname of the patient or part of a surname of the patient to whom there was
issued an order (capitalization does not matter)

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button, under the search engine is
displayed a list of orders waiting for realization, matching search criteria (states are emphasized
with colors). At each order, there is the "Enter" button allows to start realization of this order.

In case of orders in “new” state after pressing the "Enter" button at the proper order displays the
form of this order. It consists of two columns:


left column – patient and order general data, data to be completed by the person realizing
collection of the material, on which ordered test will be performed (blood, urine, feces, etc.)



right column - a list of tests commissioned by the doctor emphasized with colors: refunded
(blue), non-refunded paid (green), non-refunded partially paid (orange), non-refunded nonpaid (red) with additional informations on realization (if such informations have been
entered into examinations dictionary)

In the form, the fields surrounded by a blue border should be filled in (form for external samplings
contains less fields than form for internal samplings). Order can be sent to laboratory electronic way
(if appropriate connections with laboratories has been configured) or can be passed to laboratory in
paper form outside the system. To enter the bar code from label stuck onto samples (in case of
internal samplings), click on the "Samples barcode" field and scan the barcode with the barcode
scanner attached to your computer. If the ordered tests require entering additional data, such as:


patient weight



patient day urine collection
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neonate sex and date of birth

then they have to be also entered into the form.

After completing the form one should click button “Realize” (realization of order is possible only if
there are no unpaid examinations within the order). After that system informs with appropriate
message about passing order to realization, form of order is closed and on the page appears a search
engine of orders which lets you search and realize new orders. At the same time order changes its
state to “passed to realization”. If within order form one has selected laboratory to which orders are
sent electronically, then the order goes to the queue of orders to be sent to laboratory, if passing
order to diagnostic laboratory out of system has been selected, then the following activities related
to send order to laboratory belong to collection facility employee. Orders from the queue are
retreived and sent automatically to specified laboratory using integration mechanism appropriate for
the given laboratory.
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For orders having state other than “new”, access to order form is also possible by clicking “Enter”
button by the given order in search results.

In case of orders having states other than „new”, order form is presented in read only mode.
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If order has not been sent to laboratory elentronically but out of a system, then clicking the button
„Results” opens in new window a form allowing to enter results received from laboratory (obtained
out of system). For each examination there is by default single row to enter value of single
parameter of examination result. To enter more parameters one has to use button „More” by the
given examination. After entering results one has to save data clicking the button „Save” (rows with
empty field of „Parameter” will be ignored while saving data) and then to close the window by
clicking the button „Close”. Entering results causes that the given order changes its state to
„realized”. For such orders button „Results” under order form is still visible and allows to enter
corrections to examination results.
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If order has been sent to laboratory electronically, then results of examinations are also received
electronically (automatically) and in the moment of results receipt the order changes its state to
„realized” and „Results” button allows to preview received results within the same form as used to
enter results except that it is displayed in readonly mode. Moreover results received from
laboratories using eLab system are automatically saved as PDF files in “History” tab within patient
card.
Attaching examination results as attachments (for example scans) is possible too. Button
“Attachments” is used to this purpose. By clicking this button there appears form in new window
allowing for addition of attachments and list of already added attachments with examination results.
By each added attachment there are buttons that allow to preview / to save to disk the given
attachment and to delete attachment.

To add new attachment one has to point out file from disk and click “Save”. To view / save
attachement to disk one has to click “View” button by the given attachment. To delete attachment
one has to click “Delete” button by the given attachment.

Drugs
The "Drugs" functionality in the "Surgery" menu is used to create handy list of favorite drugs (most
frequently prescribed) by the logged doctor. After selecting this functionality, there is displayed a
view with two columns. The left column is a list of all drugs on the basis of which the doctor can
create his handy list of favorite drugs. The right column is a list of favorite drugs of logged doctor.
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In the left column by default are displayed all available drugs. At each drug are presented the
following information:


name



form



dose



package



producer



repayment



is this drug authorized for marketing



is this contraceptive drug



drug



group of precursors



category of availability



international name
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characteristic - if the drug has a characteristic then in the field of characteristic is displayed a
button with the down arrow „↓” to download the PDF file with the characteristic of the drug



replacements - at every drug there is the "Display" button, which allows to display
replacements for a particular drug

Pressing the button of displaying replacements at any drug switches the view from the list of drugs
to the list of replacements for this drug. In the upper part of the window there is displayed
additional information about which drug’s replacements are currently displayed ant at this
information is „×” sign. Clicking on the „×” ends displaying of replacements and restores the
previous view of drugs.

The list of drugs displayed in the left column can be narrowed by entering a part of the name, form,
package, producer, international name in the fields visible at the bottom of the column and / or
selecting the appropriate values from the drop-down lists also visible at the bottom of the column.
When entering a part of the name, form, package, producer, international name and / or selecting
values from drop-down lists, the system automatically displays only these medicines that meet the
search criteria. To add a drug to the list of favorite drugs, place the mouse pointer on the drug (in
the left column), press the left mouse button and holding down the left mouse button to drag the
cursor to the right column and then release the mouse button. In this way the drug is moved from
the left to the right column, so it is moved to list of favorites drugs. At the drugs in the left column
there are visible fields that allow to select drugs. They are used to possible to add many drugs at
once to the list of favorites drugs. To add several medications at once to the list of favorites drugs,
simply select it in the left column, hover the mouse over any of these medicines, press the left
mouse button and holding down the left mouse button to drag the cursor to the right column and
then release the mouse button. In this way drugs are moved from the left to the right column, so are
moved to the list of favorites drugs. Above the list of drugs in the left column there is also visible
checkbox for selecting / deselecting quickly all visible medicines. By clicking in turn on the headers
of columns under the list of drugs it is possible to sort them alphabetically by the column
(subsequent clicks are changing the sort order from ascending to descending and vice versa). At the
top of the left column there is also displayed a navigation pane uses to change the amount of drug
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visible on one screen as well as switching between successive screens if the drugs do not fit on one.
In the right column is displayed the list of favorite drugs of doctor. At every drug there is a button
with the sign "-" enabling the removal of the drug from the list of favorite drugs. At all the
medicines there are also visible fields that allow selection of drugs. They are used to possible to
delete multiple medicines at once from the list of favorite drugs. After selecting at least one drug, at
the bottom of the right column there is the "Delete selected" button allows the removal of all of the
selected drugs from the list of favorite drugs. Above the list of drugs in the right column there is
also a checkbox for selecting / deselecting quickly all visible medicines. The order of medicines in
the right column can be changed on the basis of drag and drop. To move the drug in the right
column to another location you should move the mouse cursor to a drug, press the left mouse button
and holding down the left mouse button to drag the cursor to another location of right column and
then release the mouse button and the drug will be moved to the indicated place.

EHR access matrix
The functionality of "EHR access matrix " in the "Surgery" menu is used to define the level of
visibility of Electronic Health Records from particular clinics for doctors of particular professions.
Each cell of the matrix is a selection list that specifies how the range of the visits in clinics of
specialty given at the beginning of the column is seen by the doctor with a specialization given at
the beginning of the line. There are four levels of visibility:


Full access - a doctor specializing in Y sees information about the dates of visits realized in
clinics specializing in X and drugs prescribed during these visits and has access to complete
medical records compiled during these visits



Drugs - a doctor specializing in Y sees information about the dates of visits realized in
clinics specializing in X and drugs prescribed during these visits



Information about visit - a doctor specializing in Y sees information about the dates of visits
realized in clinics specializing in X



No access - a doctor specializing in Y does not see information about the dates of visits
realized in clinics specializing in X

By default all levels of visibility are set on „Full access”.
Due to the size of the matrix for easy orientation in it when you hover your mouse over any cell of
the matrix there is displayed a hint to which specialty of doctors and specialty of clinics the cell of
matrix refers.
Any changes made in the matrix appears above the matrix on a blue background creating a list of
modified components of the item. To confirm the changes click "Save" button, to cancel the
changes, use the "Cancel" button.
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The levels of visibility entered in the matrix are taken into account when presenting the history of
visits in the window of visit in doctor’s surgery.

Document definitions
The "Document definitions" functionality from the "Surgery" menu is used to create templates of
forms of interviews and tests used in doctors' surgeries as described in the "Doctor surgery" section.
Forms can be defined both by the system administrator as well as by doctors. Forms defined by the
administrator for specific clinics are visible for all doctors working in these clinics. Forms defined
by the doctor are visible only for himself. Doctor on his own needs can also modify the forms
defined by the administrator, but the changes are not entered to the original form defined by the
administrator but to its copy visible for the doctor.
After selecting the "Document definitions" functionality from the "Surgery" menu there is displayed
a list of all templates of forms available for logged user (administrator or doctor). At each template
there are buttons to export, edit and remove particular template. Below the list of templates you can
see a buttons to import template and create a new template. Buttons of editing and creating a
template are linking to a form that allows defining a template or make changes to an existing
template. Delete button lets you delete the template (after confirmation).

After pressing a button of editing or creating a new template there is displayed a template’s form (in
the first case is empty, in the second case - with the data of template).
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For each template there is defined template name, an optional description and type of template
(template may be a template of interview, template of test, template of patient’s documentation or a
template of many kinds at once) and it means that it is a disposable template (it is important only for
templates in “patient’s documentation” – a form completed during the visit based on a template
which is marked as a disposable, you will not see on other visits of particular patient with a doctor
at the clinic, a form completed during the visit based on a template which is not marked as a
disposable, you will see on other visits and it will be possible to fill it by another data). The
administrator has also the possibility to indicate clinic, in which defined by him template will be
visible for doctors. The principal part of the template definition is its appearance and content. The
appearance and content of the template is created using an editor like Microsoft Word or
OpenOffice Writer, which allows formatting content, create tables, insert fields to fill, links,
graphics and multimedia. In places where in the template have to be fields to entering content,
relevant tags have to be inserted by placing the cursor at the point where you want the field and
select the type of field from "Elements of a meta language" submenu located in the "Insert" menu of
editor. There are the following fields:


checkbox – field of checking „✓”



field of selecting date – field to entering date



text field – field to entering single line of text



long text field – field to entering many lines of text
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select field – list with options to select

After selecting the type of field there are displayed the parameters of the field:


name – field name



group – unused (for future use)



description – description of meaning of the field



links – unused (for future use)



format – unused (for future use)



maximal length – maximal number of signs, which can be entered in the field



values – list of comma-separated options which appear on the select field



multiple – option indicating whether in the select field you can select more than one option



default value – default value that should be displayed or be chosen in a field when
displaying the form



rows – number of rows of text to be entered within long text field



columns – number of characters (of average width) to be entered within single row in long
text field



multiplicity – unused (for future use)

After entering the parameters of the field and confirming with "OK" button, tag corresponding to
the field is inserted in the content of the template at the cursor position. If field has default value
defined then within the tag representing this field there appears entered default value, else there
appears field type between doubled exclamation marks (for example: “!!text field!!”).
After entering the data of template and create its content, the information should confirmed by
clicking the "Save" button at the bottom of the editor.
Export button allows to save template defined in jHIS system to computer disk. By clicking this
button browser stores template file to computer disk.
Import button allows to read into jHIS system a template stored on computer disk. By clicking this
button there appears form in which one has to specify template file and then click the button of
„Import”.

Mechanism for exporting and importing templates enables easy and comfortable carrying once
defined templates between different instances of jHIS system.

Document templates
The "Document Templates" functionality in the "Surgery" menu is used to manage documents’
templates created on base of any PDF files. Creating a template consists of marking on a PDF
document places for later data entry. Once you have selected the above functionality there is
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displayed a list of templates and at each of them there are icons (when you hover the mouse on the
icon there is a hint of what each icon means):


Edit template data - allows to edit the template’s basic data such as name, description, and a
PDF file that will be used to create a template



Edit template content - allows selecting on the introduced PDF file, locations for later data
entry (icon is visible only for templates which have specified PDF file)



Export template - allows to download the template to the computer disk as a file with the
JSON extension for later import on another instance of the jHIS system (icon is visible only
for templates which have specified PDF file)



Remove template – allows to remove a template

Below the list of documents’ templates there are buttons:


Add template - allows to add a new template to the system



Template import- allows to import to the system a template stored on disk in a JSON file

To add a new template, click on "Add template" button. You will see a form of adding a template of
the document in which you must enter at least the name of the template. Marking template as
"patient history" will cause that the copies of all documents created in surgery on the basis of that
marked template will automatically be getting to the "History" in the patient card. Type of template
determines its destiny ("Interview" - a template available in the "Interview" tab in the visits /
surgery window in the doctor's surgery, "Examination" - the template available in the
"Examination" tab in visit / surgery window at the doctor's surgery, "Patient’s documentation" unused, "Referral / others patient’s prints"- a template available in the "Referral" in the visits /
surgery in the doctor's surgery, you can specify more than one destination) and clinics indicate
where it can be used. The "Select file" button is used to select the PDF file that will be used to
create a template. After filling the form, save the data by clicking "Save" button and then return to
the templates’ list by clicking "Back" button.
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To modify the template data click the "Edit template data" icon at a particular template from the list.
You will see a data form of template of the document in which you can make changes (the trash
icon at the PDF file allows for its removal) and then save it by clicking "Save" button and return to
the list of templates by clicking "Back" button.

To export a template into file, click on the "Export template" icon at a given template from the list.
There will be displayed a window of downloading the file on disk, in which should be specified a
directory to download and approved downloading.
To import a template from a file, click "Template import" button under the list of templates. There
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will be displayed a window of loading file from disk, in which should be specified the file to load
and approved its loading.
To delete a template, click the "Delete template" icon at a given template from the list.
WARNING!
In a form of adding a new template and in a form of editing data of template there should be chosen
always up to one single-paged PDF file.
To modify the content of the template (to create a template based on the attached PDF file), click
the icon "Edit template content" at the template from the list. You will see a view of the PDF
document which is the kind of background of template and panels of tools for marking on a PDF
document places for later data entry and defining their parameters.

In the upper left corner there are displayed the following icons (from left):


Return – when you click this icon, you can return to the list of document’s templates



Draw rectangle – when you click on the icon, you can select on a PDF document (holding
down the left mouse button and dragging the cursor on the background of a PDF document)
any area intended for later data entry as text



Point rectangle – when you click on the icon and then click on the PDF document then your
document is automatically check in the largest possible area without setting it to text,
pictures, lines and other elements in the PDF document intended for the subsequent input of
data in the form of text



Draw checkbox – when you click on the icon, you can select on a PDF document (holding
down the left mouse button and dragging the cursor on the background of a PDF document)
any area intended for the subsequent input of data in the form of selections (✓)



Point checkbox – when you click on the icon and then click on the PDF document then your
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document is automatically check in the largest possible area without setting it to text,
pictures, lines and other elements in the PDF document intended for the subsequent input of
data in the form of selections (✓)


Delete figure – when you click on the icon, selected (active) area intended for the
subsequent input of data is removed from the PDF document



Save fields – when you click on the icon, fields and their parameters put into form are saved
in a database

If already exist documents created basing on the template, then at the middle top appears a message.
Such a template after the entering changes will be saved as a new template, (so as a copy of the
existing template and the existing template will be no longer available to fill).
In the upper right corner there is displayed the icon which clicked displays a preview of the
document corresponding to the defined template and filled with sample data (before previewing
save the template using the appropriate icon in the upper left corner).
In the column on the right there are displayed the available data sources, panels with parameters of
different areas marked on the PDF document and icons with arrows up and down (over panels with
parameters) that allow to fold and unfold panels with parameters. Data sources define how you want
to retrieve data to the document (if they have to be filled automatically as eg. patient's personal
data). In turn, the selection of a new area of the document creates a new panel with the parameters
of the area in the right column. Clicking on the already selected area on the document highlights
(through surrounding by frame) the area and the corresponding panel with the parameters in the
column on the right. Conversely, clicking on the panel with the parameters in the column on the
right side highlights (through surrounding frame) of the panel and the corresponding area on the
PDF document.
To select the area to input data in form of text on a PDF document, click on the toolbar icons
located in the upper left corner on the "Draw rectangle" icon and then point the cursor on the PDF
document in the place where the area has to be selected, press the left mouse button and by holding
the button down drag the cursor to the location to which the area has to stretch and release the left
mouse button. On the other hand, to select automatically the area to input data in form of text on a
PDF document, click on the toolbar icons located in the upper left corner, on the "Select rectangle"
icon and then point the cursor on a blank space on a PDF document where you want to select area
and click on it and the system automatically selects the area. Created areas can be moved by setting
the mouse cursor over the area and then pressing the left mouse button and holding the button
pressed, move the mouse pointer to destination and there release the left mouse button. You can also
change the size of created areas by setting the mouse pointer on the corner or the middle of the edge
of the area and then pressing the left mouse button and holding the button pressed and move the
mouse cursor up to the desired size and then release the left mouse button.
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For both manual as well as in case of the automatic selection of area for entering data in the form of
text, except the area on a PDF document, in the right column there will also appear the panel with
the parameters of such area. Panel of parameters consists of three tabs:


Description - defines the way of filling the field (area) of content, data type, and if the field
type is a list then also allows you to define the values which a list should contain
The field can be filled with content automatically by downloading data from a source
("source") or manually by typing by the user ("own" option) – in first case indicate what
value from the data source should be used for filling the field (area) on a PDF document, in
second case default value could be entered for that field and possibly maximum number of
characters that can be entered within that field could be specified.
You can create three types of fields: text field ("text" type), the date field ("data" type) and a
list of options to choose ("list" type).

In case of a "list" type, options should be defined by typing the following labels and clicking
on the button with "+" sign at the entered name of label (already entered labels can be
removed by clicking on the button with the "x" sign at the label).
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Style - allows you to specify type, size and style of font and alignment of text in a field
(area) of PDF document



Coordinates - allows to manually specify coordinates defining the position of the field (area)
in the PDF document and manually resize it

Moreover, in each of these tabs you can enter the name of the field (the area) - a name is very
important for future fulfillment of a template. In the upper right corner of each panel there are three
buttons:


button with arrow up – allows to move panel with parameters up i.e. to chanage order of
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panels visible within right column (significance of order of panels is that fields within
forms used to fill document templates are arranged in such an order as panels in document
template)
button with arrow down – allows to move panel with parameters down i.e. to chanage order
of panels visible within right column (significance of order of panels is that fields within
forms used to fill document templates are arranged in such an order as panels in document
template)
button with the „×” sign – allows for removal the panel and with it the removal of the area
to which the panel refers.

To select the area to input data in the form of selections (✓) on a PDF document, click in the
toolbar of icons located in the upper left corner on the "Draw checkbox" icon and then point the
cursor on the PDF document in the place where area has to be selected, press the left mouse button
and holding the button down drag the cursor to the location to which the area has to stretch and
release the left mouse button. On the other hand, to select automatically the area to input data in the
form of selections (✓) on a PDF document, click in the toolbar of icons located in the upper left
corner on the "Select checkbox" icon and then point the cursor on a blank space on a PDF document
where you want to select area and click on it and the system automatically selects the area. Created
areas can be move by setting the mouse cursor over the area and then pressing the left mouse button
and holding the button pressed, move the mouse pointer to destination and the release the left
mouse button. You can also change the size of created areas by setting the mouse pointer on the
corner or the middle of the edge of the area and then pressing the left mouse button and holding the
button pressed, move the mouse cursor to the desired size and then release the left mouse button.

For both manual as well as in case of the automatic selection of area for entering data in the form of
selections (✓), except the area on a PDF document, in the right column there will also appear the
panel with the parameters of such area. In this panel you can enter the name of the field (the area) a name is very important for future fulfillment of a template, specify the way of fulfilment of the
field (area), specify whether among all fields with the same name it will be possible to mark only
one of them or any number of them while filling document template and enter values of the field.
At the value of the field there is also a down arrow which clicked allows you to display coordinates
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specifying the location of the field (area) in the PDF document and its size (values can be changed
manually). In the upper right corner of each panel there are three buttons:






button with arrow up – allows to move panel with parameters up i.e. to chanage order of
panels visible within right column (significance of order of panels is that fields within
forms used to fill document templates are arranged in such an order as panels in document
template)
button with arrow down – allows to move panel with parameters down i.e. to chanage order
of panels visible within right column (significance of order of panels is that fields within
forms used to fill document templates are arranged in such an order as panels in document
template)
button with the „×” sign – allows for removal the panel and with it the removal of the area
to which the panel refers.

If you need to put on a PDF document several areas to enter data in the form of selections ( ✓)
bearing a common name then after placing the first such area in the panel of its parameters, click
"Draw new" button and then put a new area on a document - for such the area does not appear a
new panel with the parameters in the right column, but in the panel where you clicked the "Draw
new" button there will be an additional field to enter the value for the newly created area. By
repeating the operation you can add more areas of the same name.
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Pressing the "Draw New" button also results in that in the toolbar of icons visible in the upper left
corner of the browser window there is an additional icon with „×” sign next to the name of area. As
long as this icon is visible until further areas on the document will be appended to the same panel.
Clicking on this icon interrupts the process of attachment to the panel another areas placed on the
document. If the panel relates to many areas of the same name, click on the button with the „×” sign
at the upper right corner of the panel will delete the panel and with it remove all the areas to which
the panel refers.
To clear the area of document (and with it the corresponding panel with the parameters shown in the
right-hand column), at first click on the area and then on the toolbar of icons located in the upper
left corner on the "Delete figure" icon.
After defining the template, save it by clicking in the toolbar icons located in the upper left corner
on the "Save" icon. Then you can see a preview of the finished document created on the basis of
defined template and filled with sample data - to do this, click on the PDF file icon that appears in
the upper-right corner of your browser window. If the effect is unsatisfactory, or work on a template
has not been completed, you can then continue to work keeping in mind the need to save a template
at the end of work. After work, you can return to the list of all documents’ templates by clicking the
"Back" icon in the toolbar of icons visible in the upper left corner of the browser window.
Filing documents based on defined template is done by filling a form (created automatically by the
system based on the definition of the template). The fields correspond to the areas defined in the
template - have the same names and types as specified by defining the contents of the template.
Fields’ values from the data source by default are filled (with the possibility of change), the other
fields remain empty for manual filling. For example, for a document created using the following
template:
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the System displays the following data form to be placed in such a document:

Filing documents based on templates takes place in the "Documents" in the patient card (see
"Registration" chapter, "Patients (active cards)" subchapter), and in the process of arranging visits
("Scheduled visits" chapter).

Configuration
The "Configuration" functionality from "Surgery" menu allows to change the default appearance of
the visit window in the doctor's surgery. After selecting this functionality there is displayed a form
with configuration parameters of surgery. There are available the following settings:


FORWARD and BACK button in visit window tabs - the parameter that allows to show or
hide the "Back" and "Next" buttons in all tabs of window of visit is surgery



END VISIT button in visit window tabs - this parameter allows to display the "End visit"
button in all tabs of the window of visit in surgery (by default it is only displayed in the
"Summary" tab)



Visit window close button - a parameter allows to display or hide the "x" button of closing
window of visit



Prescriptions issue button - a parameter allows to set the type of button used to issuing
prescriptions in the "Drugs" tab of window of visit



Referrals issue button - a parameter for setting the type of button used to issue referrals in
the "Referrals" tab of window of visit



Examination referrals issue button – a parameter for setting the type of button used to issue
examination referrals in the "Orders" tab of window of visit



SUMMARY button in SUMMARY tab – a parameter that allows to show or hide the
"Summary" button in the "Summary" tab of window of visit



Predefined referral to specialist – parameter specifying if predefined (built in) form for
issuing referral to specialist is to be visible within “Referrals” tab (hiding this form is not
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recommended because in case of referring for surgery it disallows to specify documents
necessary to fill before surgery and patient/tool sets necessary to perform surgery)


Predefined referral to hospital – parameter specifying if predefined (built in) form for
issuing referral to hospital is to be visible within “Referrals” tab (hiding this form is not
recommended because in case of referring for operation it disallows to specify documents
necessary to fill before operation and patient/tool sets necessary to perform operation)



Predefined referral to spa – parameter specifying if predefined (built in) form for issuing
referral to spa is to be visible within “Referrals” tab



Specialities accesible when issuing refferal to specialist - a list of VIII part of the ministerial
code to be available for selection when issuing referrals to specialists in the "Referral" tab of
window of visit



Specialities accesible when issuing refferal to hospital - a list of VIII part of the ministerial
code to be available for selection for the issue of referrals to the hospital in the "Referral"
tab of window of visit



Vertical shift of content to print on a referral to a specialist (lines) - move vertically (down)
content of referral to a specialist on a referral print in lines of text



Vertical shift of content to print on a referral to a hospital (lines) - move vertically (down)
content of referral to hospital on a referral print in lines of text



Vertical shift of content to print on an examinations referral (lines) - move vertically (down)
content of examination referral on a referral print in lines of text



Vertical shift of content on a recommendation print (lines) - move vertically (down) content
of recommendation on a recommendation print in lines of text



Printout opening mode – a parameter for setting a way of opening PDF documents to print



Prescribed drugs suggestions display mode - this parameter determines the mechanism of
suggestions at prescribing medications to the patient in the tab of "Drugs" tab; There are two
modes: "Suggestions displayed for drug name but containing drug name form dose and
package" - suggestions are displayed only in the name of the drug field but in this field you
can enter also names and doses of drug and on the list of suggestions is displayed full
information about the drug (name, form, dosage and package), "suggestions displayed
separately for drug name form dose and package" - hints are displayed in each field of name,
form, dosage and package of the drug, when typing the name of the drug the system displays
a hint containing only names of drugs, after selecting name of drug from the list of hints, the
system automatically moves a cursor to the field of form of drug and displays hints
containing available forms of drug having this name. After selecting form of drug from the
list of hints, the system automatically moves a cursor to the field of dose of drug and
displays hints containing available doses of drug having this name and form. After selecting
dose of drug from the list of hints, the system automatically moves a cursor to the field of
package of drug and displays hints containing available packages of drug having this name,
form and dose, after selecting package of drug the system automatically fills default number
of packages and payment for the drug.



Limit of number of drugs suggestions - this parameter determines the maximum number of
items you want to appear on the lists of suggestions at prescribing drugs



Drugs input fields magnification - a parameter that determines the appearance of fields to
prescribe drugs (no magnification - the "drug name", "form", "dosage", "pack. x amount",
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"payment", "dosage", "dosage in words", "solid" and "Add" button displayed in one line,
fields enlarged – the "drug name", "form", "dosage", " pack. x amount", "payment",
"dosage", "dosage in words", "solid" and "Add" button extended, with large font and
displayed in two lines)


Collective printing prescriptions - this parameter determines the behavior of the "Print
recipes" in the "Drugs" tab (each recipe only once - each time click the print prescriptions
button prints only these recipes which have not been printed yet; All prescriptions every
time - each click a print prescriptions button prints all issued prescription)



Borders of fields in forms for filling document templates – parameter defining style of forms
fields borders displayed within tabs „Interview”, „Examination” and „Referrals” and
intended to fill document templates (standard – frame around the whole field, underline –
only bottom edge of frame, none – no frames)



Orders issue mode – parameter defining mode of issuing order for diagnostic examinations
in “Orders” tab (examinations choice within visit window – ordered diagnostic examinations
ar selected within the special form in visit window, examinations choice within new window
- ordered diagnostic examinations are chosen in new window by marking and there exists
also mechanism of suggestions for choosing diagnostic examinations
Refunded examinations ordering limit – parameter defining number of refunded diagnostic
examinations chosen by doctor for an order which when achieved will effect with warning
displayed for the doctor and sayint that limit of refunded diagnostic examinations possible to
order has been achieved
Refunded examinations distribution in columns - separated with commas numbers
specifying quantities of refunded examinations displayed within particular columns of
diagnostic examinations order form (six numbers separated with commas)
Non-refunded examinations distribution in columns - separated with commas numbers
specifying quantities of non-refunded examinations displayed within particular columns of
diagnostic examinations order form (six numbers separated with commas)
Flags displayed instead descriptions in examination results printouts – separated with
commas flags which should be displayed within diagnostic examinations results printouts (if
this parameter is empty, then descriptions will be displayed within diagnostic examinations
results printouts, else specified flags will be displayed within diagnostic examinations
results printouts and other flags will be omitted)
Tabs visibility in visit window - configurator of tabs visibility for different specialties is
used to determine which tabs will be displayed in particular clinic ("Home" tab is always
displayed in all clinics); when click on the name of specialization there is developed a list of
names of tabs with fields enable the selection of tabs which will appear in the visit window
in the clinic for a given specialty, no indication of any tab for any specialty will result that
all tabs will be visible to this specialty.









After making changes to the configuration it should be confirmed with "Save" button.

Statistics
The "Statistics" functionality from "Surgery" menu allows to browse statistics of usage of surgery
module by medical staff. After choosing this functionality there appears filter that allows to narrow
down statistict to particular clinic / ward, visit realization period, staff and patient. Within the field
of “Staff” one can enter any combination of the following data: beginning of first name (case
insensitive), beginning of surname (case insensitive), PESEL number, right to practice number and
system will match staff to the given data. Within the field of “Patient” one can enter any
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combination of the following data: beginning of first name (case insensitive), beginning of second
name (case insensitive), beginning of surname (case insensitive), PESEL number and system will
match patient to the given data. After entering criteria to the filter and clicking the button of
“Search” there appears table presenting usage of surgery module divided into particular days
including summary. Table contains the following statistical data:


number of performed examinations



number of prescribed drugs



number of issued prescriptions



number o issued recommendations



number of issued orderf for diagnostic examinations



number of issued referrals

Within statistics only realized visits are taken into account.

Settlements
The "Settlements" module is designed for employees of RUM and is used to handling settlements
with the NFZ, in the scope of which is included management of dictionaries, coding visits and
correction of services, and exporting messages to the NFZ and importing messages from the NFZ.

Visits coding
To be able to settle done services with the NFZ, visits realized in clinics covered by contracts with
the NFZ should be coded. Visits coding is to account for services provided during the visit (the lists
of possible services are included in the contracts with the NFZ). Visits coding is realized by
selecting the "Visits coding " functionality from "Settlements" menu. After selecting this
functionality there is displayed the search engine of today realized visits in clinics located in the
units which are accessible by the logged user. The first step is to choose a clinic and click "Search"
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button. You will see a list of visits realized that day in the clinic (or message of the absence of such
visits). At every visit there is a button to assign services to this visit. This button can take one of two
colors:


blue – when at the visit is not any service



green – when at the visit is at least one service

In the search engine of realized visits there are in addition following navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view realized visits on a month earlier than the current presented day



<< - allows to view realized visits on a week earlier than the current presented day



< - allows to view realized visits on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" - allows you to view realized visits at any day, which should be indicated in the
date field before pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by
default today's date to be able to view quickly today’s realized visits)



> - allows to view realized visits on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view realized visits on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view realized visits on a month later than the current presented day

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of realized visits for the appropriate day for
which the button leads.

After pressing the "Services" button at a selected visit, the list of services realized during the visit
opens in a new window. If there is any realized services, the list will be empty. Above the list there
are displayed a basic information about the visit (including diagnosis and procedures, if the doctor
entered any during the visit) and under the list is the total number of points (resulting from the
contract with the NFZ) for realized services and "Add" button to add a new service to visit.
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After pressing the "Add" button, the process of assigning services to visit begins. This process
consists of two steps. At first step there is displayed the form of choice: staff realizing service,
agreement, the point of agreement and a document entitling the patient to benefits. In case of visits
appointing to the doctor, in the field of staff realizing the service is entered staff realizing the visit
(if the field "Realizer of services reported to NFZ" in the data of staff realizing the visit is empty) or
staff from the field "Realizer of services reported to NFZ" (if the field in data of staff realizing the
visit is not empty). In case of visits appointing for equipment, field of staff realizing the service is
empty. If there is only one contract with the NFZ under which a visit can be settled then it is already
selected in the form. Similarly, if there is only one point of agreement whereby a visit can be settled
then it is also directly selected. In case of rehabilitation services agreement and point of agreement
are filled accordingly to code of service appropriate for the rehabilitation service. The document
conferring the right to benefits may be the electronic confirmation derived from eWUŚ system, a
statement of the patient's insurance or documents confirming the insurance of the patient – here is
also by default selected automatically one of the documents authorizing a patient, valid for a day of
visit.

In case of these visits prearranged to the doctor for which staff realizing the service is different than
that displayed in the form and in case of all visits arranged for the equipment there is needed to
indicate staff who realized the service, by clicking on the icon with a question mark on a green
background visible at the "Staff" field. Then a search engine of staff is opened in a new window.
Search of staff is possible by any combination of the following criteria:


First name



Surname



PESEL



NPWZ

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button there is displayed a list of employees that
meet the search criteria and at each one there is the "Select" button.
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After pressing the "Select" button at the appropriate staff, the search window is closed and staff data
appears in the "staff" field.
To go to the next step of the process of assigning service to visit, use the "Next" button ("Back"
button to return to the list of services realized during the visit). After pressing "Next" button there is
displayed the form of data service (under the form, next to the information about the visit, there are
also displayed information entered in the first step of entering the service). This form differs slightly
depending on the type of benefits which relates to a contract with the NFZ indicated in the first step
of the process of assigning service to visit. The following screen shows the form with all possible
fields and buttons (the case presented on the form is artificial, but aims to provide every possible
situation - in fact, depending on the type of contract, some fields and buttons will be visible and the
other hidden).
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To add a service please fill out the service data form and confirm the data by pressing "Add" button.
At filling a form there is a number of different types of mechanisms:


Main diagnosis ICD-10 - at entering a code, name or shortcut of the diagnosis there is
displayed a list of suggestions - proper diagnosis should be selected by clicking the
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appropriate item from the list of suggestions


Additional diagnosis ICD-10 - at entering a code, name or shortcut of the diagnosis there is
displayed a list of suggestions - proper diagnosis should be selected by clicking the
appropriate item from the list of suggestions



Advice type - type appropriate for the place of realization of visits (surgery or patient's
home)



Service code - code of realized service (benefit) according to the codification and naming
from a contract with the NFZ; at entering a service code (you can also enter the service
name or shortcut) there is displayed a list of suggestions, select the correct service by
clicking on the appropriate item from the list of suggestions; after selecting a service from
the list of suggestions there will be automatically filled the name of service, multiplicity of
the service, ministerial code of service (if for the selected service is specified default value
of ministerial code of provision) as well as the code and multiplicity of ICD-9 procedure (if
for selected service there is specified default value of code of procedure); in case of
rehabilitation service, code is filled according to the service code proper for the
rehabilitation service



Service name - field only for viewing (cannot be edited manually) filled automatically when
you enter service code



Multiplicity of service - determines how many times a particular service was realized during
the visit, default 1, when changing service multiplicity, there will change automatically
multiplicity of the medical procedures consisting for this service



Ministerial code of provision - code of provision that corresponds to the service in
accordance with Regulation of the Minister of Health of 20 June 2008 on the scope of the
necessary information collected by service providers, the detailed method of recording this
information and its transmission to persons required to fund benefits from public funds as
amended



Surgery type - type of admission of the patient; by default field filled with one of two values
"adoption scheduled on the basis of a referral " or " adoption planned without a referral"
depending on whether the visit was realized on the basis of a referral



Placing of provision - place in the mouth where the provision was realized; location can be
determined by identifying the parties in the oral cavity or through selecting a dentition; at
entering location (you can also enter the name of the location) there are displayed prompts,
select the appropriate location by clicking an item from the list of suggestions; This field is
only available for dental services



Rehabilitation cycle - number of rehabilitation cycle; the field is filled automatically and
displayed only for information; This field is only available for rehabilitation services



Group session - number of group session; the field is filled automatically and displayed only
for information; This field is only available for the benefits of session type, realized only in
psychiatric, psychological and addiction treatment clinics



Week of pregnancy - the period in which occurred the current (on day of visit) week of
patient’s pregnancy; the field is available only for gynecological and obstetric services



Patient additional privileges - the type of patient’s additional privileges specified at service



DiLO card numer (for rapid oncological treatment) - number of card of Diagnosis and
Treatment of Cancer (should be entered only at the benefits of rapid oncological treatment);
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if card number was entered while planning visit then this field is automatically filled with
the numer


Date of insertion into queue on DiLO card (for 5.01.28.0000002) - date of registration of the
patient in the waiting list based on the card of Diagnosis and Treatment of Cancer (can be
valid only for the 5.01.28.0000002 service, if it is not entered, is treated as no registration in
the waiting list)



Code of continuing treatment method (for first-time services) - code specifies the
commissioned method of further treatment for first-time services



Date of issue of referral - date of issue of referral which was the basis for the realization of
visit (the field is visible only for visits realized on the basis of a referral and filled default by
date which was written on referral)



NPWZ of referring doctor - the number of license to practice of doctor referring for the visit
(the field is visible only for visits realized on the basis of a referral and filled default by
number which was written on the referral)



REGON of referring doctor unit - REGON number of unit of doctor referring for visit (the
field is visible only for visits realized on the basis of a referral and filled default by number
which was written on the referral)



VII part of the ministerial code of referring doctor unit - VII part of the ministerial code of
unit of doctor referring for visit (the field is visible only for visits realized on the basis of a
referral and filled default by code which was written on the referral)



VIII part of the ministerial code of referring doctor unit - VIII part of the ministerial code of
unit of doctor referring for visit (the field is visible only for visits realized on the basis of a
referral and filled default by code which was written on the referral)



Healthcare provider type - type of healthcare provider doctor referring for visit (the field is
visible only for visits realized on the basis of a referral and filled default by type which was
written on the referral)



Procedures ICD-9 - list of realized medical procedures that consisting on the realization of
the service; each procedure is described by two values: the code and multiplicity; while
entering the code of procedure (you can also enter the name or shortcut of procedure) there
is displayed a list of suggestions, proper procedure should be selected by clicking on the
appropriate from list of hints; after selecting procedures from a list of suggestions, field of
multiplicity of the procedure is automatically filled with that value, which is the multiplicity
of service rounded down to an integer; after cleared procedure from the field of code, field
of multiplicity of the procedure is also cleared (automatically); under the list of procedures
there is "More" button allows to view more fields to entering a greater number of procedures
(the blank fields are ignored at approving the form); in case of benefits of ambulatory
specialist care, under the list of procedures there is also the "Match service" button which
clicked will automatically match the highest scoring services to the entered procedures –
there will be automatically filled the "Service code" field and automatically will be done all
the steps that are done while filling the "Service code" field (for benefits of ambulatory
specialist care, filling the form of data begins with the entering procedures and usage of the
"Match service" button to automatically adjust the service to specified procedures).



Codes of prevention program effects - reported for certain benefits of Prevention Program of
Tobacco-related Diseases and TB Prevention Programme; a description of each of the codes
is displayed in the form of a balloon when you hover the mouse over a selection box
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(checkbox) for this code


Code of special settlement - at selecting a code of special settlement, there will
automatically be filled a special settlement’s multiplier (if the code of special settlement has
specific multiplier, otherwise the value of the multiplier has to be entered manually)



Multiplier of special settlement - field filled automatically at selecting a code of special
settlement if the code of special settlement has specific multiplier (for other codes of special
settlement, field is completed manually)



Provision of lifesaving - used for marking lifesaving provisions



Non-settlement provision - used for marking benefits that are not settlement with the NFZ
(eg. in case of overlimited benefits or benefits entered for information on the internal needs
of the healthcare facility)



Remember data - field is used to store data entered into the form; If checked and the service
is added, then when you try to add another service, the system automatically completes the
form of service with memorized data (the mechanism is applicable at entering similar
services, when it's easier to change the stored data than enter the data again)

After completing the form and approving data by the button, system validates it and if they are
wrong displays a message that they need to be corrected and if they are correct, service is assigned
to visit. The service displays on the list of realized services during the visit, and gets the "to send"
status, which means that the service should be included in the report of I phase (of SWX file) to
forward to the NFZ.

At each service realized during the visit there may be three buttons:


Edit - button displays the form of service’s data and enables for their modification; button
becomes unavailable at the time of service’s data transmission to the NFZ, and again
becomes available after receipting feedback about the service from the NFZ; after modifying
data of service and approving them, service gets again the "to send" status, to transfer the
changes in data of service to the NFZ



Delete - enables the removal of the service; if the data of service has not yet been transferred
to the NFZ, service is removed from the system; if the data of service was already at least
once transferred to the NFZ, the service is not removed only receives the "to remove" status
(as marked services are transferred to the NFZ to be able to remove from the NFZ systems,
and only after receiving the NFZ confirmation of the removal of a service, it is also removed
from the jHIS system - automatically); button becomes unavailable at the time of
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transmission data of service to the NFZ, and again becomes available after the receipting
feedback about the service from the NFZ


View - displays a preview of the form of service’s data without possibility of editing data of
service

"Add" button visible below the list of services allows for adding additional services according to the
previously described process, whereby depending on the types of benefits there are limits of the
amount of services possible to report within a single visit (eg. in case of benefits of ambulatory
specialist care within the visit can be reported only one service).
"Close" button closes the window of services listed during the visit. At visits, where there were
reported any services, "Services" buttons change color from blue to green.

Services management
The "Services management" functionality in the "Settlement" menu is used to manage services
noncommercial reported during the visits realized in clinics where logged user has an access. After
selecting this functionality, there is displayed the search engine of services. The search of services
can be provided by any combination of the following criteria:


Place of service - clinic where visits were realized during which there were reported services



Service date - range of visits dates under which there were reported services



Service staff - staff who realized the service; general search field where you can enter a
PESEL number, PWZ number, first name, surname of staff



Patient – patient for whom the service has been realized; general search field where you can
enter a PESEL number, first name, second name, surname of patient



Surgery type - surgery type reported by the service



Advice type - to determine whether the service was realized in an outpatient or home



ICD-9 - medical procedure code reported at the service



ICD-10 - diagnosis code (main or one of the additional) reported at the service



Agreement - a contract with the NFZ under which the service is settled



Contract product - code of range of benefits according to a contract with the NFZ to which
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the service belongs


Unitary product - service code according to the contract with the NFZ



Service Id - internal unique identifier of service used to identify the service in the jHIS
system and the NFZ systems



Session Id - group session number under which the service was realized



Cycle Id - rehabilitation cycle number under which the service was realized



Service status - current status of service in the process of settlement with the NFZ:
◦ to send - service waiting to be sent to the NFZ
◦ sent - service sent to the NFZ for which a response from the NFZ was not yet received
◦ accepted - service accepted by the NFZ (based on the response received from the NFZ)
◦ rejected - service rejected by the NFZ (based on the response received from the NFZ)
◦ to remove - service waiting to send information to the NFZ that this service should be
removed from the NFZ systems (after receiving a response from the NFZ, service is
automatically deleted from the jHIS system)



Kind of error - the kind of error reported by the NFZ for the rejected service

After entering the criteria in the search engine and pressing "Search" button. the search engine
displays a list of all services that meet the search criteria. At each service there may be three
buttons:


Edit - button displays the form of service’s data and enables for their modification; button
becomes unavailable at the time of service’s data transmission to the NFZ, and again
becomes available after receipting feedback about the service from the NFZ; after modifying
data of service and approving them, service gets again the "to send" status, to transfer the
changes in data of service to the NFZ



Delete - enables the removal of the service; if the data of service has not yet been transferred
to the NFZ, service is removed from the system; if the data of service was already at least
once transferred to the NFZ, the service is not removed only receives the "to remove" status
(as marked services are transferred to the NFZ to be able to remove from the NFZ systems,
and only after receiving the NFZ confirmation of the removal of a service, it is also removed
from the jHIS system - automatically); button becomes unavailable at the time of
transmission data of service to the NFZ, and again becomes available after the receipting
feedback about the service from the NFZ



View - displays a preview of the form of service’s data without possibility of editing data of
service

At each service there is also a field allows for the selection of a service (by default all found
services are selected) and then perform operations on all selected services. Operations that can be
performed on multiple services at the same time are:


Removal of services - after pressing the "Selected services to delete" button visible under
the list of services, all selected services which were not transferred to the NFZ are removed
from the system, and all selected services, which have already been transferred to the NFZ
are marked with the status "to remove" (that marked services are transferred to the NFZ that
they can be removed from the NFZ systems, and only after receiving confirmation from the
NFZ of removal of a services, they are also deleted from the jHIS system - automatically)
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Selecting services to re-settle - after pressing the "Select services to re-settle" button, all
selected services are marked with the status "to send" and waiting for (re) sending them to
the NFZ

Above the list of services and under the list of services that meet the search criteria there is
displayed a summary containing the following information about found services:


number of services - the total number of services meeting the search criteria



number of visits - the total number of visits during which the services meeting the search
criteria were realized



number of patients - the total number of patients for whom services meeting the search
criteria were realized



number of points - the total number of points resulting from the contract with the NFZ for
realized services meeting the search criteria



amount of services - the total amount resulting from the contract with the NFZ for realized
services meeting the search criteria

WARNING!
A table with a list of found services meeting the search criteria can be paged and the above
summary applies to all found services - not currently visible on the page, but visible on every page
together.
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Pressing the "Edit" next to the selected service displays the data form of this service, which allows
to make changes in data of service. After modifying data of service and approving it (by pressing
the "Save" button) service gets again the "to send" status for transferring changes to the NFZ.

How to fill form of service’s data described in the "Visits coding" section. If the service’s data was
already transferred to the NFZ and received feedback from the NFZ for the service, then under the
form of service’s data is displayed a list of feedback from the NFZ (if any were returned). There are
three categories of feedback:


errors – displays in red (typically transmitted in case of service rejection by the NFZ as a
cause of rejection and tip what needs to be improved in data od service



cautions – displays in yellow



information – displays in green
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Diagnostic examinations coding
To be able to do an individual report to the NFZ of made diagnostic tests these tests should be
coded. This encoding is realized after selecting the "Diagnostic examinations coding" functionality
in the "Settlements" menu. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the search engine of
patients. First step is to enter search criteria for searching the patient for whom the test has been
made and click "Search" button. You will see a list of patients that meet the search criteria and for
each one there is the "Select" button.

To enter the diagnostic test realized for the patient, click "Choose" button at the patient. There will
be a form of adding a diagnostic test where you should enter the date of the test (there is the current
date by default), select the type of test and enter multiplicity of testing (1 by default) and then save
the data by clicking on "Add" button.
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After saving the data of diagnostic test, form of adding the test is cleaned and allows to add another
test or return to the search for patients to find another patient.

Entered diagnostic tests are stored in the system database.

Diagnostic examinations management
The "Diagnostic examinations management" functionality in the "Settlement" menu is used to
manage diagnostic examinations entered while encoding of diagnostic examinations. After selecting
this functionality, there is displayed the search engine of diagnostic examinations. The search of
examinations can be provided by any combination of the following criteria:


Date of examination from… to… - period when the examination was made



Patient – patient for whom the examination has been realized; general search field where
you can enter a PESEL number, first name, second name, surname of patient



Diagnostic examination type – type of realized diagnostic examination



Examination Id - internal unique identifier of examination used to identify the examination
in the jHIS system and the NFZ systems



Examination status - current status of diagnostic examination in the process of settlement
with the NFZ:
◦ to send - examination waiting to be sent to the NFZ
◦ sent - examination sent to the NFZ for which a response from the NFZ was not yet
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received
◦ accepted - examination accepted by the NFZ (based on the response received from the
NFZ)
◦ rejected - examination rejected by the NFZ (based on the response received from the
NFZ)
◦ to remove - examination waiting to send information to the NFZ that this examination
should be removed from the NFZ systems (after receiving a response from the NFZ,
examination is automatically deleted from the jHIS system)


Kind of error - the kind of error reported by the NFZ for the rejected examination

After entering the criteria in the search engine and pressing "Search" button. the search engine
displays a list of all diagnostic examinations that meet the search criteria. At each examination there
may be three buttons:


Edit - button displays the form of examination’s data and enables for their modification;
button becomes unavailable at the time of examination’s data transmission to the NFZ, and
again becomes available after receipting feedback about the examination from the NFZ;
after modifying data of examination and approving them, examination gets again the "to
send" status, to transfer the changes in data of examination to the NFZ



Delete - enables the removal of the examination; if the data of examination has not yet been
transferred to the NFZ, examination is removed from the system; if the data of examination
was already at least once transferred to the NFZ, the examination is not removed only
receives the "to remove" status (as marked examination are transferred to the NFZ to be able
to remove from the NFZ systems, and only after receiving the NFZ confirmation of the
removal of a examination, it is also removed from the jHIS system - automatically); button
becomes unavailable at the time of transmission data of examination to the NFZ, and again
becomes available after the receipting feedback about the examination from the NFZ



View - displays a preview of the form of examination’s data without possibility of editing
data of examination

At each examination there is also a field allows for the selection of an examination (by default all
found examinations are selected) and then perform operations on all selected examinations.
Operations that can be performed on multiple examinations at the same time are:


Removal of examinations - after pressing the "Marked examinations to delete" button visible
under the list of examinations, all selected examinations which were not transferred to the
NFZ are removed from the system, and all selected examinations, which have already been
transferred to the NFZ are marked with the status "to remove" (that marked examinations
are transferred to the NFZ that they can be removed from the NFZ systems, and only after
receiving confirmation from the NFZ of removal of examination, it is deleted also from the
jHIS system - automatically)



Marking examinations to resettle - after pressing the "Marked examinations to resettle"
button, all selected examinations are marked with the status "to send" and waiting for (re)
sending them to the NFZ
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Pressing the "Edit" button next to chosen examination displays the data form of this examination
allows to make changes in examination’s data. After modifying the data of examination and their
approval (by pressing the "Save" button) examination gets the "to send" status to make the changes
submitted to the NFZ.

If the examination’s data had already been transferred to the NFZ and received feedback from the
NFZ for this examination, then under the examination’s data form there is displayed a list of
feedback from the NFZ (if any were returned). There are three types of feedback:


errors – displayed in red (typically transmitted in case of rejection of examination by the
NFZ as a cause of rejection and tip what needs to be improved in examination’s data)



warnings - displayed in yellow



information - displayed in green
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Dictionaries
The "Dictionaries" submenu in "Settlement" menu includes functionalities to manage of dictionaries
necessary in the settlements, and they are:


ICD-10 – diagnosis dictionaries



ICD-9 – dictionaries of medical procedures



NFZ services - extension of dictionaries of benefits contained in agreements with the NFZ

ICD-10
The "ICD-10" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in "Settlement" menu is used to
update the dictionary of diagnosis and management of the dictionary. After selecting this
functionality there is displayed a list of version of the ICD-10 dictionary. Each version has defined
start date of validating. At every version there is the "Select" button allows to go to manage the
dictionary in this version. Below the list of the dictionary’s version there is "Update" button, used to
updating the dictionary.

To update the ICD-10 dictionary, enter to the system the next version of the dictionary (older
versions remain in the system). When you press the "Update" button there appears update form, in
which you can specify the dictionary file from your computer, enter the version of the dictionary
and the start date of validation of this version of the dictionary. The dictionary file should have CSV
format with the data starts from the first line, separated by semicolons and not covered by quotes.
Expected file encoding is UTF-8. Each line of the file should contain three values: ICD-10 code
(the value cannot be empty), the name of diagnosis (the value cannot be empty), shortcut to code
(the value can be empty).
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After completing the form and pressing the "Import" button, system reads data from a dictionary
file and creates a new version in the system. In the system is necessary to store all versions of the
dictionary to possible correction data of older services - diagnosis codes reported by the service
have to come from the version of ICD-10 dictionary, forced on the date of service realization.

After pressing the "Select" button at the selected version of the ICD-10 dictionary, there is
displayed a search engine of positions in the dictionary. You can search by any combination of the
following criteria:


code - code or part of the ICD-10 code, capitalization does not matter



name - part of the name of diagnosis, capitalization does not matter



short - defined shortcut of diagnosis, capitalization does not matter

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button, the search engine displays a list
of items in the dictionary matching search criteria. As the ICD-10 dictionary is the standard, so
there is no possibility of adding, modifying or deleting items in the dictionary. It is only possible to
assign a shortcut to the diagnosis (shortcut can be used in the reporting of diagnoses in the form of
data of service – when entering a shortcut of diagnosis in the data form of service, the system
prompt diagnosis with assigned shortcut).

To assign a shortcut to diagnosis, press the "Edit" button at the appropriate diagnosis from the
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search results list. You will see a data form of diagnosis where you can enter the shortcut and
approve it by pressing "Save" button.

ICD-9
The "ICD-9" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in "Settlement" menu is used to update
the dictionary of medical procedures and management of the dictionary. After selecting this
functionality there is displayed a list of version of the ICD-9 dictionary. Each version has defined
start date of validating. At every version there is the "Select" button allows to go to manage the
dictionary in this version. Below the list of the dictionary’s version there is "Update" button, used to
updating the dictionary.

To update the ICD-9 dictionary, enter to the system the next version of the dictionary (older
versions remain in the system). When you press the "Update" button there appears update form, in
which you can specify the dictionary file from your computer, enter the version of the dictionary
and the start date of validation of this version of the dictionary. The dictionary file should have CSV
format with the data starts from the first line, separated by semicolons and not covered by quotes.
Expected file encoding is UTF-8. Each line of the file should contain four values: ICD-9 code (the
value cannot be empty), the name of medical procedure (the value cannot be empty), shortcut to
code (the value can be empty), average cost (integer, the value can be empty).
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After completing the form and pressing the "Import" button, system reads data from a dictionary
file and creates a new version in the system. In the system is necessary to store all versions of the
dictionary to possible correction data of older services – medical procedures’ codes reported at the
service have to come from the version of ICD-9 dictionary, valid on the date of service realization.

After pressing the "Select" button at the selected version of the ICD-9 dictionary, there is displayed
a search engine of positions in the dictionary. You can search by any combination of the following
criteria:


code - code or part of the ICD-9 code, capitalization does not matter



name - part of the name of medical procedure, capitalization does not matter



short - defined shortcut of medical procedure, capitalization does not matter

After entering the search criteria and pressing the "Search" button, the search engine displays a list
of items in the dictionary matching search criteria. As the ICD-9 dictionary is the standard, so there
is no possibility of adding, modifying or deleting items in the dictionary. It is only possible to assign
a shortcut to the medical procedure (shortcut can be used in the reporting of medical procedures in
the form of data of service – when entering a shortcut of medical procedure in the data form of
service, the system prompt procedure with assigned shortcut) and specify average cost of medical
procedure (average cost can be used in the reports purposes).
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To assign a shortcut and average cost to medical procedure, press the "Edit" button at the
appropriate medical procedure from the search results list. You will see a data form of medical
procedure where you can enter the shortcut and average cost and approve it by pressing "Save"
button.

NFZ services
The "NFZ services" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in "Settlement" menu is used to
manage dictionaries of benefits contained in agreements with the NFZ. After selecting this
functionality there is displayed a list of agreements with the NFZ.

Agreements are divided into years (agreement from consecutive years are available in separate
tabs). For each agreement there is displayed the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a list
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of benefits contained in the agreement.

Because the list of services results directly from the agreement with the NFZ, it is not possible to
add and remove services, and editing data of services that are included in the agreement. However,
it is to possible to supplement data of each service with shortcut, the ministerial code of provision
and default ICD-9 code. To some benefits, the system automatically assigns ministerial codes of
provisions and default ICD-9 codes itself, but you can modify them. At each provision there is
available the "Edit" button allows you to view the data form of provision.

After entering to the form the ministerial code of benefit, shortcut and the default code of medical
procedure (these fields are not mandatory) save your changes by clicking "Save" button. If the
benefit will be assigned with a ministerial code of benefit and default code of procedure, then in the
form of data of service, after specifying code of this benefit, the ministerial code of provision and
code of medical procedure will be filled automatically. The shortcut may be used in the form of data
of service while entering code of service - entering shortcut, the system will prompt code of
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provision (service) bearing the shortcut.

Messages
Functionalities from submenu "Messages" in the "Settlements" menu are used to support the
exchange of information between the jHIS system and the NFZ SZOI system. The process of
settlements with the NFZ is based on the exchange of files between the jHIS and the NFZ SZOI
system - the jHIS system generates files which are imported (manually) into the NFZ SZOI system,
and the NFZ SZOI system generates files that then are (manually) imported into the jHIS system.
The exchanged files are in XML format with a strictly fixed structure compressed with ZIP
algorithm with any name and extension appropriate to the type of file instead of the ".zip" extension
(eg. Agreement_stomatology_2014.umx). The process of settlements with the NFZ from the point
of view of the jHIS system is shown in the following diagram:

The settlement process begins by importing to the jHIS system agreement in form of a UMX file
downloaded from NFZ SZOI system. The settlement process is divided into four separate subprocesses:


Settlement of declaration
◦ Step I: Details of declaration are exported from the jHIS system to PDX files - the files
should then be transferred to the NFZ SZOI system
◦ Step II: After processing PDX files by the NFZ, from the NFZ SZOI system are
downloaded files of confirmation of the declaration (PZP) and verification of the
declaration (PZW) - these files should be imported into the jHIS system.
◦ Step III: If the PZP and PZW files are imported to the jHIS system and declarations
rejected by the NFZ exist in the jHIS system, then such declarations can be corrected
and repeat the process of settlement of the declaration.
◦ Step IV: When the day of settlement of the declaration passed, files of settlements of
declaration (PZR) are exported from NFZ SZOI system - these files can be imported into
the jHIS system.



Settlement of services
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◦ Step I: Realized visits are coded in jHIS system
◦ Step II: Data of service are exported from the jHIS system to SWX files - the files
should then be transferred to NFZ SZOI system
◦ Step III: After processing the SWX file by the NFZ, files of confirmation of the services
(SWZ) are downloaded from NFZ SZOI system - these files should be imported into the
jHIS system.
◦ Step IV: If the SWZ files are imported into the jHIS system and services rejected by the
NFZ exist in the jHIS system, then these services can be corrected and repeat the process
of accounting for these services.
◦ Step V: When the day of settlement of services will pass, files of templates of bills
(ZWZ) are downloaded from NFZ SZOI system - the files should be imported into the
jHIS system.
◦ Step VI: For each template of bill from jHIS system there are exported RFX files with
bills - the files should then be transferred to NFZ SZOI system.


Reporting waiting queues
◦ Step I: Data of waiting queues are exported from the jHIS system to KLX file - this file
should then be transferred to the NFZ SZOI system
◦ Step II: After processing the KLX file by the NFZ, from the NFZ SZOI system is
download file of queue states confirmations (KLZ) - this file should be imported into the
jHIS system.
◦ Step III: If the NFZ SZOI showed errors of queues states then the process of reporting
states of queues can be retried.



Reporting pooled data of POZ services
◦ Step I: Pooled data of POZ services are exported from the jHIS system to PZX file - this
file should then be transferred to the NFZ SZOI system
◦ Step II: There is a possibility of recurrence of the process of reporting pooled data of
POZ services.

Export
Functionalities of "Export" submenu are used to create (export) files (messages) in the jHIS system
with data transferred to the NFZ SZOI system.
Services (SWX)
The "Services (SWX)" functionality is used to generate SWX files with data of services to transfer
to NFZ SZOI system. After selecting this function there is displayed a list of contracts with the
NFZ. Agreements are divided into years (agreements with consecutive years are available in
separate tabs).
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At each agreement there is displayed the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a form of
parameters of created SWX file. In this form you have to specify the creation date of the message
and the range of dates of service realization (settled in the chosen contract), which data are expected
to be in created SWX file.

After completing the form and pressing the "Generate" button the SWX file is created with data of
services (if any services were realized within the specified time) and under the form there is
displayed a link to download the created SWX file.

In one SWX file may occur up to 5000 services. If during the period specified in form were realized
more than 5000 services, the system will automatically divide realized services on batches of up to
5,000 services and for each such batch is created a separate SWX file and under the form instead of
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a single link there is displayed as many links as many SWX files has been created .
Created SWX files should be downloaded by clicking on the link, saved on disk space and
transferred to NFZ SZOI system.
Diagnostic examinations (WBX)
The "Diagnostic examinations (WBX)" functionality is used to generate WBX files with data of
diagnostic examinations to transfer to NFZ SZOI system. After selecting this function there is
displayed a list of contracts with the NFZ. Agreements are divided into years (agreements with
consecutive years are available in separate tabs).

At each agreement there is displayed the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a form of
parameters of created WBX file. In this form you have to specify the creation date of the message
and the range of dates of realization of the diagnostic examinations (settled in the chosen contract),
which data are expected to be in created WBX file. After completing the form and pressing the
"Generate" button the WBX file is created with data of diagnostic examinations (if any
examinations were realized within the specified time) and under the form there is displayed a link to
download the created WBX file.

In one WBX file may occur up to 10000 services. If during the period specified in form were
realized more than 10000 examinations, the system will automatically divide realized examinations
on batches of up to 10000 examinations and for each such batch is created a separate WBX file and
under the form instead of a single link there is displayed as many links as many WBX files has been
created .
Created WBX files should be downloaded by clicking on the link, saved on disk space and
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transferred to NFZ SZOI system.
Declarations (PDX)
The "Declarations (PDX)" functionality is used to generate PDX files with data of declarations to
transfer to NFZ SZOI system. After selecting this functionality there is displayed a list of contracts
with the NFZ. Agreements are divided into years (agreements with consecutive years are available
in separate tabs).

At each agreement there is displayed the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a form of
parameters of created PDX file. In this form you have to specify the creation date of the message
declaration type (declaration to doctor, nurse and midwife are transferred in one PDX file and
declaration to school medicine in another).

After completing the form and pressing the "Generate" button the PDX file is created with data of
declarations and under the form there is displayed a link to download the created PDX file.
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Created PDX files should be downloaded by clicking on the link, saved on disk space and
transferred to NFZ SZOI system.
Queues (KLX)
The "Queues (KLX)" functionality is used to generate KLX files with states of waiting queues and
first available dates to transfer to NFZ SZOI system. After selecting this functionality there is
displayed a form of parameters of created KLX file, where you should specify the date of creating
message, reported period – year and month (for states of queues) and/or the reference date for the
free dates (for the first free dates)

After completing the form and pressing the "Generate" button the KLX file is created with states of
waiting queues and first available dates and under the form there is displayed a link to download the
created KLX file, and in addition, link to download and print report with states of waiting queues, if
in the form there was selected option “Include queues states” (the report has PDF format)

Created KLX files should be downloaded by clicking on the link, saved on disk space and
transferred to NFZ SZOI system.
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The report corresponding to the content of KLX file shows the states of waiting queues:


number of waiting patients



actual average waiting time (in days)



number of people deleted in a given month



number of people deleted in a given month because of service realization



number of people deleted in the last 6 months because of service realization

divided into a stable and urgent cases.

Created reports with states of waiting queues are stored in the system jHIS and available for
download after selecting "Queues (KLX)" functionality from the "Data" submenu.
POZ collective data (PZX)
The "POZ collective data (PZX)" functionality is used to generate PZX files with collective data of
POZ services to transfer to NFZ SZOI system. After selecting this functionality there is displayed a
list of contracts with the NFZ. Agreements are divided into years (agreements with consecutive
years are available in separate tabs).

At each agreement there is displayed the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a data form
of created PZX file. In this form you have to specify the creation date of the message, date of the
end of the reporting period (based on the date, there is set the reporting period to transfer in the
message), the reporting period and enter the amount of the types of services and poll’s positions
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identified by the codes contained in the annex to the contract with the NFZ. By default, there is
displayed five triples of fields to entering types, sub-types and amounts of services and five pairs of
fields to enter codes and the number of polls’ positions. If there is a need for entering more data, use
the "more" buttons visible in the form (triplets and a pairs of fields that will not be filled, will be
ignored at creating the PZX file).

After completing the form and pressing the "Generate" button, PZX file is created with the
collective data of POZ services and under the form there is displayed a link to download created
file.
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Created PDX file should be downloaded by clicking on the link, saved on disk space and transferred
to NFZ SZOI system.
In this form, in addition there is field of type of report, which contains pre-defined types of reports
in case of POZ contracts. After selecting the type of report, part of form intended to enter the
number of the types of services and polls’ positions changes the view - codes of positions and types
of services are filled automatically (according to the type of the report), you cannot modify them or
enter additional fields ("More" buttons disappear).
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After selecting the type of report, entering the numbers of occurrences and pressing "Generate"
button, the PZX file is created with the collective data of POZ services and under the form there is
displayed a link to download created file.

Created PDX file should be downloaded by clicking on the link, saved on disk space and transferred
to NFZ SZOI system.
If in the data form of the PDX message, the type of report will be changed on empty, then the view
of the form will change to default (for self-entering codes and quantities).
Invoices (RFX)
The "Invoices (RFX)" functionality is used to generate RFX files with bills to transfer to NFZ SZOI
system and printing invoices corresponding to these bills to transfer to the NFZ in paper form. After
selecting this functionality there is displayed a list of contracts with the NFZ. Agreements are
divided into years (agreements with consecutive years are available in separate tabs).

At each agreement there is displayed the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a form of
parameters of created RFX file. In this form you have to specify the creation date of the message,
select template of bill (ZRZ file) downloaded from NFZ SZOI system and loaded earlier to the jHIS
system (templates with bill issued are marked with character ®), enter document number and in
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case of correctives – also select corrected document. PKWiU code and legal basis are filled by
default, but they can be modifying.

After completing the form and pressing the "Generate" button, the RFX file with invoice is created
and under the form there is displayed a link to download the created RFX file, and in addition, link
to download and print invoice corresponding to the RFX file (invoice has PDF format).

Created RFX file should be downloaded by clicking on the link, saved on disk space and transferred
to NFZ SZOI system and invoice should be downloaded by clicking on the link, printed and
transferred to the NFZ in paper form.
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Corrective bills and corrective invoices are issued similarly. In the form there should then be
selected a correction template and corrected document.
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After completing the form and pressing the "Generate" button, the RFX file with corrective invoice
is created and under the form there is displayed a link to download the created RFX file, and in
addition, link to download and print corrective invoice corresponding to the RFX file (invoice has
PDF format).

Created RFX file should be downloaded by clicking on the link, saved on disk space and transferred
to NFZ SZOI system and invoice should be downloaded by clicking on the link, printed and
transferred to the NFZ in paper form.
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Invoices in PDF format are stored in jHIS system and are available to download in „Invoices
(RFX)” functionality of “Data” submenu.

Import
Functionalities from "Import" submenu are used to load (import) files (messages) from the NFZ
SZOI system to the jHIS system.
Contracts (UMX)
The "Contracts (UMX)" functionality is used to import contracts and annexes downloaded from the
NFZ SZOI system in the form of UMX files. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the
import form of UMX file.

After selecting the file from the disk and possibly checking the field to pin services to imported
contract (if annex is being imported to the system and import is delayed i.e. annex has past date of
the beginning of validity, then within the system there can exist services which have been entered to
the system within the framework of previous version of contract while they should have been
entered in the framework of imported annex – in that case checking the field of „Pin services” will
automatically cause movement of services entered to the system in the framework of previus
version of contract from that version of contract to the abbex being currently imported) and pressing
the "Import" button, the file is loaded into the jHIS system. The relevant message displayed under
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the form informs about the completion of the loading.
Data from imported agreements are available to preview in the "Contracts (UMX)" functionality
from the "Data" submenu.
Services (SWZ)
The "Services (SWZ)" functionality is used to import services’ confirmations downloaded from the
NFZ SZOI system in the form of SWZ files. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the
import form of SWZ file.

After selecting the file from the disk and pressing the "Import" button, the file is loaded into the
jHIS system. The relevant message displayed under the form informs about the completion of the
loading.
Data from imported agreements are available to preview in the "Contracts (UMX)" functionality
from the "Data" submenu.
Imported SWZ files for each service are carrying information about its acceptance, rejection or
removal. When importing SWZ file, the jHIS system changes states of services on "accepted" or
"rejected" or removes services depending on the information contained in the SWZ file, and also
saves at the service feedback information from NFZ, which are shown under the form of service’s
data.
Diagnostic examinations (WBZ)
The "Diagnostic examinations (WBZ)" functionality is used to import diagnostic examinations’
confirmations downloaded from the NFZ SZOI system in the form of WBZ files. After selecting
this functionality there is displayed the import form of WBZ file.
Funkcjonalność „Badania diagnostyczne (WBZ)” służy do importowania potwierdzeń danych
badań diagnostycznych pobranych z systemu NFZ SZOI w formie plików WBZ. Po wybraniu tej
funkcjonalności wyświetla się formularz importowania pliku WBZ.

After selecting the file from the disk and pressing the "Import" button, the file is loaded into the
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jHIS system. The relevant message displayed under the form informs about the completion of the
loading.
Imported WBZ files for each examination are carrying information about its acceptance, rejection
or removal. When importing WBZ file, the jHIS system changes states of examinations on
"accepted" or "rejected" or removes examinations depending on the information contained in the
WBZ file, and also saves at the examination feedback information from NFZ, which are shown
under the form of examination’s data.
Declarations (PZP)
The "Declarations (PZP)" functionality is used to import declarations’ confirmations downloaded
from the NFZ SZOI system in the form of PZP files. After selecting this functionality there is
displayed the import form of PZP file.

After selecting the file from the disk and pressing the "Import" button, the file is loaded into the
jHIS system. The relevant message displayed under the form informs about the completion of the
loading.
In PZP files NFZ can transfer feedback information for each declaration – after loading PZP file,
included information are displayed under the data forms of declarations in the patients cards.
Declarations verification (PZW)
The "Declarations verification (PZW)" functionality is used to import verifications of declarations
downloaded from the NFZ SZOI system in the form of PZW files. After selecting this functionality
there is displayed the import form of PZW file.

After selecting the file from the disk and pressing the "Import" button, the file is loaded into the
jHIS system. The relevant message displayed under the form informs about the completion of the
loading.
Imported PZW files for each declaration are carrying information about its acceptance or rejection.
When you import a PZW file, the jHIS system changes declarations’ states on "active" or "rejected".
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In the PZW files NFZ can transmit a feedback information for each declaration - after loading the
PZW file, contained information are displayed under the forms of declarations in patients cards
(typical information transferred in a PZW file is to determine the reason for the rejection of the
declaration by the NFZ).
Declarations settlement (PZR)
The "Declarations settlement (PZR)" functionality is used to import statistics of settlement of
declarations downloaded from the NFZ SZOI system in the form of PZR files. After selecting this
functionality there is displayed the import form of PZR file.

After selecting the file from the disk and pressing the "Import" button, the file is loaded into the
jHIS system. The relevant message displayed under the form informs about the completion of the
loading.
Statistics of settlement of declarations are available to view in “Declarations settlement (PZR)”
functionality from “Data” submenu.
Queues (KLZ)
The "Queues (KLZ)" functionality is used to import confirmations of waiting queues states
downloaded from the NFZ SZOI system in the form of KLZ files. After selecting this functionality
there is displayed the import form of KLZ file.

After selecting the file from the disk and pressing the "Import" button, the file is loaded into the
jHIS system. The relevant message displayed under the form informs about the completion of the
loading.
Feedback information from KLZ file are available to view in “Queues (KLZ)” functionality from
“Data” submenu.
Invoice templates (ZRZ)
The "Invoice templates (ZRZ)" functionality is used to import templates of invoices downloaded
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from the NFZ SZOI system in the form of ZRZ files. After selecting this functionality there is
displayed the import form of ZRZ file.
Funkcjonalność „Szablony rachunków (ZRZ)” służy do importowania szablonów rachunków
pobranych z systemu NFZ SZOI w formie plików ZRZ. Po wybraniu tej funkcjonalności wyświetla
się formularz importowania pliku ZRZ.

After selecting the file from the disk and pressing the "Import" button, the file is loaded into the
jHIS system. The relevant message displayed under the form informs about the completion of the
loading.
Data from imported templates of invoice are available to view in “Invoice templates (ZRZ)”
functionality from “Data” submenu.

Data
Functionalities from “Data” submenu are used to view data from files (messages) created by jHIS
system and transferred to the NFZ SZOI system and downloaded from NFZ SZOI system and
loaded to NFZ system .
Contracts (UMX)
The "Contracts (UMX)" functionality is used to view data from contracts with NFZ – limits and
types of services. After selecting this functionality there is displayed a list of contracts with the
NFZ. Agreements are divided into years (agreements with consecutive years are available in
separate tabs).

At each agreement there is the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a form to display the
limits and services for selected point of the contract.
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At each point of the agreements in the form, there are shortcuts of clinics names, where can be
realized services from the point of agreement. After indicating the point of the agreement and
pressing the "Display limits" button, there are presented the limits of services realization included in
the agreement as well as in all annexes to this agreement (if any exist) and the value of the current
issue of the contract in each months. Both for the original contract as well as for each its annex and
the current issue there is given the number of points, the unit price and value.

After pressing the "Display services" button there is presented a list of services possible to report
within a given point of agreement with point value specified in the agreement.
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Declarations (PDX)
The "Declarations (PDX)" functionality is used to withdrawing the latest version of PDX message
in a situation when the message was generated by mistake and was not transfer to the NFZ. As the
NFZ expects continuity in the numbering of subsequent PDX messages within a given reporting
period, the version of the message which was not transfer to the NFZ should be withdrawn before
generating another message. Withdrawing the last version of PDX message with declarations to
doctor, nurse and midwife is independent of withdrawal of the last version of PDX message with
declarations of school medicine.

Declarations settlement (PZR)
The "Declarations settlement (PZR)" functionality is used to view statistics of settlement of
declarations loaded to jHIS system from PZR file. After selecting this functionality there is
displayed the form to select the settlement period. After specifying the year and month and after
pressing “Display” button there is presented a table of quantity of approved declarations divided for
unitary products within particular contracts products (if for specified settlement period has been
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loaded PZR file).

Queues (KLX)
The "Queues (KLX)" functionality is used to view reports with waiting queues states created earlier
at exporting KLX files. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the form to select the
settlement period. After specifying the year and month and after pressing “Display” button there is
presented a table of reports of queues states from given settlement period. At every report there is
“Preview” button.
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After pressing the “Preview” button at selected report, report will be opened in the PDF format,
presenting waiting queues states in given settlement period and in selected version of report:


number of waiting patients



actual average waiting time (in days)



number of people deleted in a given month



number of people deleted in a given month because of service realization



number of people deleted in the last 6 months because of service realization

divided into a stable and urgent cases.

Queues (KLZ)
The "Queues (KLZ)" functionality is used to view problems with waiting queues states imported to
the system from KLX file. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the list of clinics for
which there are reported problems by the NFZ (if at any clinic there have been reported problems).
At every clinic there is “Problems” button.

After pressing the "Problems" button there is displayed a list of reported problems with the waiting
lists state in selected clinic. There are three categories of problems:


errors – displays in red



cautions – displays in yellow



information – displays in green
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Invoices (RFX)
The "Invoices (RFX)" functionality is used to view invoices issued for the NFZ. After selecting this
functionality there is displayed a list of contracts with the NFZ. Agreements are divided into years
(agreements with consecutive years are available in separate tabs).

At each agreement there is the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a list of template of
bills loaded into the jHIS system for the particular contract.

At each template there is the "Invoices" button, which when pressed displays a list of invoices
issued based on the template of bill.
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At each invoice there is "Preview" button, which pressed opens an invoice in PDF format.
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Invoice templates (ZRZ)
The "Invoice template (ZRZ)" functionality is used to view data from templates of invoices loaded
to jHIS system from ZRZ files. After selecting this functionality there is displayed a list of contracts
with the NFZ. Agreements are divided into years (agreements with consecutive years are available
in separate tabs).

At each agreement there is the "Select" button, which when pressed displays a list of templates of
invoices loaded into the jHIS system for the contract.

At each template within the column “Bills” there are visible numbers of bills issued on the basis of
the given template and in case of templates for which no bill was issued yet (for privileged users)
the button “Issue” allowing to pass to form for issuing new bill form the given template (clicking
this button leads to display form described in chapter “Settlements” → “Messages” → “Export” →
“Invoice templates (ZRZ)”). At each template there is also "Details" button, which when pressed
displays a list of items to be placed in the bill (RFX file) created based on the template of bill and
invoice issued based on the template of bill. For each item there is presented the unit price, number
of units (quantity) and value.
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In case of corrective templates, the number of units can be negative.

Files
The "Files" functionality is used for viewing and downloading of messages previously generated
and transmitted to the SZOI NFZ system and previously imported from the SZOI NFZ. After
selecting this functionality there are displayed tabs with names corresponding to the types of
message files. Clicking on a tab displays a list of files of a given type of messages stored on the
server. For each file there is displayed name, size and date of creation. Clicking on the name of the
file lets to download the file and save it to a computer.

Hospital
The „Hospital” module is used to support of one-day hospitals
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Operations
The "Operations" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is the functionality to plan operations in the
operating room and to management of already planned operations.
After selecting the "Operations" functionality from the "Hospital" menu, there is displayed a search
engine of the availability of equipment necessary for today operations in the cells contained in the
units, which are accessible to the logged user. At first, select the cell and press "Search" button. If
there are any graphics of equipment in this cell then on the page there is displayed a grid of
scheduler (otherwise there is displayed an appropriate message). The grid has a column
corresponding to all instruments for which there are graphics in the cell. Rows are corresponding to
possible hours of admission (grid is limited to the work hours of a cell and each hour is divided into
12 parts of 5 minutes each). On the grid there are marked all the periods of availability (divided into
five-minute slots to be able to start operations at any chosen time) and planned operations according
to the scheme


the availability of future periods are shown in blue



the availability of past periods are displayed in gray



scheduled operations that do not require supplement the information or verification are
displayed in green



scheduled operations that require supplement the information or verification (to include
insurance document, settle the payment, fill out the necessary documents) are displayed in
red
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In the form above the grid there are in addition the following navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view the schedule on a month earlier than the current presented day



<< - allows to view the schedule on a week earlier than the current presented day



< - allows to view the schedule on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" - allows you to view any day, which should be indicated in the date field before
pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by default today's
date to be able to view quickly today’s schedule)



> - allows to view the schedule on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view the schedule on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view the schedule on a month later than the current presented

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of schedule for the appropriate day to which
the button leads.
Clicking on a specific time of availability period of grid scheduler begins the process of planning
operation at this time. At first, there is displayed a window with information about the clinic and the
time and form of basic data of operation in which should be specified:


duration of the operation - a list of available times due to the length of available period of
equipment from the selected time of which operation is planned



type of operation - the operation can be planned as NFZ’s or commercial



type of operation - a list of the types of operations that can be realized in the cell

After entering basic data of operation and pressing "Next" button there is displayed a form of n
entering surgical team, where are displayed the fields for specify personnel forming part of the
surgical team, highlight the person heading the operation and for each person specify role and stage
of work.
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You can enter any number of members of the surgical team. To view more fields in order to enter
more people use the "More" button. To insert a staff to form of an operational team, click on the
icon with a green arrow pointing down. It opens the search window of staff, where after selecting
search criteria, you can find staff available for the whole duration of planned operations
(availability of staff must be planned in graphics of work). For each person in staff there is
displayed "Select" button to click on the search window of staff disappears and selected staff
appears in the form of the operating team. If the staff has been inserted by mistake, you can remove
it by clicking on the icon with the white minus sign in a red circle. One person from the staff should
be designated as heading the operation by checking the round field (radio) on the right side of the
form.

After entering the operating team and pressing the "Forward" button there is displayed the search
engine of patients which should be used to search for a patient for whom there will be appointed
visit. The search is done on the terms described in the section "Patients (active cards)", additionally,
at each of the patients from the list of patients that meet your search criteria as well as at each tab of
patient card, there is an extra button "Continue sign up for an operation", which allows you to
continue the process of signing up for an operation for the selected patient. There is also the
possibility to edit data in the patient card.

After selecting the patient (pressing the "Continue sign up for an operation"), the system checks
whether the operation can be planned for a given patient (eg. For operations in the cells for children
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can be saved only person under 18 years of age or having special approval, etc.). If the operation
can not be planned what is informed by the appropriate message and the system ask to enter another
patient. If the patient can be saved for an operation the process of signing up is continued.
If the operation is commercial and the patient has outstanding payments then the system displays
the patient’s arrears in payments. The person registering the patient for surgery decide at this point
whether the patient should be signed up (although arrears) or stop the signing process and go to the
module of handling patient’s payment. For NFZ’s operations and commercial operations for patients
without arrears, this step is skipped.

The next step is selecting the referral for surgery. Regardless of the type of operation, to allow its
appointment, in the patient card mast be a referral for the operating block / delivery room
issued in an application by a doctor during a visit on the emergency room and also a visit on
the emergency room must be realized (closed). If such referral does not exist, there is displayed
appropriate message and the process of signing up for the operation is canceled. If there is a referral
(or referrals) usable for surgery, there is displayed a list of such referrals in the form of strips with
the basic data of any referral.

When you click on the bar with information about referral develops a form with detail data of
referral. Under the form there is the "Select and continue signing up for operation" button, allowing
the continuation of the process of signing up the patient for surgery on the basis of the referral.

The next step in the process of signing up for operation is filling documents (including deposit
card). This step occurs only if the operation is arranging on the basis of referral to which they are
associated documents to fill out and they were not yet completed. In this case there is displayed a
list of documents which have to be completed.
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At each unfilled document there is a "Fill" button to display a form to complete the document, and
at each filled document there is the "View" button to download the document in PDF format and
print it. As long as there is at least one document to fill so long under the list of documents is
displayed the "Skip filling (to fill later) and continue" button allows to omit the step of filling the
documents, however it will be needed to fill such documents after saving operation, so the operation
could be realized.
To fill the document click the "Fill" button by them,. You will see a form of completing the
document, which, after entering the data should be saved by clicking "Save" button.

After saving the document’s data, there is displayed again a list of documents at the referral. Once
all the documents from the list will be filled, from the list of documents will disappear "Skip filling
(to fill later) and continue" button and in its place there will appear the "Continue sign up for an
operation" button, which clicked takes you to the next step of the process.

The next step of signing up for an operation process is entering of the deposit card number (which
was filled by the system or in paper form) if the patient gave personal staff to deposit. If the patient
gave his things to the deposit, enter the card number of the deposit and click "Save", otherwise click
"Omit" button.
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The next step in the process of signing up for the operation is to display the pricelist in the cell. This
step occurs only in case of commercial operations. At first, there is displayed a list of available
pricelists (applicable in the cell on the day of planned operation) from which you should choose the
right one and then click "Next" to view the content of the pricelist.

In the pricelist is determined the basic gross price per operation (which may in particular be zero)
and prices of any services. Registrar may (but need not) determine which services under the
operation the patient is expecting (by checking the box next to the name of service). Upon selection
of any service, the total price for the operation is automatically updating and the field of quantities
at the service becomes editable - the number of services can be modified and at such modification
there is also updating the total price for the operation.

Pressing the "Next" bitton ends the process of signing up for the operation. There is displayed a
summary with information about the planned operation.

Pressing the "Close" button closes the window of planning the operation and in the view of the
schedule, color of period occupied by an operation is updated to correct for the planned operation.
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From the same schedule you can also manage planed operations. After clicking on the arranged
operation in the schedule is opened a window with details of the operation, in which under the basic
information about the operation are information about the signed patient. At the patient there is
information about the status of the operation, the deficiency relating to the operation and action
buttons.

Operations can have the following statuses:


saved operation - basic status of the planned operation



realized operation - operation on which the patient was and doctor in charge of the operation
after the execution made a note about it in the system



unrealized operation - operation for which the patient has not appeared or which for other
reasons did not take place and the doctor in charge of the operation made a note about it in
the system

At the operations there can also occur following information about a deficiency (shown in red):


Unfilled documents - if the operation is carried out on the basis of a referral from which they
are associated documents required to be completed by the patient and at least one of these
documents has not yet been completed



Unrealized payment for operation - if the operation should be paid in advance and the fee
has not been taken from the patient (for commercial operations)
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No insurance for the day of operation - if the system does not have a valid insurance
document of patient for the day of surgery (for NFZ’s operations)

At the patient signed up on the operation there may be available the following buttons:


Print band - a button to print the bar code to print on the patient's wristband



Discharge from the hospital - only visible for realized operations, allows the doctor to enter
information for discharge and the registrar to download and print a discharge for the patient



Cancel operation – button to cancel the (next) operation, whether at the request of the patient
or due to the change in work schedule of personnel / equipment



Patient card - button allows access to the patient records (opening in a new window) and
supplement the data in it (the structure of patient records and the principles of its filling are
described in the section "Patients (active cards)"); fast access to the patient records makes it
easier to complete the information of insurance for the day of operation and the fulfillment
of documents if these are required for the realization of operation

WARNING!
If the patient is insured in the NFZ and have a social security number and date of surgery is
future, the message of lack of insurance can be ignored until the day of the operation - the
system jHIS on the day of operation automatically connects to the system eWUŚ and
downloads electronic document confirming the patient's insurance for a day of operation; if
such electronic document does not confirm patient insurance you will be required to enter
insurance information on the day of operation in the patient card - the "Declaration of patient
insurance" button in "Patient" tab or "Insurance" tab)


Payments - button allows to view the patient's unpaid payments with the ability to manage
them; this is exactly the functionality of the "Payments" tab described in the "Patients
(active cards)" section.

Clicking on the "Print band" button opens a new window with a barcode uniquely identifies the
planned operation and causes the application to print the bar code.
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Clicking on the "Discharge from the hospital" opens a new window, the content of which is as
follows:


if it has not yet been patient’s discharge from hospital or have not entered information about
the death of the patient and the logged user is not a doctor, then there is displayed a message
about the lack of discharge



if it has not yet been patient’s discharge from hospital or have not entered information about
the death of the patient and the logged user is a doctor, then there is displayed a form for
entry data of discharge or data the death of a patient, which must be completed and saved



if committed discharge the patient, then there is a link to download and print the discharge;
If the data of the death of the patient was entered, then the appropriate message appears

Discharge has the form of a PDF file, which should be printed and gave to the patient who is
leaving the hospital. Data entered at discharge goes automatically to the Main book of admissions
and discharges and to the Book of ward ills.
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Dictionaries
The "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Hospital" menu includes functionalities to manage of
dictionaries used by the functionality of the hospital, and they are:


Tool groups



Tools



Sets

Tool groups
The "Tool groups" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is used to
define groups of tools (including materials) used for treatments and surgeries. After selecting this
functionality there is displayed a list of defined groups of tools. At each group there are visible
"Edit" and "Delete" buttons allow to view the form of edition and deletion of tool group. Under the
list of tools groups there is the "Add tools group" button used to display the form of adding a new
group of tools.
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To add a tools group, click "Add tools group " button. You will see a form of adding a new group in
which you have to enter its name and confirm by clicking "Add" button.

To edit name of group of tools you should click "Edit" button at the group from the list of groups.
You will see a form of editing data of group, where you can change its name and confirm with
"Update" button.

To delete a group of tools you have to click "Delete" button at the group from the list of groups. You
will see a form of deleting group in which you have to confirm your intention to remove the group
by "Delete" button.

Group names have to be unique. The group cannot be removed if there are some tools assigned to it.

Tools
The "Tools" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is used to define
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tools (including materials) used for treatments and surgeries. After selecting this functionality there
is displayed a list of defined tools. At each tool there are visible "Edit" and "Delete" buttons allow
to view the form of edition and deletion of tool. Under the list of tools there is the "Add tool" button
used to display the form of adding a new tool.

To add a tool, click "Add tool" button. You will see a form of adding a new tool in which you have
to enter tool’s name and optionally specify the group where this tool belongs to and confirm by
clicking "Add" button.

To edit data of tool you should click "Edit" button at the tool from the list of tools. You will see a
form of editing data of tool, where you can change its name and optionally the group where this tool
belongs to and confirm with "Update" button.

To delete a tool you have to click "Delete" button at the tool from the list of tools. You will see a
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form of deleting tools in which you have to confirm your intention to remove the tool by "Delete"
button.

Tools names have to be unique. The tool cannot be removed if it belongs to any set.

Sets
The "Sets" functionality from the "Dictionaries" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is used to define
sets of tools and patient’s sets used for treatments and surgeries. Sets of tools are associated with
specific treatment and generally contain reusable tools (eg. surgical tools). Patient’s sets are
connected with the patient in the context of a specific surgery and generally contain materials for
single use (eg. dressings, medicines). After selecting this functionality there is displayed a list of
defined sets. At each of tools there are visible "Edit" and "Delete" buttons allow to view the form of
edition and deletion of set. Under the list of sets there is the "Add set" button used to display the
form of adding a new set.

To add a set, click "Add set" button. You will see a form of adding a new set in which you have to
specify set’s type and enter set’s name and select tools / materials belongs to the set. By default
there is displayed a field to entering one tool / material. To display more fields, you should use
“More tools” button. After entering data, they have to be confirmed by clicking "Add" button.
Empty fields of tools will be skipped at saving data of the set.
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To modify the data of set there should be clicked "Edit" button at the set from the list of sets. You
will see a form of editing set, where you can change the set’s type and name, and included tools /
materials. To view more fields for entering tools / materials, use the "More tools" button. To remove
a tool from the set you should select empty value form drop-down list. After entering the changes,
they should be confirmed by clicking "Update" button. Empty fields of tools l be ignored when
saving the data of set.

To delete a set you have to click "Delete" button at the set from the list of sets. You will see a form
of deleting tools in which you have to confirm your intention to remove the tool by "Delete" button.

Sets’ names have to be unique. To the set can belong more than one tool.

Sets
The "Sets" submenu in the "Hospital" menu includes functionalities for managing sets of tools /
patient needed to do the surgery / operation.

Sets preparation
"Sets preparation" functionality from "Sets" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is used to record in
the system the fact of preparation of set of tools and a set of patients to treatment / surgery. After
selecting this functionality there is displayed a search engine of sets waiting to prepare (ie, those
who were selected by the doctor issuing the referral to treatment / surgery and on basis of a referral
there was appointed date of procedure / surgery). Searching is possible based on any combination of
the following criteria:


patient – field of general search of patient for who a set of tools / patient has to be prepared;
here you can enter patient’s first name, surname, PESEL, the date of birth of the patient or
any combination of these elements



referring doctor – field of general search of doctor who issued the referral for treatment /
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surgery; here you can enter doctor’s name, surname, NPWZ of doctor or any combination of
these elements


date of surgery from to – the range of dates when a treatment/ surgery has been planned; If
the start date is not filled or filled incorrectly then there are searched treatments / operations
from the future



kind of set

After entering the search criteria and clicking on the "Search" button, under the search engine
appears the list of sets of tools / patient waiting for preparation meeting the search criteria (or a
message that there are no waiting sets if there are no suitable results sets). At each set there is the
"Prepare" button.

To start preparing set, it is necessary to click at the "Prepare" button. You will see a form with the
data set including automatically given number and a list of tools / materials to be included in the set.

The person preparing set should:
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physically complete set content



enter in the form any comments about set



enter in the form serial numbers of tools that were included in the set (if tools have such
numbers and they are significant)



print bar code with number of set



stick the printed barcode on the prepared set



deposit prepared set in the appropriate place in institutional health care facility



Confirm preparation of set.

To print bar code, click the icon

located at the "Set number" field.
To confirm preparation of set, after entering any comments and the tools numbers, click " Make set
ready" button. The system will then display the appropriate message indicating that the operation is
completed and will automatically return to the search page of sets waiting to prepare.

Ready sets
The "Ready sets" functionality from the "Sets" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is used to search
for numbers of sets of tolls / patient prepared for a specific treatment / surgery. Finding the set
number assigned to a particular treatment allows to find physically sets bearing this number and
deliver the kit to the treatment room. After selecting this functionality, there is displayed search
engine of prepared earlier sets. Searching is possible based on any combination of the following
criteria:


patient – field of general search of patient for who a set of tools / patient has to be prepared;
here you can enter patient’s first name, surname, PESEL, the date of birth of the patient or
any combination of these elements



date of surgery from to – the range of dates when a treatment/ surgery has been planned; By
default fields are filled with current date because the most typical usage of the functionality
is searching for set at the day of surgery
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kind of set

After entering the search criteria and clicking on the "Search" button, under the search engine
appears the list of prepared sets of tools / patient meeting the search criteria (or a message that there
are no prepared sets if there are no suitable results sets). At each set there is the "Display" button.

To also see the contents of the set apart from the set number shown in the list of search results, click
the "Display" button. You will see a form with the data of set for view.

Sets withdrawal
The "Sets withdrawal" functionality from the "Sets" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is used to
record in the system the withdrawal of previously prepared set of tools and a set of patients. After
selecting this functionality there is displayed a search engine of sets to withdrawal (ie those which
have been prepared for the surgery but the surgery did not take place or was canceled). Searching is
possible based on any combination of the following criteria:


patient – field of general search of patient for who a set of tools / patient has to be prepared;
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here you can enter patient’s first name, surname, PESEL, the date of birth of the patient or
any combination of these elements


referring doctor – field of general search of doctor who issued the referral for treatment /
surgery; here you can enter doctor’s name, surname, NPWZ of doctor or any combination of
these elements



date of surgery from to – the range of dates when a treatment/ surgery has been planned



kind of set



set number – can be used to control check whether the particular set should be withdrawn

After entering the search criteria and clicking on the "Search" button, under the search engine
appears the list of sets of tools / patient for withdrawal meeting the search criteria (or a message that
there are no sets for withdrawal if there are no suitable results sets). At each set there is the
"Withdraw" button.

To withdraw a set, click at the "Withdraw" button. You will see a form with the data of set to view.
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The person withdrawing set should:


physically incomplete set content



deposit particular items of set in the appropriate place in institutional health care facility



confirm withdrawal of set.

To confirm the withdrawal of set click the "Retreated" button. The system will then display the
appropriate message informing that the operation is completed and will automatically return to the
search page of sets waiting for preparation.

Books
The "Books" submenu in the "Hospital" menu includes functionality allowing access to the books
kept in accordance with the applicable provisions of law with the possibility of printing.

The book of surgeries
The "Book of surgeries" functionality from the "Books" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is used to
download the book of surgeries. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the form to
specify the cell and period in which surgeries were made. After selecting cell, entering dates and
pressing the "View" button there is displayed a link to download the piece of book of surgeries
from the specified period. The book has form of a PDF document.
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The main book of admissions and discharges
The "Main book of admissions and discharges" functionality from the "Books" submenu in the
"Hospital" menu is used to download the main book of admissions and discharges. After selecting
this functionality there is displayed the form to specify the cell and the period of patients’
admissions to the hospital. After selecting cell, entering dates and pressing the "View" button there
is displayed a link to download the piece of main book of admissions and discharges from the
specified period. The book has form of a PDF document.

The book of refusals and admission advices
The "Book of refusals and admission advices" functionality from the "Books" submenu in the
"Hospital" menu is used to download the book of refusals and admission advices. After selecting
this functionality there is displayed the form to specify the cell and period of patients’ visits in the
emergency room. After selecting cell, entering dates and pressing the "View" button there is
displayed a link to download the piece of book of refusals and admission advices made in the
emergency room from the specified period. The book has form of a PDF document.

The book of ward ills
The "Book of ward ills" functionality from the "Books" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is used to
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download the book of ward ills. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the form to
specify the cell and period of patients’ visits in the emergency room. After selecting cell, entering
dates and pressing the "View" button there is displayed a link to download the piece of book of
ward ills from the specified period. The book has form of a PDF document.

The book of operational block or operational room
The "Book of operational block or operational room" functionality from the "Books" submenu in
the "Hospital" menu is used to download the book of operational block or operational room. After
selecting this functionality there is displayed the form to specify the cell and period in which
surgeries were made. After selecting cell, entering dates and pressing the "View" button there is
displayed a link to download the piece of book of operational block or operational room from the
specified period. The book has form of a PDF document.

The book of doctor reports
The "Book of doctor reports" functionality from the "Books" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is
used to download the book of doctor reports. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the
form to specify the cell and period in which reports were made. After selecting cell, entering dates
and pressing the "View" button there is displayed a link to download the piece of book of doctor
reports from the specified period. The book has form of a PDF document.
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If logged user is the medical staff, then under at the search engine there is displayed for such user
additional "Add Entry" button. Pressing this button opens a new window allows to add an entry to
the doctor reports. Adding an entry to the doctor report consists of several steps. After pressing the
"Add Entry" button at first there is displayed a search engine of patients. In the search, enter search
criteria for a patient whose report is concern, and press "Search" button. Then the search engine
displays a list of patients that meet the search criteria and for each one the "Choose" button.

After pressing the "Choose" button next to the appropriate patient, there is displayed the form of
data to report, in which the patient is already written (previously selected), and other data need to be
supplemented / select from the list.
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After completing the form and pressing "Save" button the report goes to the book of doctor reports
and inform about it with the appropriate message.

The book of nurse reports
The "Book of nurse reports" functionality from the "Books" submenu in the "Hospital" menu is
used to download the book of nurse reports. After selecting this functionality there is displayed the
form to specify the cell and period in which reports were made. After selecting cell, entering dates
and pressing the "View" button there is displayed a link to download the piece of book of nurse
reports from the specified period. The book has form of a PDF document.

If logged user is the medical staff, then under at the search engine there is displayed for such user
additional "Add Entry" button. Pressing this button opens a new window allows to add an entry to
the nurse reports. Adding an entry to the medical report consists of several steps. After pressing the
"Add Entry" button at first there is displayed a search engine of patients. In the search, enter search
criteria for a patient whose report is concern, and press "Search" button. Then the search engine
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displays a list of patients that meet the search criteria and for each one the "Choose" button.

After pressing the "Choose" button next to the appropriate patient, there is displayed the form of
data to report, in which the patient is already written (previously selected), and other data need to be
supplemented / select from the list.

After completing the form and pressing "Save" button the report goes to the book of nurse reports
and inform about it with the appropriate message.
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Processes and mechanisms
Visits
To start planning visit, following items have to be defined in the system:
• be created proper organizational structure (all levels) as described in the "Medical care" section
• be defined types of visits (indicating the purpose for the visits) as described in the "Types of
visits" section
• to allow commercial appointments there have to be defined price lists in those clinics where such
price lists have to function as described in the "price lists" section
• be created graphic of work of the staff / the apparatus in terms and in clinics where there will be
arranging visits as described in the "Graphic personnel" and "graphics devices" sections
When these elements are defined, it is possible to arrange planned and additional visits as described
in the "planned visits" and "additional visits" sections.

Rehabilitation surgeries
To be able to start planning rehabilitation surgeries, following elements have to be defined in the
system:
• be defined catalog of rehabilitation services as described in the "Rehabilitation services" section
• be created proper organizational structure (all levels) as described in the "Medical care" section
(including that at the rehabilitation apparatus have to be defined surgeries from the catalog of
services that can be realized on a particular apparatus)
• be defined types of visits (indicating the purpose for the visits) as described in the "Types of
visits" section
• to allow commercial rehabilitation surgeries there have to be defined price lists in those clinics
where such price lists have to function as described in the "price lists" section
• be created graphic of work of the staff / the apparatus in terms and in clinics where there will be
arranging rehabilitation surgeries as described in the "Graphic personnel" and "graphics devices"
sections
When these elements are defined, it is possible to plan rehabilitation surgeries as described in the
"Rehabilitation" section.

Surgeries
To be able to start planning surgeries, following elements have to be defined in the system:
• be created proper organizational structure (all levels) as described in the "Medical care" section
• be defined types of surgeries (indicating the purpose for the surgery) as described in the "Types of
visits" section
• to allow commercial surgeries there have to be defined price lists in those clinics where such price
lists have to function as described in the "price lists" section
• be created graphic of work of the staff / the apparatus in terms and in clinics where there will be
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arranging surgeries as described in the "Graphic personnel" and "graphics devices" sections
When these elements are defined, it is possible to plan surgeries as described in the "Surgeries"
section.

Settlements with the NFZ
The jHIS system supports settlements with the NFZ for non-commercial visits. The process of
settlements with the NFZ starts with import the files of contracts with the NFZ (UMX files) as
described in the "Agreement (UMX)" section. Before importing you should take care of proper
setting parameters related to the settlement in the application configuration as described in the
"Configuration" section and for VII and VIII part of ministerial code of clinic entered into the
system were consistent with those that are contained in the contract (UMX file). During import a
contract there is automatically created dictionary of NFZ services. At creating a dictionary of
services, the system based on the knowledge base automatically assigns ministerial codes of
benefits to the services and default ICD-9 codes of procedures. After importing the agreement, in
order to facilitate subsequent encoding visits, you should verify the dictionary for automatically
filled values and possibly fill the values which the system was not able to fill automatically. You
should also remember to keep updated dictionaries of ICD-9 procedures and ICD-10 diagnoses,
which new versions are announced by the NFZ. In order to ensure proper settlement with the NFZ
you should be aware of:


keep importing into the system all annexes to contracts with the NFZ (also UMX files) in
the same way as import contracts



keep introducing into a system the declaration of patients as described in the "Patients
(active card)" section



keep coding in the system services and diagnostic tests as described in "Coding visits" and
"Coding diagnostic tests" sections

Accounting with the NFZ is based on generating in jHIS system messages in formats accepted by
the NFZ, uploading them to the SZOI NFZ system, downloading from SZOI NFZ system feedback
messages, import them into the jHIS system, correcting the declaration of patients / services /
diagnostic tests according to the information contained in feedback messages and resume the cycle
by again passing messages as described in the "Messages" section.

Commercial settlements
The jHIS system supports payments for commercial visits, rehabilitation surgeries, operations and
diagnostic examinations.
Depending on the settings of clinic / ward payment can be realized after a visit / rehabilitation
surgery / operatrion (post-pay) or before the visit / rehabilitation surgery / operation (advance
payment). Payments for diagnostic examinations are encountered with issuing order for
examinations and can be realized before as well as after performing examinations. Payments are
realized by the "Payment" tab in the patient card.
Post-pay can be realized when the visit / surgery / operation receives the "realized" status. Then in
the patient payments tab appears unrealized payment. Payment may be realized by issuing a receipt
or invoice. Fee can be contributed immediately or later. If payment is taken later, the bill (invoice or
receipt) is displayed in the list of unpaid invoices with the possibility of noting the payment.
Payment in advance is done after appointing for visit / surgery / operation and before its realization.
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After appointing visit / surgery / operations, in the tab of patient payments appears unrealized
payment. Payment may be realized by issuing a receipt or invoice. Fee can be accepted immediately
or later. If payment is taken later, the bill (receipt or invoice) is displayed in the list of unpaid
invoices with the possibility of noting the payment. If visit / surgery / operation has been realized
without any changes in services planned for realization, it ends the payment process. If doctor
realizing the visit / surgery / operation specifies that he has realized additional service / services that
have not been planned while arranging visit / surgery / operation, then within payments tab of
patient card there will appear new unrealized payment for additional service / services which is
realized as post-pay. If visit / surgery / operation has not been realized or visit / surgery / operation
has been realized and some of services have been realized with quantities different than planned (or
have not been realized), then within payments tab of patient card there will appear unrealized
payment (if patient has to pay more for a visit / surgery / operation) or overpayment (if patient is to
receive return of whole or part of payment for a visit / surgery / operation). Taking of supplement
pay can be realized by issuing correcting receipt or correcting invoice (depending on primary
document whether it was receipt or invoice). Supplement pay can be taken immediately or later. If
payment is taken later, the bill (correcting invoice or correcting receipt) is displayed in the list of
unpaid bills with the possibility of noting the payment.Making return can be realized by issuing
correcting receipt or correcting invoice (depending on primary document whether it was receipt or
invoice). Return is realized in full amount at the moment of issuing of the bill.

Portal
For jHIS system dedicated internet portal has been created that allows patients for arranging visits
using internet and canceling visits arranged using internet. Access to portal is granted for patients
which reported to registration of any unit of health care company a wish to use portal and that fact
has been marked within the jHIS system (field “Access to internet registration” in “Contact” tab
within patient card). Login for portal is patient e-mail address and password is generated
automatically by jHIS system and is sent to patient e-mail address at the moment when he declares
intention to use portal.

If patient forgets his password, he can report to any unnit of healthcare company and ask for
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generation of new password (that's what registration employee can do by clicking the button
“Generate new password for internet registration” in “Contact” tab within patient card) or he can
enter his email address into portal login form and click the button “remind password”. In both cases
password allowing to log into portal will be sent do patient e-mail address.
After logging to portal there appears start page whicg contains:


header (repeated on each page of portal) ant within it
◦ system logo – by clicking logo patient is directed to start page independently what page
he is currently viewing
◦ menu allowing to access particular functionalities of portal
◦ linkt to language versions allowing to change user interface into different language
◦ patient login
◦ link allowing to logout from portal



content approproate for logged user



footer (repeated on each page of portal) ant within it
◦ name and version of system
◦ logo of jPALIO technology – by clicking this logo software producer web page appears
there in new window/tab of the browser

Portal contains the following functionalities:


Password – functionality allowing to change patient pasword



Visits – functionality allowing to appoint visits by patient, to browse visits already appointed
and to cancel visits appointed by patient using portal



Examinations – functionality allowing to browse results of diagnostic examinations of
patient

Moreover within menu there is position “Start” which when clicked allows to go to start page of
portal, also in the menu there can be additional positions defined by jHIS system administrator.

Password
Using the "Password" functionality in the menu, logged patient has the ability to change his own
password currently used to access the portal. To change password, one has to enter current password
and new password twice repeated to the form. The new password must meet the following
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requirements of security policy:


must have at least 8 characters



must contain lowercase and uppercase letters, numbers and special characters



must be different from the most recently used passwords of at least three characters



must differ from each of the three most recently used passwords of at least one character

After completing the form and pressing the "Change Password", system verifies the correctness of
data entered to the form. If verification is successful, then the password is changed and displays
information about successful password change. If the verification fails, you will see an error
message informing about incorrect filling out the form (indicating the type of irregularity). In this
situation, you must fill out the form again according to the information contained in the message
and try again to change password.

Visits
After selecting from menu the “Visits” functionality there is displayed search engine of available
dates and arranged today visits in all of the of health care company where exists timetables with
terms marked to be displayed within portal and these within which patient has/had visits.
The first step is to choose a clinic and click "Search" button. If there are any timetables of work of
the staff or equipment in the clinic (even empty), then the page displays a grid of timetable. The
grid has a column corresponding to all employees and equipment for which there are timetables of
work in the clinic. Rows correspond in turn to possible hours of visits (grid is limited to the clinic’s
working hours and every hour is divided into 12 parts for 5 minutes). At the grid there are marked
all the available terms (only terms starting from tomorrow are displayed, past and today terms are
omitted) and scheduled visits of patient (all) according to the scheme


future available dates are displayed in blue



arranged visits that do not require supplement the information or verification are displayed
in green
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arranged visits that require supplement the information or verification (attach referral, attach
an insurance document, settlement of payments, cancel the visit because of changes in work
timetable of doctor or equipment) are displayed in red



if the type of the visit appropriate for a given free date or appointed visit has defined color of
highlighting, then in the upper right corner of the date / visit there is displayed spot in this
color.

When you move the mouse cursor over a free date, availability or an appointment, in a tooltip there
is displayed detailed information about the date, availability or visit accordingly (quick view).

In the form above the grid there are in addition the following navigation buttons:


<<< - allows to view the schedule on a month earlier than the current presented day



<< - allows to view the schedule on a week earlier than the current presented day



< - allows to view the schedule on a day earlier than the current presented day



"ENTER" - allows you to view any day, which should be indicated in the date field before
pressing the "ENTER" button (in the date field there is always entered by default today's
date to be able to view quickly today’s schedule)
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> - allows to view the schedule on a day later than the current presented day



>> - allows to view the schedule on a week later than the current presented day



>>> - allows to view the schedule on a month later than the current presented

Clicking on any of the above buttons changes the view of schedule for the appropriate day to which
the button leads.
Clicking on a free date on the grid of schedule opens new window within which threre is button
“Make reservation”.

After clicking this button visit at this term is being reserved for patient and appriopriate message
informs about that fact or there appears information about lack of possibility to reserve the term (if
somebody else has reserved this term in meantime, if patient has another visit appointed at the same
time, etc.)

After clicking button “Close” reservation window is closed and within timetable grid there appears
reserved visit (if reservation was possible to be done).
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After clicking on reserved visit there appears new window with information about visit state. If visit
was appointed by patient using portal and is in future, then there is button “Cancel visit” visible that
allows to cancel planned visit.

Clicking the button “Cancel visit” releases reserved term and an appropriate message informs about
that fact.

After clicking button “Close” reservation window is closed and the view of timetable grid is
refreshed (if visit has been canceled it desappears from timetable grid and free term appears within
its place).
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In case of realized visits after clicking on visit within new window with information about visit state
there is link also displayed allowing to preview disease history entered by the doctor during the visit
(in PDF format).

Examinations
After choosing functionality „Examinations” from menu there appears list of patient orders for
diagnostic examinations in order from the newest to the oldest. By each order within the column of
„Results” there is button „View” available.
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Clicking the button „View” allows to preview (as PDF file) results of diagnostic examinations
within the given order.

BugBase
The BugBase is a module used to managing notifications concerning jHIS system. It allows users to
report problems that arise while they are working with the system. Reported problems, bugs,
suggestions, etc. get into the database, accessed by service technicians of jHIS system. Serviceman
after receiving the notification solves the problem or provide all the necessary information to
resolve the problem.
Access to the BugBase module is provided by the links placed in the footer of the system:


Report a bug – opens a window of reporting a bug



BugBase – opens a window of managing reported bugs

Access to the BugBase module is provided by three privileges:


BUGBASE - możliwość zgłaszania błędów – gives the ability to report problems and
provides access to the notified problems by this user



BUGBASE - możliwość wyświetlenia błędów wszystkich zgłaszających – gives the ability
to view and manage problems reported by all users



BUGBASE - możliwość wyceny błędów – gives the ability to value reported problems

These privileges should be assigned to the appropriate roles and the roles should be given to users
authorized for reporting / managing / valuating problems.
The BugBase has a built-in mechanism to inform users about the reported problems. The
information is sent by email, what results that users using the module apart from appropriate
permissions should have entered email address in the data of the jHIS system.
The assignment of privileges to the roles is realized by "Privileges" functionality in the
"Administration" menu and assignment of roles and email addresses to users by the "Users"
functionality also from the "Administration" menu.

Reporting bugs
To report a problem, bug, suggestion, etc., click on the "Report a bug" button placed in the footer of
each page of the system. There will be opened window of reporting a new problem with the form in
which mandatory fields are marked by an asterisk.
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In CONTACT ADDRESS line there is user’s e-mail address, if the address has been entered in the
user data in the jHIS system. Otherwise, there is the message about the lack of email address and
need to contact the administrator to its entry.
In the TITLE field, enter the subject of the notification.
In the KEY WORDS field, you can specify additional words that describe the notification.
In the CATEGORY field, select the type of notification.
In the MODULE field, choose to which part of the system it relates.
In the PRIORITY field, there should be determined the urgency of the notification.
The field OBJECT is not in use (has been preserved because of the backwards compatibility).
The PAGE field is filled automatically (there is entered identifier of page in the system that caused
the error).
In the DESCRIPTION field, specify a maximum fine details and circumstances of a problem.
In the ATTACHMENT field, there is the opportunity to add attachment associated with the
notification.
After filling all the required fields, click "Send bug report" button. If the report will be stored in the
database, blue message about the successful operation will appear (and the report will receive the
REPORTED status). Otherwise, there will be a red message with information about an error. The
window can be closed with the "Close" button.

BugBase Center
To see a list of reported problems, click on the "BugBase" link placed in the footer of the system.
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Then a window with a list of reports will be opened.

In the upper part of the window there is a search engine of reports. After specifying search criteria
and pressing the "Display" button, there is presented a list of reports that meet the search criteria.
Depending on privileges there are displayed only reports of logged user or reports of all users. In
the second case, in the search results are displayed additional columns of the table: "Enterprise"
from which is the report and the "Serviceman" that is assigned to it.
To view details of the report, click on the appropriate row of the table. There will displayed window
with the details of the notification. The content of the window is dependent on privileges.
For users who have access privileges to all reports, in the upper right corner is displayed the current
status of the report. Below are given details of the reporting user and entered information by him
from the notification. Next, there is a form to change the category and module (only for
notifications with REPORTED status). If the notification should be handled at first, you can mark it
as URGENT. Below there is the information about the page number on which it was an error and
preview button allows you to display a screenshot saved when reporting the error. In the
SERVICEMAN field should be selected serviceman who will be handling the notification. If the
logged user has the privilege of valuating reports, in the window there is displayed section that
allows for the valuation. There is also a form of adding a comment.
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For users who have access privileges only to their own reports in the details of the notification
window there is displayed information from the report, form of change the type and the module
(only for notifications with REPORTED status) and form of adding a comment.
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Depending on the status of the report, at the bottom of the window there are displayed the
appropriate action buttons.
Servicing reports is a process, which diagram looks like this:
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The circles correspond to the possible states of the report, the arrows correspond to activities which
in a given state can be done to change the status of report.
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At the time of reporting problem, notification receives REPORTED state (green circle) and after its
processing it receives CLOSED state (blue circle). Green arrows indicate transitions available only
for the administrator / serviceman, and red arrows are the transitions available to the reporting user.
Servicing report process looks like this:


REPORTED state - in this state administrator determines whether the report should be
realized or not. If so – he receives it by pressing the "Accept", if not - rejects by pressing the
"Reject" button.



WAITING state - in this state, the administrator should assign a serviceman to handling the
report by selecting it from the list. From this moment, serviceman will be responsible for
report. If the serviceman starts handling of report, he should confirm its acceptance to
realization by pressing the "Accept" button. In this state, it is also possible to move to the
valuation of the notification, if the user has the appropriate privilege. To go to the valuation,
use the "Go to valuation" button. Report can be also rejected by pressing the "Reject"
button.



FOR VALUATION state - this is the initial state of the pricing mechanism of reports.
Valuations may be done by serviceman / administrator as well as the reporting user. To
cancel the valuating of report, press the "Change type of execution" button (the button is
available only for serviceman / administrator). To valuating the report, press "Add position"
button.

There will be fields where it should be pointed serviceman who will handle the order, enter a
description and the number of working hours. The system automatically calculates net rate.
You can add additional items, if, for example, under the order is working more servicemen.

After entering the data, click "Save" button and then saved information will be visible for
both the serviceman and the reporting user. To send a valuation for approval, use the "Send
to valuation" (the button is available only for serviceman / administrator).


FOR CONFIRMATION state - a state in which the report come back to the reporting user,
who is expected to accept valuation prepared by a serviceman / administrator. If he agrees
with the valuation, he clicks "Accept" button. If he considers that the valuation is
inadequate, he can suspend such report by typing in the comment message for the
serviceman / administrator regarding the reason of suspend and pressing the "Suspend"
button. Serviceman / administrator apart from the buttons available for the reporting user, he
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has also "Submit comments" button used when reporting user made the valuation and
serviceman / administrator wants to ask him to its change. If the serviceman / administrator
does not agree with the valuation submitted by the reporting user, he can reject this
notification immediately by clicking the "Reject" button.


ACCEPTED state - a state similar to a state of waiting except that it occurs after the
valuation and approving by the reporting user. If the serviceman starts handling the report he
should confirm its acceptance to realization by pressing the "Approve" button.



APPROVED state - in this state, a notification is handling by a serviceman. At any time,
both the administrator / serviceman and the reporting user may suspend realization of report
(by pressing the "Hold" button) if there will be any unexpected previously circumstances
(eg. revaluation). Then the serviceman interrupts the execution of the report. If the
serviceman has any questions to the reporting user, he clicks the "Ask a question" button.
Then the report goes to the reporting user pending the forwarding of his answers. When the
report is completed, the serviceman transmits them to the verification by the reporting user
so that he can determine whether it has been correctly realized – use the "To verification"
button.



TO REPORTER state - in this state report waits for a response of reporting user to a
question of serviceman. Reporter should answer this question by typing the comment and
clicking "Reply" button.



TO SERVICEMAN state - when the reporting user sent answer to serviceman’s question, or
if notification has not been positively verified by the reporting user, then it receives this
state. If the answer of reporter makes that the report may not be further realized in its current
form, such report should be paused by clicking on "Pause" button. Serviceman can ask
another question to the reporter by clicking the "Ask a question" button. If the report has
been realized, it should be passed to verify with the "To verification" button.



TO VERIFY state - the state is given to the report which has been realized by a serviceman.
The reporting user has to specify whether it was realized properly. If so - should click
"Accept made change" if not - should send comments to the serviceman by clicking "Submit
comments" button.



SUCCESSFULLY VERIFIED state- state indicating that the notification has been properly
realized, so can be closed by a serviceman / administrator using the "Close report" button.



PAUSED state - in the process of handling the report, it is possible to pause both by the
reporting user and by a serviceman / administrator. When the reporting user will pause
notification during the approval of the valuation, serviceman / administrator can reject such
report (the "Reject" button) or pass to a revaluation (the "To value" button ). Also during the
execution of the report by a serviceman, it is possible to pause the report to be revaluated or
rejected. When the application is in the PAUSED state and does not require a revaluation,
then both serviceman / administrator and the reporting user may submit comments, and the
report will go to the ACCEPTED state and start a re-realization.



REJECTED state - meaning to stop processing the report without its realization. Rejected
report should be closed using the "Close the report" button.



CLOSED state - the state indicating completion of processing the report.

At each change of status of notification the system sends to the reporting user and to serviceman
assigned to the notification an e-mail informing about the change. Any comments and attachments
added in the report form are attached to sending message. Do not reply to received messages - they
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are only intended to inform users that there is a change in the application. After receiving such a
message you should go to the BugBase Center, search for the appropriate report and react
adequately to the state of report.

Summary
The jHIS system provides a comprehensive solution in the use of public and private health care
institutions realizing ambulatory, home and hospital (one-day) treatment. It has implemented
mechanisms for data management of patients and staff, creating work schedules of staff and medical
equipment, planning and servicing visits, surgeries and operations (including service of surgery
room), commercial settlements (with patients and workplaces) and non-commercial (with the NFZ).
The system integrates with diagnostic laboratories (using the MARCEL system and using the eLab
system), with the Electronic System of Beneficiaries Eligibility Verification (eWUŚ), queuing
systems (Nemo-Q) and internet thermometers (TME). It has also dedicated portal allowing patients
to register for visits themselves using internet. Its advantages are the simplicity and ergonomics, so
important from the point of view of users. By providing a user interface via web browser, system
does not require installation on workstations and can be used on mobile devices (eg. tablets). The
use of the jPALIO platform provides high scalability, efficiency and reliability.
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